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Toxic TasWater

Posted (ni Septembei' 26,2013

Our community at Pioneer welcomed yesterday's spring equinox with a beautiful show of

flowers. But the townsfolk hide a heavy heart. Our drinking water is toxic. The only access to

pure drinking water is from a communal tank located at the centre of town.

Pioneer was disconnected from its major water supply, the Frome Dam, in 2008. But it was not

until November, 2012 - following our water alert for lead contamination - that residents were

advised of this disconnection. Pioneer' s water quality had regressed from a non-potable supply,

which, if boiled, was safe to drink, to a non-potable supply which calmot be consumed under any

circumstances.



Test results for lead, extracted from TasWater under a Right To Information request in August,

2013, show the following results: Pioneer Dam Sediment, 416 ug/L; Pioneer Dam Outlet, 1690

ug/L; and, Open Channel Sediment, 513 ug/L. The guideline health value for leadis 10 ug/L. These

results were not disclosed to the coriumunity despite repeated submissions prior to the Right to

information request. Two further Right to Information requests are pending - one to TasWater and

one to Taslrrigation. (The Right to Infonnation requests were submitted, on behalf of the Pioneer

community, by Mr. Kim Booth of the Greens. )

it is expected that TasWater and/or Taslrrigation will be required to provide evidence to prove that

the act of disconnecting Pioneer from the Frome Dam did not cause increased lead levels in the

town drinking water. And the Tasmanian Director of Public Health, Mr. Roscoe Taylor, may be

called upon to explain why he did not direct TasWater to provide blood tests for the residents.

In a town meeting in April, 2013, TasWater (then, Ben Loinond Water) indicated their preference to

transition Pioneer to rainwater tanks. TasWater advised that an amendment to Tasmanian legislation

was required before this could happen. TasWater assured residents they were indeed lobbying the

Tasmanian goverrrrnent on this front. A representative for the Tasmanian Director of Public Health

echoed TasWater's preference; and residents were assured that Dr. Roscoe Taylor was actively

lobbying the Tasmanian state governinent for an amendment to the appropriate legislation

At the same meeting, April, 20 I3 , the residents of Pioneer agreed to a transition to rainwater tanks,

so long as it were coupled with a reticulated service for fire-fighting and general purpose needs

(charged at a nominal rate). In the weeks that followed, seventy-five percent of households signed a

petition to the same effect. This petition, which also stated its support for the proposed legislative

amendment, was sent to TasWater and to each member of the Tasmanian parliament

However, a parliamentary statement by the Tasmanian government on June 26,2013, made it

crystal clear that an amendment to legislation is unnecessary, and that the transition to rainwater

tanks at Pioneer is possible under the Act. Furthermore, the statement advised that this state-of -play

had been coriumunicated to TasWater previously (at an unstated date). Pioneer residents are yet to

receive a reply from Bryan Green's office with the exact date for when this advice was provided to

TasWater.



Five months along from the public meeting in April, and TasWater have failed to deliver rainwater

tanks to the residents of Pioneer. But TasWater continue to charge for the toxic water. Residents

were disturbed to notice on their most recent bill, in August, that the quarterly ' service charges'

were raised from $41.37 to $53.87. Residents are presently being charged for their water use, too

water meters were installed at Pioneer in 2012, and TasWater see no reason to discontinue this

charge.

The timeframe for TasWater to provide safe drinking water at Pioneer seems to be open-ended

Some townsfolk speculate that it may be within the powers of the Tasmanian Director of Public

Health to insert a deadline.

Pioneer's most recent written communication from TasWater was on August 6,2013, whereinit

was stipulated that a full (1009'0) community take-up of the yet unknown proposal will be required

if it is to proceed. it is reasonable to assume that such an inflexible plan may prove to be

problematic - if and when TasWater choose to apply it

A letter was sent to TasWater on June 2 on behalf of an elderly resident of Pioneer who suffers with

multiple sclerosis. The resident requested a rainwater talk, so he must not carry, daily, drinking

water from the communal rainwater tank. TasWater responded to his letter three months later, on

September 5. The letter states:

'... we are prepared 10 supply Qn inchvidz!o11ank on your property, Ihe ownership of\., hich remains

with TasWater. Responsibility/brimingIhe iank and any associated phimbing and electrical

infrasiruc/ure Qnd work required resis wiih you. '

In effect, TasWater have offered this Old Age Pensioner a rainwater tank which cannot be used to

collect rainwater - unless he first enters, and subsequently wins, Tattslotto

Looking at the broader picture as it relates to a safe drinking water outcome for Pioneer, a letter

from the CEO of TasWater, Mr Brewster, September 13, to Mr. Mike Gaffney MLC, states :

iris you may appreciate Ihe service replocemeniprocess is new ond Iher<fore it needs 10 be

underlaken wiih due care and diligence. For example, advice 10 dote does nor SMPpori Ihe use of

individual contracis under section 61 of/he Wafer and Sewerage Industry AC/ 2008. However, on

allerna/ive approach may be possible and is being/tilly explored. '



Mr. Brewster' s letter sets alarm bells ringing because it is contrary to the position of the Leader of

Govenrrnent Business in the Lesgislative Council, Mr. Farrell. During the Legislative Council

sitting on June 23, some three months ago, Mr. Farrell, in response to a question from Ms. Rattray

MLC, stated:

Iseciion 61 agreements are contracts mode between a regal/died eniity, - Ben Loinond Warer

ITUSWorer/ - und individual customers. .. This exis/ingprovision could be used by Ben Loino"d

Water ITaslPoier//or arranging the service changes which ore SMPporied by Ihe Director of Public

Health. Please no/e Ihai Ihis iof'orma/ion has been coinmz/nicaied to Ben Loinond Worer

ITasl, 'atoll und all 18/8vont industry regulators. Under Ihe Water and Sewerage Indusiry AC/ 2008

as it currently SIonds, Ihere are no constrainis on Ben Loinond 11'0/8r ITas!?'o181/1brproviding its

cz!SIomers wiih I'llnwqier tanks. '

Time will tell if the Tasmanian government and TasWater are on the same page

And TasWater recently visited most households at Pioneer - not all, mysteriously - to conduct an

audit. The Public Relations Manager for TasWater, Mr. Titmus, stated that a decision had not been

made about Pioneer. Although Mr. Titmus refused to provide me, and others, with a timeline for a

remedy, he did tell one privileged resident that it was expected that Pioneer would have rainwater

tanks within 12 months

This begs the question: is it reasonable for TasWater to take I year and I O months to install

rainwater tanks to 45 houses? Keep in mind that TasWater are pocketing a service fee and a water

usage charge (via water meters) from Pioneer's residents. Residents who have tried to resist these

charges for lead-contaminated water have been threatened by TasWater via a debt collection

agency.

Meanwhile, the residents of Pioneer are beginning to buckle under the stress. There are reports that

several residents are once again drinking the lead-contaniinated water - this time with the

knowledge that it is toxic - too battle-weary to resist any longer.

And I have spoken with Pioneer folk who can do little to prevent tears welling, as they talk of the

town's plight and their own personal struggle with, what even the most uriassuming of us now

understand, is first and foremost a Tasmanian corporation



The spring equinox greeted the brave residents of Pioneer with a wink: we were not forgotten. But

with a future so uncertain, who could blame us for feeling heartbroken.

. Fete Godfrey, Golden Variey: Tasmania is becoming a backwoods, nothing clean green and

clever here, just toxic rivers and legacy sites from mining activities, hidden from view by signs

warning of unspecified hazards.
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This is an excerpt from a law made in 1952. it appears that lawmakers in those days thought

that water was an important commodity that needed to be clean and safe to drink and use.



Toxic asWater, Part 2 - From the Operating Room to a

the ealth Minister

By Tim SIade

ublic Meeting with



Today I visit the Scottsdale Hospital to attend a public meeting with. Mr. Michael Fergusom,

Tasmania's Minister for Health.

I am led through a series of ward corridors, past the kitchen and through, much to my amazement,

an old operating room - without the operating table, but with the old signs on the door clear to read

OPERATING ROOM. Do NOT ENTER
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I did not anticipate this teeth-chattering walk through to my first meeting with Tasmania' s Minister

for Health. By the time the minister arrives for the meeting - twenty-five minutes late - a group of

maybe twenty citizens have gathered together.

I am here to speak about my small home town, Pioneer. At Pioneer, we all live with lead-

contaminated drinking water. This has been our life for the past two years, three months and sixteen

days - since November 10,2012.
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The question on my mind is: Why is the CEO of TasWater not sacked?

The most recent work-pause at Pioneer - after the first seven homes were fitted with rainwater tanks

in a single week in November last year - highlights a pattern of negligence by TasWater. If

TasWater return in April this year, as they promise, it will have been a five-month delay and with

no plausible explanation. Once again, we note that TasWater are answerable to nobody: they have

felt no adverse repercussions against their board, nor to their profits. There is only a silence, led by

our Tasmanian local councils, our own Dorset Council included

The meeting well underway now, the focus rests upon various hospital issues. The first proposal is

by a group of nurses; they suggest an ongoing strategy to transfer non-urgent patients from the

Lauriceston General Hospital back to local rural hospital beds (when beds are available), or to an

alternative rural hospital if agreed and so appropriate.

Mr. Ferguson next assures the Matron of the Scottsdale Hospital that there are no plans to cut nurse

numbers

Transport issues are raised. NICole Grose of RAW, Community Wellbeing and Suicide Prevention,

talks about the impact of a lack of coriumunity/public transport for people who have an existing

mental health challenge and live outside of the major towns. Other concerned citizens and nurses

ask for a transport solution to help the mentally ill patient who finds her/}Iimself discharged from

hospital late at night but with no family or other means to get home. The alternative is to have these

women and men sleep outside with no shelter for the night

Time creeps away and I can see that there is little time remaining to discuss the drinking water issue

at Pioneer, I am the only representative on such matters, so Mr. Ferguson declares the meeting

closed. Everyone departs to return to work, leaving only myself and Mr. Ferguson, his assistant and

a lady from Winnaleah.

Mr. Ferguson says, 'I can give you five or six minutes. ' Time is short - I am to understand - so it is

difficult to know where to start. I wind back the clock to November I0,20 12. On this day we were

told that our drinking water is not safe to drink, not even if it is boiled.

Eyeing-off the hospital's spring water fountain in the corner of the room (full, and free), I ask Mr.

Ferguson why it is that TasWater are seemingly accountable to no-one. Mr. Forguson says he is



powerless to help Pioneer. Mr. Ferguson says that TasWater is owned by the councils, and that

TasWater is not answer able to the government.

I persist, infomn Mr. Ferguson that TasWater do not employ even one full-time staff member to

work on the Pioneer project. I remind Mr. Ferguson that this year TasWater has banked a record

profit - as noted this week by Mr. Mike Blake, Director of Local Government - Mr. Blake cited this

profit as reason enough to rate TasWater's progress and perfonnance as 'very good'. Mr. Ferguson

does not offer a notable response, only to agree with me that TasWater is a profit-making business.

Mr. Ferguson's only other response is surprise: I think he is surprised I am here.

Thumbing through Pioneer's hefty individual contract for rainwater tanks, I rush to raise concerns

about two toxic clauses:

. A confidentiality clause (12b). {I may continent here because I have not yet signed, nor received

from TasWater, a contract for my property. My references here come from an anonymous

neighbour's individual contract. I

. (Edited; statement was incorrect).

. A clause stating that TasWater may disconnect completely the reticulated supply at the end of five

years (the terni of the contract), or earlier, ifthe home is sold before the end of the contract (10.2b).

I am bitter that a two-year theme of lead was not made public prior to 2012. The Australian

Drinking Water Guidelines require consecutive readings above health standard levels before a

problem - a theme of contamination - is made public, I suggest to Mr. Ferguson that his

government legislate to make it compulsory for TasWater to publish, in real time on a public

website, all new data for heavy-metals, pesticides, THM's, and E-Coli, etc

This is not the first time I have raised this idea with the office of the Minister for Health. it is the

third time. First was in conversation with one of Mr. Ferguson' s senior advisors, Mr. Free. These

conversations and e-mails occurred for about two months in 2014. I also discussed with Mr. Free

the possibility of amending the present Australian Drinking Water Guidelines' policy which holds

secret any theme of heavy-metal contamination in a township's drinking water -in our case, lead -

until two consecutive dangerous readings are collected.



The second time I had written by e-mail to Mr. Forguson' s office about the idea of a public website,

as one of a group of questions on a variety of water quality hot spots across Tasmania. To which

Mr. Ferguson replied on other questions but did not respond to this particular question, for the real-

time website publication of TasWater's data.

and here I am once again, questioning Mr. Ferguson, for a third time, in person. Mr. Ferguson says

that Mr. Pree did not raise this issue with him at all. .. If this is true, it is a disturbing lack of

communication between the Minister for Health and his advisor, Mr. Pree. This explanation does

not account, however, for the matter of Mr. Ferguson' s previous e-mail which did not make a

comment in reply to my question for a public website to record Tasmania's water data

Time ticks on, so for a change of scenery, as it were, I ask the Minister next for his attention, to

consider Pioneer's hush-hush disconnection from the Frome Dam in 2009/10. In the DOTSet Council

Development Application for the Winnaleah Irrigation Scheme, Taslrrigation state that Pioneer's

water race will remain open so that fresh water can be sent down to the town as required (4.2,

Existing Land Uses, Page 19, RTI Request). Indeed, Pioneer owns this allocation of water.

However, the race was purposely blocked during works for the Winnaleah Irrigation Scheme, so

that Pioneer can no longer receive this water. Who is responsible here? The answer is blowing in

the wind. . . But the answer is likely to settle somewhere near or around Taslrrigation; or Barry

Jarvis' DOTSet Council. For this matter, Mr. Ferguson recommends that I consult with the Minister

for Water, 16remy Rockcliff. (And to relate an interesting co-issue, the DOTSet Council recently

rejected a proposal by Taslrrigation to build a mini-hydro at HerTick, which, it was proposed, would

utilize water from the Frome Dam. This proposal previously enjoyed full council support. it is a

most interesting change of heart by the DOTSet Council. )

The meeting comes to a close: Mr. Ferguson needs to rush off. We walk gingerly through the old

operating theatre. At one stage Mr. Ferguson and I get a bit lost! How to get out of this little

emergency room? But we make it. We exit from the main doors in the visitor's foyer and step out

into the car park. The sky rumbles. Heavy drops of rain hit us, one and all. And the last words I hear

from Mr. Ferguson are: 'All, it's good to get a nice drop of rain. .. '



The Pioneer Cup -

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 Mai. cli 29,2015

orse-trading for safe drinking water in Tasmania

What an unlikely trifecta of letter writers in last week's North-Eastern Advertiser!

Mike Brewster, CEO of TasWater; Michael Ferguson, Tasmania' s Minister for Health; and Barry

Jarvis, Mayor of DOTSet

But the punters lost out. Reading these letters, it is hard not to feel devastated for the residents of

Pioneer. And personally, it was disappointing to be targeted by one of the letter writers -

Tasmania's Minister for Health, Mr Ferguson

Minister Ferguson' s letter was, in my view, a deliberate spilling of ink, designed to confuse readers

and to save his own skin in relation to the Pioneer water issue.

At DOTSet's public health meeting on February 26, Minister Ferguson confirmed to me the

following:



. Minister Ferguson could not say when Pioneer's rainwater tanks would arrive - so far it has been

two years and four months with only lead-contaminated drinking water in the home.

Minister Ferguson was unaware of the five month work delay which continues at Pioneer.

. Minister Ferguson was unaware that Pioneer's rainwater tank contract holds a confidentiality

clause within it

. Minister Ferguson was unaware that this contract rules that TasWater may disconnect the

reticulated service after five years - contrary to the town's verbal agreement.

. Minister Ferguson was unaware that Pioneer's residents, to access withheld lead results for the

sediment in our dam, had no choice but to submit a Right To Information request to TasWater (via

The Greens) - these results proved to be off the chart in relation to the Australian Drinking Water

Health Guidelines.

. Minister Ferguson was unaware that Pioneer was intentionally disconnected from the Frome Dam

in 2009/10 - and without the town's knowledge or consent - during works for the Winnaleah

Irrigation Scheme

. And Minister Ferguson could not tell me why it is that the CEO of TasWater has not been sacked.

But in Minister Ferguson' s letter to the editor last week, he writes, '

misrepresen/ed by rim 81ade '

With all due respect, Minister Ferguson, it is the people of Pioneer who are being

misrepresented. Wouldn't you say? And if Minister Ferguson's assistant recorded Dorset's

public meeting using her mobile phone (there were not any written notes made by the

Minister or his assistant), then no doubt the Minister will make this audio available to any

citizen who may wish to verify my account of the day.

With all due respect, Minister Ferguson, it is the people of Pioneer who are being misrepresented

Wouldn't you say?

it was disappointing 10 be



And if Minister Ferguson's assistant recorded DOTSet's public meeting using her mobile phone

(there were not any written notes made by the Minister or his assistant), then no doubt the Minister

will make this audio available to any citizen who may wish to verify my account of the day.

Last year, the Tasmanian government, via the Office of the Minister for Health, e-mailed to me the

following advice for Pioneer: (and I paraphrase:) The Sidle government connoi he!p Pioneer,

be cawse it is only Ihe local councils who have Ihe power 10 oversee Tas\aler

Minister Ferguson repeated this statement during our conversation on the day of DOTSet' s public

meeting - the only major coriument or 'commitment' that the Minister made

But the Health Minister's shifting of the blame on to the councils is a bare-bones response, for it is

certainly well within the powers of the State government to investigate TasWater's handling of

Pioneer. This can be done if the Premier chooses to initiate a full public inquiry into Tasmania's

councils - the sole shareholders of TasWater.

I can advise readers that last week I sent a letter to Premier Hodgman, to formally request a fill

public enquiry into Tasmania's local councils (and TasWater), with regard to Pioneer's lead-

contaminated drinking water

Tasmanians now have all the evidence we need.

In addition, the State government should legislate to make it compulsory for TasWater's data to be

published on a public website.

On the day of DOTSet's public meeting on February 26, the Minister for Health did not offer a future

appointment to talk (and listen) to the residents of Pioneer, or me, to explore in more detail the

history of Pioneer' s water crisis

And the Minister did not coriumit to investigating that which I shared with him.

I was so disappointed ...

In the few minutes granted to me by our Minister for Health, I was so disappointed to realise

exactly how unaware he and his government are of the water problem at Pioneer.



The folk at Pioneer live with lead-contaminated drinking water every day, and they know the story

like the back of their hands

For the record, to respond to Minister Ferguson's comments in his letter to the editor, my other

coriumunications with his office, in inId-20 14, were dealt with by one of his assistants

This assistant telephoned the public relations officer at TasWater - not the CEO, despite my request

that he do so, in view of the obvious urgency of the problem. I was grateful for these calls, but they

were merely a Band-Aid remedy.

Also, in 20/4/15, I wrote to Minister Ferguson to inquire about Tasmania's other water quality

challenges. The Minister replied briefly by e-mail to some, but not all, of these important issues. For

example, Minister Ferguson did not respond to my suggestion for a public website to publish

Tasmania's water data (as collected by TasWater).

And to correct Minister Ferguson - my only conversation with the Office of Ms Sarah Courtney

was when I telephoned her a few days after Dorset's public meeting, l

Finally - if I may reply to Mayor Jarvis' letter to the editor last week, The Mayor queries if it was

fair of me to write in my letter that, 'None of Dorset's elected councilors attended the meeting; and

nor did Mayor Jarvis'

I'd simply reply to Mayor Jarvis that surely at least one elected representative from the council

perhaps the Mayor - should have taken the responsibility . . . and attended.

Like a broken record, with the volume turned down low, the State government has said - over and

over - that it is the responsibility of Tasmania' s local councils to discipline TasWater when they are

not doing their job.

Mayor Jarvis' schedule of other meetings on this day, as he outlines in his letter to the editor, is

admirable - disability services is an important issue.

But as the sole legal overseers of TasWater, Tasmania's local councils have failed, for far too long

now, to embrace their fair share of the responsibility for the continuing health crisis at Pioneer



TasWater promises to return to Pioneer to resume works in April or May, but readers will note that

TasWater's CEO, Mike Brewster, did not confirm this in his letter to the editor last week.

We can only maintain a positive attitude!

* inn SIade lives in Pioneer

Dr An son Bleaney, in Comments: DHHS - Public Health- has direc/ responsibility/br

Tasmanian relicz!Idled drinking warer 91!onty, . it mypears Ihe Local Council environmental healih

adjcer needs 10 ireform DHHSihoi 'Hous/on, we have aprob/em ', and Ihen DHHS has

re, $ponsibiliO?for iris/iga/ing/I{rther investigations and IQking oc/ion 10 coneci onyprob/ems ond

can direc/ 70s\dier 10 do so. To soy iris the Local Gowncilprob/em is perhQps Iechnical!y conecl

but so disingenz, oars. DHHS do noi wail/by Ihis line of command 10 be taken with coniagious

outbreaks, so why take this line of aciion o1her Ihan 10 perhQps save Iheir own skins/1'0bs? CQn you

imagine Ihe ownage Iho/ would have occurred when Ihe leadpoisoning SIoiy/irsi leaked in10 Ihe

media ifPioneer had apopu/Qiion of I million? Andyei our laws Qre Ihe same. This urefo/ding long

long SIory of poisoning of Ihe reticulated TVaier supply wiih no OPPropriaie reinediQ/ Qc/ion lei

alone honesIi^formation sharing is sham<1111. How many o1her similar SIories are Ihere? Ishoke

my head in wonder and despair ... it is 2015 isn I ii?

. Lisa Rime, in Comments: Like so many others, I've beenfo//owing Pioneer 's TVaier crisisj?om

ofQr/br quite some time. If 'SI. ighiening seeing such a shirking of re$ponsibi/ionom each of Ihe

powers involved and even more, Ihe biolani lock of care shown/or Ihe we!fare of the residents

ofecied. This is noi Ihe way Q/irsi world society should operaie. 11 is weird ond sham<Iul
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TasWater concedes North-East Tasmania's water in y have been contaminated

for years'

A Will . . . but no way?

By Editor



Tasmania's water authority has conceded that communities across the north-east could have

unkmowingly been exposed to urnsafe levels of lead in drinking water for years before they

were warned.

Some people may have been consuming contaminated water without receiving a public health

warning, TasWater chief executive Mike Brewster told 7.30.

"It's possible . . . we don't know because the [water] testing regime was only brought in in 2009, so

I couldn't answer that, " he said.

The water is so poor in five Tasmanian towns including Pioneer and Winnaleah that it is unfit to

drink, with "do not consume" notices in place.

Twenty-two communities have been told they must boil their water before drinking it.

A new study by Macquarie University environmental scientist Paul Harvey shows that lead levels

are 22 times higher than Australian standards for drinking water in Pioneer and the contamination is

being caused by old degraded pipes, aging infrastructure and household plumbing

Mr Harvey said even though Pioneer was placed on the do not consume list in 2012, the

contamination could have occurred years before, leaving residents exposed

Read Michael Atkin's full report, ABC here

*Pic (Below).. Professor Mark Taylor TViih corroding pipes believed 10 be Ihe source of Ihe

con/QinznQiion
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Local Councils Vote for ransparency at

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 July 26,2015

asWater

The Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT) has agreed to lobby the State

government for the mandatory, real-time publication of Tasmania's drinking water data on a

public website.

During Wednesday's Annual General Meeting in Lauriceston, the members of LGAT voted in

favour of a motion brought by DOTSet's Acting Mayor, Mr. Greg Howard

Acting Mayor Howard's representation to LGAT follows the late Mayor Barry Jarvis' letter to

Tasmania's Minister for Health, Mr. Michael Ferguson. In Mr. Jarvis' final written correspondence

to the State goverrmient before his sudden death, the letter voiced DOTSet Council' s unanimous

support for the real-time publication of Tasmania' s drinking water data on a public website.

Dorset Councillor, Mr. Dale lessup, diligently delivered an earlier proposal to the DOTSet Council

after attending the public meeting in Pioneer on March 9 this year. Councillor lessup deserves to be

congratulated for his initiative to take this idea to council on behalf of all Tasmanians.

The State Manager of the DHHS, Mr. Stuart Heggie, was asked during our speech of introduction

on the night of Pioneer' s public meeting, that he promise to make a representation to the State

goveriunent on this matter. Our plea, on behalf of all Tasmanians, was for the real-time publication



of Tasmania' s drinking water data on a public website. And our plea was for safe drinking water in

Pioneer, and in every Tasmaiiia town.

There are too protocols which allow for gaps in public knowledge when drinking data is not

published on a real-time public website. TasWater publish only an annual summary of drinking

water data; and the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines state that consecutive test readings above

the health value must be recorded before a public alert is issued, or the Tasmanian Director of

Public Health, advised.

Tasmanians have the right to know about their drinking water ...

A case in point is Pioneer, in Tasmania's north-east. For two years prior to Pioneer's 'Do Not

Consume' lead alert, between 2010 and 2012, a theme of lead contamination had been recorded by

TasWater. Several test results were recorded above the guideline health value. Since consecutive

high readings were not recorded, however, the residents of Pioneer were not advised. And TasWater

was not required to alert the Tasmanian Director of Public Health,

To compound Pioneer's problem, residents' requests to TasWater for data, relating to lead in the

sediment of Pioneer Dam, fell on deaf ears. A subsequent Right To Information request, revealed

very high lead levels, ranging from 500 ug/L and 1650 ug/L, where the guideline health value is 10

ug/L.

The real-time publication of Tasmania' s drinking water data on a website, legislated for as a

mandatory requirement of TasWater, is surely a natural framework to support our goal to protect

our short-term and long-term health. Tasmanians have the right to know about their drinking water.

The decision by LGAT to lobby the Tasmanian State govemnnent on this matter is a bold and happy

step. it is an acknowledgment that the real-time publication of drinking water data is necessary, and

that the publication of data should not be considered a discretionary power of TasWater

it is evidence that Tasmania's local councils are, belatedIy, beginning to embrace their legal

responsibility as primary caretakers of our drinking water - Tasmania's local councils are the sole

shareholders and legal overseers of the corporation, TasWater.



May Premier Hodgman welcome LGAT to the table, for they are knocking on the doors of our

parliament as we speak. Atlast! May every Tasmanian soon raise a glass. ..

Pioneer folk wonder if TasWater's Worksafe Tasmania Award is a joke. .

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 Octobei' 25.20 15

On the eve of Pioneer's third 'anniversary' living with lead-contaminated drinking water,

TasWater pockets the Worksafe Tasmania Award (and $5000, TT here: Tas Water makes a

splash at state safety awards ).

Thank you, Mr Gutwein, for your media release to announce this prize. Well deserved, I'm sure . . .

Minister Gutwein is the Treasurer of Tasmania and the Minister for Local Government. He is the

second-most senior Minister in the Tasmanian government. But in inId-2015, Ben Goodsir, a senior

advisor to Minister Gutwein, confirmed to me that the Minister's office had not written to

Tasmania's local councils at LGAT, who are the sole shareholders of TasWater, nor to the DOTSet

council, to ask for documentary evidence of representations made to TasWater since November

2012, for, or on behalf of, Pioneer.



Minister Gutwein, when asked In Estimates earlier this year about the leaded drinking water at

Pioneer, explained: "My understanding is that TasWater needed to check the rainfall at Pioneer

before proceeding . . ."

Minister Gutwein repeated his explanation after Cassy O'Conner asked if this was a plausible

explanation, given that two-and-a-half years had elapsed at the time of questioning.

Minister Gutsvein went on to say that he had, until this very moment, thought that the Pione

rainwater tank remedy was complete and that Pioneer's residents were drinking safe water.

Minister Gutwein's colleague, Member for Bass, Sarah Courtney, had promised me to go into bat

for Pioneer - she knew, but he didn't? But during this Estimates meeting Ms. Courtney made only

one coriument in relation to Pioneer, a Dorothy DIXer to Minister Gutwein, about the poor financial

position of Tasmania' s councils

tMs. Courtney, after my one and only telephone conversation with her earlier this year, is aware

that the budget for Pioneer was set aside nearly three years ago, that the rainwater tank plan is by far

the cheapest solution for TasWater. Ms. Courtney is aware of the super-profits of TasWater. Ms

Courtney was made aware of the detail of the problems from the point of view of Pioneer's

residents. Ms Courtney promised to stay in communication with me, but she did not. (But Ms

Courtney did, however, deliver a complimentary Australian flag to the nearby Moonna Golf Club. )I

In the same Estimates meeting this year, Mr CTaig Farrell remained conspicuously silent, even

though he had personally advised the parliament, in early 20 13, that TasWater were advised that,

there were not any legal or legislative impediments to delay the roll-out of rainwater tanks at

Pioneer

Also in this Estimates meeting, leader of the Tasmanian Labor Party, Minister Bryan Green, said

nothing to assist Cassy O'Connor's questioning of Minister Gutwein - except to make a cheap

party-political remark. Lara Giddings made one comment, to say that Cassy O'Coinior's question

seemed valid.

The Speaker indicated that he wished to block Cassie O'Connor's question in the first place,

but he eventually admitted the question as relevant to Estimates.



In an Estimates meeting with Premier Hodgman that same week, a question about Pioneer from

MLC Tania Rattray was judged not to be relevant, No further discussion was allowed

During a third Estimates meeting that same week, with Minister Ferguson, the Minister's

explanation for Pioneer's ongoing lack of access to safe drinking water was: "TasWater have not

received signed contracts from Pioneer's residents".

Tasmanian Times readers may recall reading about Minister Ferguson' s lack of interest in Pioneer' s

crisis so far, and residents at Pioneer would be keen to correct Minister Ferguson on his explanation

during this Estimates meeting. If Minister Ferguson (or any other member of the State government)

ever visits Pioneer, we might reply:

No person can sign a contract that they have not received.

Furthermore, we might add:

When a citizen here does receive a contract, and signs, he Ishe can do

nothing to force TasWater to co- sign that contract to make it active -

TasWater sits on contracts like there is no tomorrow.

One'hundred-and-eighty tomorrow's later, Premier Hodgman continues to ignore (other than an

official acknowledgement of letter received) multiple written requests to his office for a

parliamentary inquiry into TasWater's handling of Pioneer - these written requests were submitted

to the Premier's office in April and May this year.

As of today, on the eve of our third armiversary of leaded drinking water, only half of Pioneer's

residents have received their rainwater tank - safe drinking water - from TasWater.

Please allow me to briefly note here the details about the ongoing problems and delay at Pioneer

For Pioneer, TasWater continues to employ only one part-time engineer to draw plans for homes

within a lead-contaminated water system.



Residents at Pioneer continue to be threatened with the prospect of a debt collection agency if they

do not pay for their lead-contaminated water and the associated 'service charge'.

Several new rainwater tank installations by TasWater have been made to very suspect roofing - full

of rust, and flaking with paint - but TasWater's Cornmunications Manager, Ms Sophie Mumhy, last

week sought to assure me that this practice is okay, since these roofs were tested by TasWater for

lead paint

When I questioned Ms. Mumhy further, she could not tell me if a protocol has been devised by

TasWater to test drinking water quality in individual homes following the installation of rainwater

tanks. On this question, one highly relevant to all homes at Pioneer, particularly those with poor

roofs, Ms. Mumhy was rather evasive, citing individual contract confidentiality as a reason she

would not discuss the issue further.

Furthermore, TasWater's previous promise to flush hot water cylinders of their build-up of

lead, has not been honoured.

There also seems to be some question over the type of pipes used during installations of rainwater

tanks at Pioneer. Many homes require water to sit 'charged' under the ground in pipes between each

rainfall, but TasWater, in the first round of ten installations, used PVC pipes designed for

stormwater run-off. These pipes are not rated for potable water (16. to hold drinking water). In the

second round of eight installations, a different PVC pipe was used by TasWater - a 'pressurised

PVC' pipe. I understand the rating for the two pipes is different, due to the different composition. In

my own case a received my rainwater tank three weeks ago) I insisted on a 9011un blue-stripe

irrigation pipe, designed for potable water. I wonder why this pipe wasn't used for all installations

at Pioneer? And what is the reason for the change in piping between Round I and Round 2,

anyway?

A few months prior to the installation of my own rainwater tank, TasWater's General Manager of

Works Delivery, Doctor Dhanna Dharmabalan, visited my property with two other TasWater

employees' During my discussion with Dr Dharmabala about the Australian Health Guidelines for

lead, presently set at 10 ug/L, Dr Dharmabalan, in what I felt was a very odd comment, sought to

ease my concerns by citing the United States' health guideline for lead, which is 15 ug/L.



In respect to the two contracts provided to Pioneer's residents by TasWater - at least one contract of

which must be sigyied before the resident receives safe drinking water - residents are dubious. But a

confidentiality clause means that many residents, including myself, are no longer at liberty to

discuss the details of these contracts in public. To receive safe drinking water, one must sign.

The Pioneer dam has been deconnnissioned due to a leak, and TasWater have installed holding

tanks. But there is nothing coming into those tanks. Indeed, the residents who received their

individual rainwater tanks in Round 2 were told, at the time of installation, several months ago, not

to fill their fire tank because of the low reserves at the Dam site. At least one resident in Pioneer

cannot fill their fire-fighting tank to this day, because his reticulated service was cut off. This

resident has received Do reply to his question in several weeks. I am unaware of how many other

Pioneer residents are in the same position, as the bushfire season approaches

Perhaps the most amazing position of TasWater and the CEO, Mike Brewster, is to deny the key

finding of MacQuarie University's 2015 study into Pioneer's lead-contaminated drinking water.

MacQuarie University's key finding was that the lead contamination in Pioneer's drinking water

originates, not from a natural source, but solely from TasWater's pipes: PVC street pipes, and old

pipes from the Moonna Power Station, which delivered water to Pioneer Dam prior to 2009. IA

Right to Infonnation request in 2013 (Kim Booth) revealed that results for lead in and around

Pioneer Dam ranged between 500 ug/L and 1650 ug/L. I

Pioneer's residents continue to wonder if there is any prospect that our town may receive, following

the completion of TasWater' s rainwater tank program, water from the Ringarooma Valley treatment

plant, whenit reaches our neighbour, Winnaleah, at the end of 2016. Or else, if we may be hooked-

in from the Frome Dam (as occurred historically), but this time using the Winnaleah Irrigation

Scheme's infrastructure, via our other neighbours at Herrick

Alas, the factual details of the many delays, problems and injustices experienced at Pioneer,

working towards endangering the health of our community, seem to be of minor consequence

to TasWater.

For the good of us all, perhaps it will one day dawn, upon a future Tasmanian State govenunent

follow through with a parliamentary inquiry into TasWater and Tasmania's local councils?



Anyway - on this the eve of Pioneer's third anniversary of lead-contaminated drinking water in the

home, many thanks to the Tasmanian State government and to Minister Gutwein for their media

release yesterday, to share the good news, that TasWater have pocketed the prize for this year's

Worksafe Tasmania Awards.

Good luck, fellow Tasmanians,

PS

With regard 10 Ihe proposal/br q real-lime website to publish Tasmonio 's drinking water data, Ihe

Loco/ Governmen/Association ofTasmoniQ (CGA7;) hove no/yenbund the time or resources to

lobby Ihe Tasmanian Sidle governmeni by wri//en 18/1er

Following Ihe undnimous monon by local councils o1LGrlT's AGMear/ier Ihis year, inlayot!I of

lobbying Ihe Sidle governmeni 10 legis/o1810r a real-time websi/e 10 publish Tasmanio 's drinking

water daia, it is the responsibility ofLG, 4Tio lobby the Tasmanian Store governmen/ OS a mailer of

urgency.

. Arithony Amis, Friends of the Earth: A Snapshot of Tasmanian Non-Microbiological

Detections in Drinking Water July 2013-June 2014. Selected Breaches of Australian Drinking

Water Guidelines



ATE: TasWater emails show company p rined to hit back at scientists

By Editor

Posted o11 April I I. 2016

Documents appear to show TasWater had a strategy of avoiding unwelcome independent

scientific findings about lead contamination in the water supply in north-east Tasmania.

Internal communications obtained by the ABC under Right to Infonnation laws have revealed that

TasWater planned to hit back against the scientists by challenging their research.

TasWater strongly denies any wrongdoing

Unsafe lead contamination was first discovered in the drinking water in the small regional town of

Pioneer in 2012.

Last year environmental scientists from Macquarie University, Professor Mark Taylor and PhD

student Paul Harvey, released a peer-reviewed study into Pioneer's water problems and claimed to

have found answers

They reported lead levels inside houses in Pioneer were 22 times above the safe drinking standard,

which they described as the worst in Australia.

Professor Taylor and Mr Harvey explained their findings at a community meeting in Pioneer last

April and invited the Department of Health and TasWater to attend, but TasWater declined

A TasWater briefing note written before the meeting and sent to senior scientific and

communications staff appears to show why.



Tasmanians say: 'Show Us . ur Drinking Water

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 API'11 15,2016

The State Labor Party announced in parliament last week its opposition to TasWater's

proposed website model to publish Tasmania's drinking water data.

ata'

Scott Bacon, Shadow Treasurer, in his parliamentary speech on Tuesday, April6, affinned that the

State Labor Party supports the real-time publication of drinking water data.

The Tasmanian Greens and the Tasmanian Labor Party are now on the public record, opposing

TasWater's model for data publication

The website is the very least TasWater can do - literally . . . The proposed model, which is PIaimed

to be activated this month, will publish only a fraction of all of Tasmania's drinking water data

And the proposed model will not publish data in real-time, but rather, quarterly. A traffic-light

design will publish notifiable data only - data that breaches a health guideline value - but all

baseline data will be hidden from public view. (The definition of nori/jab/e daio is debatable,

because for various slow-acting toxins such as lead (Pb), any result above the guideline value does

not necessarily translate to an mumediate alert by TasWater. )



Behind closed doors, away from the scrutiny of the owners of TasWater -Tasmania's 2910cal

councils - this model for the website publication of Tasmania' s drinking water data has been

approved, and it is ready to be launched online now.

The TasWater website model, which should, of course, represent every Tasmanian - from George

Town in the north, to Cockle Creek, in the south; from Bicheno, in the East, to Strahan, in the West

- was designed solely by TasWater

The model, designed by the Water Quality Officer for TasWater, was sent for approval to the Water

Quality Working Group, which comprised of three local council General Managers. This Water

Quality Working Group was hand-picked by the CEO of TasWater, Mr Mike Brewster. The three

General Managers are: Mr Amold, of Kingborough; Mr Stretton, of Wynyard; and Mr Watson, of

DOTSGt.

it is crystal clear that the results of the Water Quality Working Group were not communicated to

Tasmania's 2910cal councils, who are the sole shareholders of TasWater.

Tasmania's 29 councils were not advised of the specifics of the model. They were thus not allowed

to provide input, nor were they granted the opportunity to object to the model.

The idea to develop a policy with regard to the publication of Tasmania' s drinking water data,

began as a grassroots campaign and later became a successful motion at the State Conference of the

Local Goverirrnent Association of Tasmania.

This LGAT motion, of July 22,2015, reads:

' hat LGAT write to the State government requesting that they make

available to the public the testing results for all Tasmanian Town

reticulated water systems. '

But the process followed by TasWater and LGAT to create the proposed model is clearly

dysfunctional

The General Management Committee (GMC) Board members of LGAT, who are elected to

represent Tasmania's 2910cal councils, appear to have been unaware of the proposed model



Ms. ChristIna Holmda}11, a member of the eight-Mayor GMC Board, and the Mayor of the West

Tamar Council, was surprised to learn that she was kept out of the loop with regard to this issue. On

March 30,2016, Ms Holmdahlwrote to me

'It is correct that I know nothing of the work being done. .. following the

motion that was passed at L AT's State Conference last July. .. '

And in her capacity as Mayor of the West Tamar Council, Ms Holmdahl wrote:

'... my Councilhas not received any minutes of meetings held by that

committee Ithe Working Committee of three local council General

Managers, and Mr. XXX, of TasWaterl. . . '

So it appears that Tasmania's 2910cal councils and the General Management Committee (GMC)

Board at the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT), were noi notified of the process

or content for the water data model - not at any level.

Further to this problem in process and notification, in the DOTSet Council meeting of Monday,

March 21,2016, following my Deputation on this issue, Mr Tim Watson, General Manager and 'co-

author' of TasWater' s water data model, admitted

' r. XXX ITasWaterl brought the model to the three General Managers;

we had a look at it, thought it looked alright, so we agreed to it'.

This is evidence that TasWater pre-prepared a model and then took it to the three General Managers

for rubber-stamp approval

The GMs did not contribute, and nor did they share the minutes of their meeting(s) with the

councillors from the 29 councils

Prior to this council meeting, Councillor lessup confirmed to me that the DOTSet Council was not

notified about TasWater's model, nor was the DOTSet Council allowed the opportunity to contribute,

or object



This pattern of secrecy, with regard to this issue, appears to have been duplicated across each of

Tasmania's 29 councils.

But President of LGAT, Mr Doug Chipman, on March 2, painted a different picture. Mr. Chipman

wrote to me:

'1 can advise that LGAT has undertaken strong representation in relation

to the motion put forward by Dorset, with both Taswater and its

Representatives' Group, that is the 29 Councils. '

At this stage, the responsibilities of the GMC Board at LGAT, in relation to TasWater, remain

unclear. The GMC Board was asked, in writing, on multiple submissions, to provide clarification

about its responsibilities in relation to TasWater. But, mexplicably, there has been no reply by the

GMC Board or LGAT on this point.

it appears that the GMC Board do have some responsibilities with respect to TasWater. Although

the CEO of LGAT, Ms Stephenson stated on March 24,2016, they do not direci TasWater:

'... LGAT has no power to direct TasWater. .. it really is a matter for

TasWater and I have been advised that they have agreed a course of action

with Owners ITasmania's 2910cal councilsl and are intending to

implement. '

Furthennore, it is intriguing, to say the least, that in all of my many e-mail coriumunications with the

CEO and President at LGAT, never once was I referred to the Chief Representative of the Owner

Councils for TasWater, Mr. David DownIe. Indeed, it was only this very week, by a fortuitous

accident, that I became aware of Mr Down16's pivotalrole within LGAT in relation to TasWater

wners

The CEO of LGAT, Ms. Stephenson, and the President, Mr Chipman, did not once refer me - never

- to Mr DownIe. Clearly, Mr DownIe is the first person I should have been referred to

In the latest issue of The Partse, LGAT's newsletter to local councils, Mr Down16 is congratulated

for his 2015 appointment to the role: this was my fortuitous accident.



But the pattern of obfuscation by LGAT appears to be mirrored by Mr Down16, too. . .

On April2, I attempted to notify the 29 councils, via e-mail, of TasWater' s model (also to respond

to comments by the CEO of LGAT, and to correct two procedural errors and misattributions that I

had made in my communications with LGAT). One of the 29 local councils that I wrote to was,

naturally, the Northern Midlands Council, of which Mr Downe is the Mayor. In his role as Mayor,

Mr Downie did not reply in the first instance. Five-days later, on April7, when I asked Mr Downe

to confinn to me that he had forwarded my e-mail of April2 to the councillors of the Northern

Midlands Council - as I had requested of him - Mr Downie chose only to confirm that he had

personally received my e-mail - not that he had forwarded my e-mail to councilors, as requested.

On April 8 I restated my specific request to Mr Down16, for him to specifically confirm that he had

handed my e-mail to the councilors of the Northern Midlands Council. Mr Down16 did not confirm

this for me, and to date, as of April 12, Mr Down16 has not confirmed to me that he forwarded my

e-mail of April2 to the councillors,

This is highly irregular council behaviour, and I can only assume that my e-mail to inform

councillors about this issue has been withheld from them by Mr Downie. it would please me to be

proved wrong on this point.

To this day, LGAT has not provided to me any explanation as to why at least one member of the

eight-person GMC Board at LGAT, Ms Holmdahl, was unaware of any detail in relation to the

work of LGAT on this model following their successful 20 15 LGAT motion

LGAT has neither confirmed, nor denied, that the other members of the GMC Board were not

notified about the progress of this local council issue

But Ms Holmdahl, GMC Board member, has confirmed to me that my letter to the President of

LGAT, Mr Chipman, was nor forwarded to her (and the other Board members?), as I had requested.

My letter had politely asked, referencing failures in process, for an extraordinary meeting to be

called, to review the model, and the process by which it was created.

I have received no direct reply from LGAT to my request that the GMC Board notify the 29

councils to call for a review of the model, and the process by which it was created.



GMC Board member, Ms Holmdahl, was also surprised to learn that my many written requests to

LGAT, for a list of the GMC Board members - or that I be directed to this list - were variously

ignored, confused, questioned or obfuscated. Ms Holmdahl, wrote to me:

'I Ididj express some surprise that you were not able to obtain the names of

the LGAT CMC committee members from LGA and that you had to

resort to other avenues to obtain them. ..'

This list of names of the members of the GMC Board - apz!b/ic board - was never provided to me.

I was resigned to searching for the Board under my own steam. . .

tThe Board members are: Doug Chipman, President (and Mayor of the Clarence City Council);

Daryl Quilliam, Vice President (and Mayor of the Circular Head Council); ChristIna Holmdahl,

Northern Region (and Mayor of The West Tamar Council); Sue Hickey, City of Hobart (and Mayor

of the Hobart City Council); Jan Bonde, West and North-west Region (and Mayor of the Central

Coast Council); CTaig Perkins, Northern Region (and Mayor of the Meander Council); and, Deidre

Flint, Southern Region (and Mayor of the Central Highlands Council). l

In the most recent issue of The Partse (February 29), LGAT's newsletter to local councils, there is

no mention whatsoever ofTasWater's model for the publication of drinking water in Tasmania

Right to Infonnation requests have been served upon TasWater and LGAT by MP Andrea Dawkins

of the Tasmanian Greens. These requests serve as further cause for TasWater and the GMC Board

to place proceedings on pause.

A solitary response by the Board Chainnan of TasWater, Miles Hampton, on March I I, 2016,

reads:

'As Board Chairman it is inappropriate that I should become involved in

operational matters. Mr Brewster will respond in due course. '

But Tasmanian MLC, Tania Rattray, has weighed in on the move against TasWater's proposed

model. In her State-of-the-State address in parliament earlier this month, Ms Rattray said



'I will be taking up this matter with TasWater. .. to see if there is any way

we can have a more timely reporting system. .. particularly when there

have been issues with drinking water quality in some of those areas. ..

Pioneer is one of the areas that I represent that have had their issues. '

TasWater's proposed model for the publication of drinking water data, assumes aleveloftrust that

Tasmanians are not willing to grant. And the disfigured process that has been used to develop the

website model is further evidence for Tasmanians that they are right not to trust TasWater.

At Pioneer, in Tasmania's north-east, residents have witnessed a snail's pace roll-out of twenty-five

rainwater tanks to remedy a lead-contaminated drinking water system. The project remains

unfinished, three-years and four-months on from the alertinNovember, 2012. .

During this time, TasWater has threatened residents with referral to a debt collection agency if their

payment for lead-contaminated water is overdue, or if a resident refuses to pay, on moral grounds,

for lead-contaminated water. One of my TasWater bills, issued on April 15,2015, requests payment

of $54.41 for lead-contaminated water. My TasWater bill reads:

'Until the amount is paid in full. .. interest will be charged. TasWater may

also: commence legal proceedings against you for the recovery of the

outstanding balance on your account; refer your account to an external

debt collection agency; or, disconnect or restrict the supply of water to

your property. '

A study by Macquarie University in 2015, concluded that ageing infrastructure was the cause of

lead-contamination in the drinking water at Pioneer. The Macquarie study proved that the lead-

contamination in the drinking water at Pioneer did nor originate from natural sources. TasWater

declined to attend the public meeting at Pioneer wherein Macquarie University presented their

results to the community

TasWater's 20/4/15 net profit was $27 million - $5 million of which was banked. This super-profit

is used to justify, and to employ, three Public Relations Officers, But only one part-time engineer

has ever been employed to remedy the lead-contaminated drinking water system at Pioneer.



Alerts for lead (Pb) remain active in five Tasmanian towns: Pioneer, Rossarden, Winnaleah,

Whitemark and Avoca

I have on my desk today a 26-item Ombudsman's report which must surely unlock the vault of

Tasmania's drinking water data for ever more. I have written this report in response to Pioneer's

three-year and four-month struggle for safe drinking water. My report will be submitted to the

Ombudsman later this month.

The first item of my report outlines a prime historical example of a lead-contaminated drinking

water system which went unannounced in Tasmania for nearly two years' This item in my report

reads:

TasWater (then, Ben Loinond Water) did not call an alert for lead-

contamination at Pioneer during the two years prior to the alert in

November, 2012. Many samples during this time were assessed by Ben

Loinond Water to exceed the health guideline value. Why was an alert not

called earlier?

This is of fundamental relevance to TasWater's proposed website model for the publication of

Tasmania' s drinking water data

Between 2010 and 2012, a theme of lead-contamination at Pioneer was recorded in the private data

file at Ben Loinond Water (now, TasWater). Ben Loinond Water collected several water samples at

Pioneer that exceeded the health guideline value for lead (Pb) - I O ug/L, Ben Loinond Water was

also aware that the history for lead (Pb) contamination at Pioneer prior to 2010 was completely

urnmown - data collection for lead (Pb) at Pioneer began in 2010. Ben Loinond Water was aware

that this lack of historical knowledge strengthened the case to cautiously call an alert at Pioneer. But

Ben Loinond Water did not call an alert at any time between 2010 and 2012; nor did they notify the

residents of Pioneer.

Under this new proposed website model, most of the data for Pioneer between 2010 and 2012

would not be published. This baseline data would remain hidden from public view. As it was back

then.



For lead (Pb), no fixed protocols or guidelines exist to direct TasWater to call an alert. (The) Water

Quality Officer at TasWater, confinned to me during a telephone conversation on March I I, 20 16,

as follows:

"... in relation to lead tPbl, two consecutive high readings are not a

necessary prerequisite for us to call an alert t'Do Not onsume' advicel.

a flexible approach is necessary. .."

(He) also confided, whenlasked him about Pioneer's problems between 2010 and 2012, prior to

the alert

"At that time, Ben Loinond Water (now, TasWater) did not employ a

Drinking Water Quality Officer. That would not happen now. .. I'm here

Inherent within a 'flexible approach' is the possibility for danger to continue uriaimounced, as it did

at Pioneer between 2010 and 2012. (His) statements, of fact and conjecture, will not instill

confidence in the Tasmanian public, and indeed, (his) statements fomi to make a very strong case in

favour of the real-/jine publication of all drinking water data

A sincere website model might look something like this

I) All data is published in real-/jine

2) A complementary traffic-light design may be used to highlight noij/jab/e dojo

TasWater's presently tests for: bacteria and parasites; disinfection by-products - DBPs and THMs

(TasWater monitors 6 of a potential 700 known chemical by-products of chlorine); heavy-metals;

and, pesticides.

If TasWater and LGAT aspire to be responsible caretakers - to learn from, and to show regret for,

their mistakes of the past - they should mumediately cancel their illegitimate website model.



TasWater's mainjustification against the real-time publication of Tasmania's drinking water data,

is that the cost to run such a website would be too costly

But in March, 2015, Director of Local Govenmient, Mr Mike Blake, cited TasWater's profitin

20/4/2015 - $27 million - as reason enough to rate TasWater's progress and performance as 'very

good'.

Cost is not the reason why TasWater refuses to publish, in real-time, all of Tasmania's drinking

water data. fold TasWater's cost-excuse is null-and-void, no matter its financial status, for

TasWater already input Tasmania's drinking water test results into their private computer database

Computer technology will see to it that, for a very minimal cost, the data from TasWater's private

database can be activated to a public website.

TasWater knows that this is child' s play. . .

Tasmanians are not asking for the impossible, and the CEO of TasWater is not being asked to walk

on water: Mr Brewster can publish o11 ofTasmaniQ 's drinking wafer dotQ in real-lime

But insincerity, secrecy and incompetence, pervade all relations between TasWater, LGAT, the

State goverTunent and the Tasmanian community.

Tasmanians have not been assisted by their Tasmanian State government.

In Budget Estimates on June 9,2015, Tasmania's Treasurer and Minister for Local Government, Mr

Gutwein - with full knowledge of Pioneer' s alert for lead-contamination, which had at that time had

been ongoing for two-years and seven-months - Minister Gutwein said:

"TasWater is getting on with the job at Pioneer!"

This coriument by the Minister, in answer to questions by MP Cassy O'Connor, caused deep upset

for the residents of Pioneer, Tasmania.

The Premier, Mr Will Hodgman has ignored all requests for a parliamentary inquiry into

TasWater's mishandling of Pioneer. Following an ABC 7.30 Re;por/ story about Pioneer's battle,

televised nationally on April23,2015, the Premier made his first andlast public statement about



TasWater's unjustifiably slow delivery of 25 rainwater tanks to the residents at Pioneer. Premier

Hodgman said:

"We can't write a blank cheque. "

The Premier's insincere public comments on this day caused barely a ripple, and the roll-out of

rainwater tanks at Pioneer, to this day, is incomplete

If actions speak louder than words, Tasmanians may deduce that Tasmania's Premier and our

Ministers are not interested in the quality of drinking water.

On March 16,2016, in the Tasmanian parliament, Minister Gutwein was questioned by MP Andrea

Dawkins, of the Tasmanian Greens, about TasWater' s proposed website model for the publication

of drinking water data

MP Dawkins:

You are aware of ongoing issues with water infrastructure and water

contamination in Tasmania, which was the motivation behind the

unanimous motion, passed at last July's LGAT AGM, to lobby the State

government to legislate for the real-time publication of Tasmania's

drinkino water data. Do you think it is acceptable that the proposed model

for publication of real-time drinking water quality data is a traffic-light

system, whereby only notifiable data is published, leaving all remaining

data hidden? Is it acceptable to you that the model dictates this selected

data will only be published quarterly? Will you make a representation to

the Owner's Representatives Group who may direct TasWater for a

review into the proposed model and also the process by which it was

created?

Minister Gutwein:



Madame Speaker, I think that falls more rightly with the Minister

responsible for DPIPWE IMinister Rockliffl.

Minister Gutwein did not respond to the question. For a moment, it appeared that the appropriate

Minister had at last been located, but when he gave his answer, Minister 16remy Rockliff talked

about rivers and streams only, and he failed to mention drinking water at all - never-mind the

proposed model for the publication of drinking water data.

Both Ministers misunderstood the question; and they both misunderstood it in precisely the same

way. (If you wish to read Mr. Rockliff' s irrelevant coriuments, please refer to Hansard, March 16,

2016, for the full transcript. )

The goverirrnent has made no correction to the Minister's answer, and to date, this question from

parliament has not been answered.

Nevertheless, on March 21, Minister Gutwein wrote to me:

'... I have noted your concerns and will undertake to raise them with the

relevant Minister as I'm unaware of any proposed model you mention. '

Minister Gutwein says he is unaware of the proposed model. Perhaps matters may have been more

straight-forward for Minister Gutwein if the President of the Local Government Association of

Tasmania, Mr Chipman, had not declined to forward my e-mails to the Minister. On March 4,2016,

Mr. Chipman wrote to me:

'I will not be forwarding any of your emails to Minister Gutsvein. ..'

And the Minister's position is that this issue does not fall under his Ministerial portfolio. Minister

Gutwein's position appears to be false. Minister Gutwein does have some responsibilities for

TasWater - and this, plainly, is a TasWater issue. Minister Gutwein is the Minister for Local

Goverimient - and this issue originates from an LGAT motion in July, 2015. And Minister Gutwein

intervened last month in TasWater's caveat issue in Lauderdale, Tasmania. (TasWater placed



comprehensive caveats on the mortgages of several customers. The Minister intervened to reverse

this action).

Notwithstanding all of this, Minister Gutwein does articulate the necessary criteria for the approval

of a drinking water data model. Minister Gutwein, March 21, writes:

In the first instance, any proposed water data model would need the

support of LGAT, TasWater and any relevant state government agency.

The processes used for the development of this proposed model by the GMC Board of LGAT and

TasWater appear to be dysfunction al, or, at best, umepresentative of the Tasmanian community and

Tasmania's 2910cal councils

The logic of Minister Gutwein' s own advice is that the proposed model should not be allowed to

proceed, for it is likely that the model does not have the legitimate support of LGAT.

DisappointingIy, Minister Gutwein's office advises that the Minister does not have time for an

appointment to discuss this proposed - and soon to be activated - statewide model.

And Minister Gutwein has not offered to investigate the matter further, or to call for a review.

Minister Gutwein's non-action contradicts the sentiments of his previous comments in the

Tasmanian parliament, on June 9,2015, when he said:

'... it would be important, regardless of where you lived in the state, that

you had some understanding of the quality of the water you are drinking.

Policy and practice are so often found to be contradictory, at all levels of govenmnent in Tasmania

In apublic meeting in Scottsdalein March, 2015, the Tasmanian Minister for Health, Mr MIChael

Ferguson, when he was asked for his views about the publication of drinking water data, offered no

commitment whatsoever - neither practical nor philosophical - to any level of drinking water data

publication in Tasmania.



During this short discussion on the issue of drinking water, which would last for only a few

minutes, I began by advising Minister Ferguson that, at Pioneer, two-years, three-months and

sixteen-days after the ongoing alert for lead-contaminated drinking water (as per March, 2015)

only seven rainwater tanks had been installed by TasWater at Pioneer.

I asked the Minister to investigate and follow-up on TasWater' s poor handling of Pioneer. But

Tasmania's Minister for Health made no coinmitment to investigate the matter, nor did he offer to

meet with me or the community to discuss the problem at length

Tasmania's Minister for Health exited this public meeting, with me funively walking at his side, in

the hope that I may be granted more time to speak - but the Minister, once released to the open air

and drizzle, bid me farewell. The Minister's final words were:

"Ahhh. .. It's good to get a nice drop of rain. "

Perhaps the Minister spoke without thinking, but in light of the ongoing battle at Pioneer to achieve

safe drinking water via rainwater tanks, his comment was certainly deeply insensitive. I am only

pleased that the residents of Pioneer were not themselves within earshot of the Minister's words on

this day.

But returning to the more specific issue of drinking water data publication in Tasmania, let us for a

moment refer to the specifics of the successful 2015 motion from Local Government Association of

Tasmania.

The directive of LGAT's motion, to lobby the State government - one assumes, to discuss the

motion in parliament, with a view to passing legislation - was the topic for comment by the CEO of

LGAT, Katrena Stephenson, on December 18,2015, Ms Stephenson wrote to me:

'We have indeed been workino hard to engage State Government on this

matter. .. (but it is not appropriate that I provide step by step detail of

those conversations to you).'

But it seems that, in reality, perhaps this did not occur. On March 31,2016, Minister Gutwein's

office confirmed to me, by e-mail:



'There was ino advocacy by LGAT to government. '

Given that only one of these statements can be true, it is either Mr Gutwein's office, or the CEO of

LGAT, who are presenting an incorrect version of what actually occurred

A misrepresentation such as this one, as it relates to process, is of fundamental relevance to any

analysis of the legitimacy, or otherwise, of the process employed to create TasWater's model for the

publication of Tasmania' s drinking water data.

Worst of all, this lack of clarity now about the truth has allows the Tasmanian State government to

happily hide themselves from the humblejob of serving the people of Tasmania with regard to this

Issue

it was only last week, on April7, that the Tasmania's Liberal government released a statement on

TasWater's model to publish Tasmania's drinking water data. Minister Ferguson made the

following three statements:

I) have been advised that TasWater has established a Water Quality

Working Group, involving Local Council General Managers. They have

recently provided in principal agreement to move towards quarterly

publication of monitoring data on their website. Once established,

TasWater will seek feedback on this approach to inform the future of their

data presentation.

2) I can confirm that water quality data are provided by TasWater upon

request; and that communities and individuals can contact TasWater for

the most up-to-date information.

3) The Director of Public Health publishes an annual Tasmanian Drinking

Water Quality Report. I note that while publication of additional

monitoring data may offer transparency, it is not a prerequisite for the

safe management of drinking water. Appropriate and established



procedures are already in place to effectiveIy manage threats to public

health from drinking water.

Unfortunately, little of what Minister Ferguson says here is infomned by history, nor the new facts

at hand.

Suffice it to say, a Working Group of 3 General Managers, to approve a pre-prepared state wide

policy on the publication of drinking water, is clearly not a representative, nor genuine process. The

aforementioned evidence, that the GMC Board at LGAT, as well as other key players, appear to

have all been by-passed in this process, will be truly disturbing news for all Tasmanians - if they

ever are allowed to learn about it

Are Tasmanians expected to believe that TasWater's model will be reviewed at a later stage to

gauge their wishes? When, in the development of TasWater's model, the 2910cal councils, the sole

shareholders of TasWater, were excluded from the process?

Will Tasmanians be asked this simple question?

Would you prefer to have access to ALL drinking water data, and in

AL-TIME?

If this question is not asked of Tasmanians, then a TasWater review will be proved false

Minister Fergison's second statement will be frowned upon by the residents of Pioneer. Results for

sediment lead (Pb) in the Pioneer Dam were withheld by TasWater. A Right To infonnation - a

much more complex and costly process than a simple telephone enquiry - was necessary in this

case (submitted by Kim Booth, Tasmanian Greens). The results, when they finally arrived,

exceeded the health guideline by an astronomical percentage. Where the health guideline value for

lead (Pb) is 10 ug/L, sediment lead (Pb) results from the Pioneer Dam ranged from between 500

ug/L to 1650 ug/L.

And even if drinking water data was freely available from TasWater, upon request and in all cases,

which it is not, a genuine model, publishing all drinking water in real-time, would ensure that

TasWater are not perceived to be withholding data from Tasmania's citizens'



Minister Ferguson is right to say that additional monitoring of data would offer transparency, but

this is more than a Right-To-Know issue.

The Minister has been incorrectly advised if he believes that full transparency is '. . .not a

prerequisite for the safe management of drinking water data. Minister Ferguson refers to

'. . .established procedures. . . already in place to effectiveIy manage threats to public health from

drinking water'

But, as I have discussed earlier in this essay, the first item of my 26-item Ombudsman's report for

Pioneer, draws upon data and other supporting evidence (as provided with this essay), which clearly

outlines an historical example as recent as 20 I 0 - 20 12 when a lead-contaminated drinking water

system went unannounced to the community for at least two years, This is of fundamental relevance

to TasWater's inadequate website model for the publication of Tasmania's drinking water data.

And it goes to the heart of Minister Ferguson' s premise that full data transparency is merely a

Right-To-1<, 110w issue. Mr Forguson, this is not so. This is a health issue. The health of all

Tasmanians. And you, Mr. Ferguson, are Tasmania's Minister for Health

I wrote to Minister Ferguson yesterday, April 11,2016, to briefhim fully in relation to the facts I

have now presented in this essay. The Minister is now in full knowledge, and he must revise the

Tasmanian Liberal government's policy accordingly

The original motion for drinking water data publication was community-driven. Born at Pioneer,

the idea grew to become a local council motion in the electorate of Dorset; and later, in July, 20 15,

DOTSet's motion became a unanimously endorsed motion at LGAT, on behalf of Tasmania's 29

councils and all Tasmanians.

But from this grassroots beginning, we learn now of a disfigured, umesponsive and opaque model

and process.

Tasmania' s local councils are the sole shareholders of TasWater, but the mechanisms and the

checks and balances of local goveriunent, as they relate to TasWater, are badly broken

On March 31,2016, I requested that the Premier initiate a review into the Board at LGAT.



More specifically, I requested of the Premier that he instigate a review into the proposed model for

the publication of Tasmania's drinking water data, and the process by which this model was created

and agreed to.

I have asked the Premier to intervene to make certain that the proposed website model for Tasmania

is not activated.

fold my final letter, yesterday, to the Minister for Health, Mr. Ferguson, was also sent to

Tasmania' s Premier, Mr Hodgman.

The key players in this black hole of Tasmanian public health policy, must immediately stand-up,

admit to their mistakes, and call for a major revision to the model for the publication of drinking

water data in Tasmania.

If they do not, then it is for the Premier of Tasmania to do so, . .

Who shall halt Tasmania's most powerful bureaucrats in their tracks?

. Link to Minister Ferguson's recently announced 'Open Data Policy' with regard to drinking

water:

Release of Open Data Policy

Download ...

bansard, scott bacon, apri1 6, house of assembly, tasmania. docx-- --- -- -

ANSWER - Q\\/N - Rattray - TasWater data testing results. pdf
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STATE: Tasmanian Greens Call for an Inquiry into TasWater

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 April 19,2016

THE Tasmanian Greens have called for a parliamentary inquiry into TasWater, after leaked

e-mail evidence last week ( Michael At kin, ABC, TT HERE ) suggests that TasWater may

have sought to avoid the scientific findings of MacQuarie University's study into lead-

contamination in Pioneer's drinking water.

\vw\v. examiner. coin. atVstory/3852875/taswater-inquiry-possible/?CS=95

The Examiner's Alexandra Humphries reported yesterday that MP Andrea Dawkins is leading the

charge:

"The reports of TasWater burying research, and potential conflicts of interest, is yet another reason

to set up a Parliamentary Inquiry into water governance in Tasmania, " Ms. Dawkins said

This follows the Tasmanian Greens' recent stand to oppose TasWater's minimalist model for the

publication of drinking water data

The Examiner reports that, ' . . . Minister for Local Government, Peter Gutsvein, said that the State

government would wait to see the tenns of reference for an inquiry before deciding whether to

support it'

The Examiner reports that, ' . . . Labor leader, Bryan Green, said his party would consider the ternis

of reference carefully before deciding whether to commit'



But the Tasmanian Greens and the Tasmanian Labor Party are now on the public record together to

oppose TasWater's model for data publication

The Tasmanian Greens' policy is that all drinking water data should be published, in real-time.

Scott Bacon, Shadow Treasurer, in his parliamentary speech on Tuesday, April6, affinned that the

State Labor Party supports the real-time publication of drinking water data. But at this stage, State

Labor have not confinned their support or otherwise for the publication of all data,

TasWater's model, which is planied to be activated this month, will not publish data in real-time,

but rather, quarterly. TasWater's traffic-light design will publish notifiable data only, but all

baseline data will be hidden from public view. (The definition of notifiable data is debatable,

because for various slow-acting toxins such as lead (Pb), any result above the guideline value does

not necessarily translate to an immediate alert by TasWater. )

The Tasmanian Liberal government presently supports this TasWater model

The Tasmanian Greens and the Tasmanian Labor Party further assert that TasWater did not consul

with Tasmania's 2910cal councils, the sole shareholders of TasWater, about the specifics of the

model before approving it for activation.

The idea to develop a policy with regard to the publication of Tasmania' s drinking water data,

began as a grassroots campaign and later became a successful motion at the State Conference of the

Local Goverinnent Association of Tasmania in 2015.



jin SIade responds to Mr Brewster, CEO of asWater

By Tim SIade
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Dear Sir,

it is very important to note that the catalyst for change, to publish drinking water data, was not

started by TasWater, but rather, originates from the successful motion from the Local Government

Association of Tasmania (LGAT), on July 22,2015.

If I may correct a statement by Mr. Brewster in his letter to the editor. . . There is no suggestion at

all that TasWater' s website be the main method for communicating alerts. Mr. Brewster is aware

that this is so. His statement to the contrary was intended to mislead the people of DOTSet

had it is unfortunate that Mr. Brewster chooses to stir-up fear about the cost for the real-time

reporting of Tasmania' s drinking water data.

According to the advice of an experienced Tasmanian computer engineer, who has worked at the

highest levels of the Department of Education in Victoria, the one-off start-up cost for a website for

water data in Tasmania would be, at most, $20,000.

This is less money than the $30,000 TasWater invested to create a 'cloud of doubt', over

MacQuarie University' s study into the lead-contamination of drinking water at Pioneer (reference:

ABC, MIChaelAtkin- 2016 Tasmanian loomalist of the Year).

Further advice from this independent computer engineer is that the ongoing costs for a Tasmanian

website to report on all drinking water data, in real-time, will be a tiny $12,000 each year

Mr. Brewster makes it seem that achieving data transparency is a really hard thing to do

But all of our drinking water data is already in TasWater' s private computer database, so there w'

be no added cost to employ a person for the input of data.

InterestingIy, Mr. Brewster, in his letter to the editor, did not give us a fonnal cost analysis for the

real-time publication of all drinking water data.

So if cost is not the reason, what is the reason for Mr. Brewster's campaign against the reporting of

all data, in real-time?



Mr. Brewster's claims that data transparency will not make our water any safer. .

But at Pioneer, during the period 2009 - 2012, a long time before the alert was called for lead (Pb)

in late 20 12, several sample results exceeded the health value limit for lead (Pb), according to the

data file of Ben Loinond Water (now, TasWater). In late 2012, this data became public knowledge.

TasWater's Water Quality Officer, Mr. Stapleton, spoke to me this year about the Pioneer period,

2009 -2012. During our conversation on March 11, Mr. Stapleton said:

hat would not happen now. .. I'm here now. '

The implication of Mr. Stapleton' s professional opinion here suggest that the decision to NOT call

an alert during this time, was not a gold standard decision.

Mr. Brewster's comments contradict the comments made this year by his own Water Quality

Officer.

InterestingIy, Mr. Stapleton, despite his own comments about Pioneer, 2009 - 2012, continues to

support Mr. Brewster' s fight against the reporting of all data, in real-time.

Thus, it is a truly remarkable position that Mr. Brewster and Mr. Stapleton choose to take.

Of course, Mr. Stapleton' s coriuments raise the question: if the reporting of all data, in real-time,

was available to Tasmanians between 2009 and 2012, would the alert for lead (Pb) have been

brought on earlier?

Mr. Brewster sees no problem with the fact that the people of Pioneer, 2009 - 2012, did not have

real-time access to all of their drinking water data.

is reasonable for all Tasmanians to ask: Does the Pioneer example count for nothing?

Tasmania's 2910cal councils are the owners of TasWater, and Mr. Gutwein is our Minister for

Local Government, but in a letter from Mr Gutwein to me on March 21 this year, Mr. Gutwein

writes:



"... I'm unaware of any proposed model. .. "

So I infonned Mr. Gutsvein about the details of the data model - yes, it was necessary for a private

citizen to infonn Tasmania's Minister about the specifics of TasWater's drinking water data model.

Is it that the CEO of TasWater, Mr. Brewster, was not being open and transparent with Mr. Gutwein

(in real-time)? Or is it that Minister Gutwein does not adequately monitor TasWater's senior

management?

Mr. Brewster, in his recent letter to the editor, says of his pilot program, ' . . . litl will gauge

coriumunity interest and inform how we present the data' .

If Mr. Brewster wished to be infonned by the people about how to present data, Mr. Brewster

would have already consulted with the owners of TasWater - each and every one ofTasmania's 29

local councils. But Mr. Brewster did not consult. And Mr. Brewster should not have embarked upon

a campaign to prejudge and stop the reporting of all drinking water data, in real-time, before he had

consulted about the specifics of a model with Tasmania' s 2910cal councils

it has been observed by many, at Pioneer, Winnalea}I, Ringarooma, Whitemark, Avoca, Rossarden,

and beyond, that Mr. Brewster' s pipeline promises have seldom held much that is worthy of human

consumption. Actions speak louder than words, Mr. Brewster,

Also, in Mr. Brewster's letter to the editor, he deliberately led our people of DOTSet to think that the

real-time publication of all drinking water data is of concern only to me.

Mr. Brewster knew that the Tasmanian Labor Party and the Tasmanian Greens were already in

opposition to his policy, but Mr. Brewster chose to put it this way instead :

'... tMr SIadel may believe our response does not meet his demands. ..'.

If I may humbly ask Mr. Brewster to take a look in the mirror - please.

TasWater, led by you as the CEO, have, since the alert for lead (Pb) in Pioneer' s drinking water,

threatened the people, with referral to a debt collection agency, and legal action, if we are overdue

in our payment for lead-contaminated water, or if we refuse to pay for it, on moral grounds.



Now that is what I call a demand, Mr. Brewster.

Transparency is mutual respect. Transparency is planning for the future. Transparency is every

Tasmanian's right to know about the water that they and their family drink each day

Tasmanians have lost trust in the senior management of TasWater to carry out its daily duties. A

further prime example is that it took TasWater a total of three years to install22 rainwater tanks for

the people of Pioneer.

Tasmanians have lost trust in TasWater's systems, processes and coriumunication,

Minister Gutwein is now in possession of the documented facts in relation to the failed processes-

including at LGAT - and the subsequent failed policy here by TasWater, as it relates to the

development of a data model for Tasmania' s drinking water.

Minister Gutwein's role henceforth, in his capacity as Tasmania's Minister for Local Government,

is to investigate and to intervene.

it is not acceptable for Mr. Gutwein to handball the issue of data transparency out-of-bounds, as he

did again in The Examiner on Monday, May 2, Mr. Gutwein said

'... the issue lisl a matter for TasWater and the state's 29 councils'.

Mr. Gutwein is fully aware that the 29 local councils have been sidelined in this process, and that

TasWater's CEO is campaigning in prejudgment against the reporting of all data, in real-time.

Tasmanians have seen the end results of our government, past and present, turning its back on

coriumunities across the state.

Tasmania is watching you, Mr. Gutwein. . .

On Wednesday, April27, the same day that Mr. Brewster's letter to the editor was published in the

North-Eastern Advertiser, a broad motion was put to the House of Assembly, for a parliamentary

inquiry into water governance in Tasmania

The motion was rejected by Minister Gutwein's Liberal gove^Grit.



The motion was also rejected by the Tasmanian Labor Party, who say that TasWater's failures can

be fixed directly, without the need for an inquiry.

But it begs the question: How will Labor find out what the many and varied problems are at

TasWater, if they do not allow for a process of parliamentary inquiry?

The motion for a parliamentary inquiry was supported by the Tasmanian Greens

The real-time publication of all drinking water data is in the best interests of everybody, This data

belongs to us. And thanks to website technology, and TasWater's database, the conversion to true

transparency is easy and cheaply available.

The question is not: why publish all drinking water data in real-time? The better question is : why

not?

Tim SIade, Pioneer

. Examiner: Push for real time water quality data



Tania Rattray Supports the Real- jine Reporting of Drinking Water Data

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 May, 10.2016

On Saturday Tania Rattray defeated three candidates to extend her twelve-year reign as the member

for Apsley in the Legislative Council,

Tania Rattray spoke in favour of the reporting of all drinking water data, and in real-

'I support all data, in real-time, being available to Taswater customers. '

The electorate of Apsley has all five of Tasmania' s lead-contaminated drinking water systems

Pioneer, Winnaleah, Rossarden, Whitemark and Avoca



On April27, the CEO of TasWater, Mr. Mike Brewster, wrote a letter to the North-Eastern

Advertiser, stating his view that the reporting of all drinking water data , and in real-time, is:

'... unnecessary, impractical and does not make our drinking water any

safer'.

TasWater proposes to publish notifiable data (limited data), on a quarterly (three-monthly) basis.

Tania Rattray's positive statement joins the chorus of support from the Tasmanian Greens and the

Tasmanian Labor Party - Andrea Dawkins, Bryan Green and Scott Bacon

Tania Rattray, when asked by a resident of Pioneer if she will support a parliamentary inquiry into

TasWater, said

'I would certainly consider supporting this process. The terms of reference

for an inquiry would need to be carefully considered and compiled to

enable an inquiry to receive the necessary support to be established. '

As the member for Apsley, Tania Rattray's voice may be crucial to progressing data transparency

and water governance refomn for all Tasmanians

Time will tell. . .

Ahead of the election two questions were sent to members contesting the seat of Apsley

Q I .) Are you in favour of the reporting of all drinking water data, and in real-time? (Yes or No)

Q 2. ) Will you support a parliamentary inquiry into TasWater? (Yes or No)

BRETT Hall (Independent):

Ql, ) 'YES - We livein a digital age and the TasWater claim that providing real-time reporting is

too costly, doesn't hold water. The raw data is already captured from their existing water testing



regime. it should be a relatively simple exercise to transfer this infonnation to their website for

access by the public. '

Q2. ) ' YES - The lack of transparency is one of the many reasons I am calling for a full review of

TasWater operations and charges since its inception. '

DAIU^N Clark (Labor)

Q I .) ' YES - All data should be available in real-time. '

Q2. ) 'I will support looking at ways to develop a better and open water authority, however other

inquiries have had too wide a scope. I would support a narrow scope on drinking water issues. '

SopHIE Houghton (Tasmanian Greens):

Ql. ) 'YES'.

Q2. ) 'Conditional YES - the inquiry really needs to extend to all water resources in Tasmania, not

just TasWater. '



TasWater Should Report in Real-Time, ays egis tive Council

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 Octobei' 13,2016
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On Tuesday, August 9,2016, Tasmania's Legislative Council voted in favour of the motion

The Legislative Council strongly supports TasWater being required to

report all drinking water data in real-time on their website.

For this parliamentary motion, the definition of real-/jine is:

As drinking water sample results return to TasWater, following periodic

testing at the laboratory, the reporting of all items of data, without

unnecessary delay, and with the view that all data be reported on a

consistent and timely basis.



*The intent of this definition of real-time - to report all drinking water

data, without unnecessary delay - shall be applied at all times and to the

best of reasonable ability. IDefinition by Tim SIadej

Tania Rattray, MLC for Apsley, put forward the motion. In Ms Rattray' s electorate of Apsley, all

five of Tasmania's lead-contaminated drinking water systems can be found - at Pioneer,

Winnaleah, Avoca, Rossarden and Whitemark (F1inders Island). Within Apsley there are also

numerous towns on alerts to boil drinking water before consumption

Ms Rattray, in her opening speech to the Legislative Council, on August 9, said:

'Honourable members, support today for this motion would send a strong

message that havino access to the real-time data for TasWater customers is

vital to ensuring confidence within the community in the water quality

being delivered by TasWater. I would urge honourable members to

support this strong message and motion. '

Ms Rattray cited a written statement to Tim SIade by the Minister for Local Goverirrnent, Mr.

Gutwein:

'The Government has a limited role to play in the operations of

independent statutory authorities such as TasWater. '

Ms Rattray addressed the House to voice a contrary view:

'I dispute that because we have the monitoring arm in the department that

already monitors this, so the Government does have a direct role to play. '

Ms Rattray continued:

'The government has a significant role there. We often hear that TasWater

belongs to councils, but there is a significant role Ifor governmentI in the



water quality issues for our communities. .. My own research has found

that the state water officer is an employee of the Department of Health and

Human Services and is involved in the appointment of water quality

auditors who then have a role in auditing the Drinking Water Quality

Management Plans - the DWQMP - prepared and implemented by

TasWater. '

Ms Rattray expressed hope that policy could change. Ms Rattray cited the past comments of

Minister Gutwein, from June 9,2015:

'It would be important, regardless of where you lived in the state, that you

had some understanding of the quality of the water you are drinking. '

In Tasmania's Lower House of parliament the House of Assembly, the policy of real-time reporting

presently has the support of the Labor Party and the Tasmanian Greens - Scott Bacon, Andrea

Dawkins, Bryan Green and Cussie O'Coinior have each delivered major speeches in the Tasmanian

parliament this year in favour of real-time reporting.

But none of these speeches has been reported by the Tasmanian media. Once again, the Tasmanian

media chose not to get to the heart of TasWater's ethos and dysfunction when they failed to report

the success of this important Upper House motion on August 9 - the one exception a single short

story in The Mercury, which appeared only after I contacted the newspaper myself.

Repeated direct communications with ABC Mornings with Leon Coinpton were ignored

A dollar-driven media-focus has allowed the Chairman and the CEO of TasWater to avoid scrutiny.

it follows that the Tasmanian media have delivered, to TasWater and to the government, an eternal

escape route - a lack of funding. Boiling down problems to a lack of money is lazyjournalism and

it is to defy evidence - a tremendous weight of evidence, provided over many years, proving that

the policies and practice of senior management at TasWater, and those of their government

overseers, is not functional and is not open



Why is TasWater opposed to real-time data?

Prior to August 9 (and to this day) TasWater's CEO Mike Brewster has stated his unequivocal

opposition to the real-time reporting of all drinking water data in Tasmania

Mr Brewster's pre-determined policy here contradicts other statements by him wherein he has said

that TasWater's intention has always been to come back at a later time to assess their pictorial

model, to see how satisfactorily it addresses the requirements of the public and stakeholders. CEO

Brewster seems to be making up policy on the run - again.

And an independent senior computer engineer, Mr Darnel Taylor, who has worked at the highest

level of the Education Department in Victoria, provided to me and to the Legislative Council a cost

analysis which indicates that the reporting of all data in real-time is cheaply available and very

simple to achieve

A one-off start-up cost of (at most) $20,000

All annual maintenance cost of $12,000

TasWater, and most recently Minister Ferguson, regularly cite expense and the volume of data as a

primary reason against real-time reporting. But Mr Taylor's cost-analysis suggests that these fears

are without basis in fact.

68

TasWater have not at any stage provided a cost-analysis for the reporting of all data in real-time.

Ms Rattray, in her closing comments in the Legislative Council on August 9, said:

'I have not had any figures back from TasWater to say what the real cost

is. .. If that is wrong IMr. Taylor's independent cost-analysisl, TasWater

may like to let me know. '

Real-time reporting can be delivered at the touch of a button



TasWater presently employ for data entry into their private database drinking water test results. So

there is no need for additional employees - there will be no additional employment costs to

TasWater.

Ms. Rattray continued:

'The data is there -just put it out into the website in that timely, 'without

unnecessary delay', approach. This is what we are asking for here. We are

not asking for information that potentially is not available; it is available.

This is our request. '

In 2015, a successful motion of the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT),

representing Tasmania' s 29 councils, the sole owners of TasWater, directed that a more timely

reporting of drinking water data should occur, but Mayors have been otherwise silent and inactive

on this issue, and LGAT has facilited an opaque, non-consultative approach

The GMC Board at LGAT is yet to explain the written statements of Ms Holmdahl, a GMC Board

member, in relation to this Board's exclusion from discussions. And the Minister for Local

Government, Mr Peter Gutwein, has obfuscated on this issue. Mr Gutwein refuses to address Ms

Holmdah's statements. And no person in government is holding Mr Gutwein to his responsibilities

as Minister for Local Government.

Where is the Premier when you need him?

Returning to the specifics of the model, the response by TasWater - one-year after the LGAT

motion, but prior to the August 9 decision in Tasmania' s Legislative Council - was to create its

own no-data, three-monthly, traffic-light model. There was no collaboration with major

stakeholders before the model was signed-off on by three non-elected General Managers from local

councils.

TasWater's quarterly no-data website model- no data for breaches, nor any baseline results -

presently uses a traffic-light system and bases this one-page pictorial on three-to-six-months-old

data. TasWater's limited model funhennore fails to reference, in its pictorial, disinfection by-

products (DBPs) and pesticides.



The one-page pictorial is difficult to find on TasWater's website. There is no flag on TasWater's

main page to direct readers to the service of the pictorial. And there is no mechanism for feedback,

to confirm one way or another if customers find the no-data pictorial of any practical use

On August 9,2016, Tasmania's Legislative Councilvotedin favour of every Tasmanian citizen's

right to know about their drinking water in real-time

This vote in the Upper House in favour of real-time data is a further rejection of the opaque policies

of TasWater's Chairman, Miles Hampton, and CEO, Mike Brewster

TasWater and the Tasmanian Liberal goverirrnent suggest that real-time data will not make our

water any safer, because protocols are closely followed and health outcomes are guarded

But the present policy against real-time data by TasWater and the Tasmanian Liberal government

can be extrapolated, in relation to Pioneer, to the following 3 nonsensical statements:

The residents of Pioneer would not have been interested to know about the

several high test results for lead (Pb), breaching the Australian Drinking

Water Guidelines, during the three years leading up to the 2012 alert by

TasWater.

Residents would not have wished to know about the general theme of lead

(Pb) in Pioneer's water supply, with results at most times being very close

to or above limits as set out in the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines.

Residents at Pioneer will not be concerned that a safe water supply via

rainwater tanks would be unfinished four years later, in 2016 In owl,

following the 2012 alert. IThis failure is due to a lack of public awareness

of data, and thus a lack of impetus for TasWater to plan for the future. I

Clearly, the residents of Pioneer reject all three of these nonsensical statements. In real terms, these

nonsensical statements reflect precisely the policy of TasWater' s Chainnan, Mr Hampton, and

recent statements by the Tasmanian Liberal government's Minister for Health, Mr Ferguson, and

the Minister for Local Government, Mr Gutwein



For lead (Pb), no fixed protocols or guidelines exist to direct TasWater to call an alert. The Water

Quality Officer at TasWater continued to me during a telephone conversation on March 11,2016,

as follows

"... in relation to lead tPbl, two consecutive high readings are not a

necessary prerequisite for us to call an alert I'DO Not Consume' advicel.

a flexible approach is necessary. .."

He also confided, whenl asked him about Pioneer's experiences between 2009 and 2012, prior to

the alert

"That would not happen now. .. I'm here now. .."

in contrast to this admission by TasWater's Water Quality Officer that a gold standard had not been

applied at Pioneer pre-alert, TasWater's Chairman and CEO are both in opposition to the reporting

of all drinking water in real-time. And neither the Chairman nor the CEO has ever made a written or

verbal statement to explain this contradiction in these particular comments by TasWater's Water

Quality Officer.

Where is the Premier when you need him?

Deepening these uriaddressed contradictions, a 2016 study by MacQuarie University's Professor

Taylor and Paul Harvey, published online on the very same day as Ms. Rattray' s successful motion

in the Upper House, points to widespread and undocumented lead-contaminated drinking water

across Australia. http://authors. elsevier. conya/ITW003A05g3km

it is reasonable to suggest that the reporting of all drinking water data in real-time will infomn our

knowledge of, and relationship to, water. Similarly, real-time data will inform us all about our

environment. it will inform our life

A study published in September this year by Cam Walker and compiled by Friends Of The Earth's

Arithony Amis, confirms widespread pesticide pollution of Australian waterways. The study further

asserts that most of these pesticides have no ecological guidelines, and 40% are not accountable to



drinking water guidelines. http://WWW. foe. org. au/articles/2016-09-271study-coffinns-widespread-

pesticide-pollution-australian-waterways

Developments in technology and drinking water quality are happening in Australia now. For

example, point-of-use ultra-violent water treatment is an approved chemical-free method as per the

Tasmanian Director of Public Health, and it is crying out to be used in towns like the revamped

mountain bike mecca at Derby, in north-east Tasmania, but as yet TasWater have chosen not to be

Australian leaders in drinking water

And the reporting of all drinking water data in real-time could work with, rather than against, news

this month that the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines is to be expanded for microbial health-

based targets.

The National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) has compiled a draft framework to

be added to the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines (ADWG) WWW. awa. asn. au This draft is open

for public consultation, and submissions can be made online before November 4 at

http://stfi. relbxdbrbo

The reporting of all drinking water data in real-time would encourage conscientious filtere planning

and potentially, the monitoring of a greater range of disinfection by-products (DBPs) - dangerous

chemicals caused by the addition of chlorine to water. TasWater presently test for 6 (six) of a

potential seven-hundred (700) known DBPs.

Real-time data is thus a right-to-know policy, a health policy and an environmental policy.

Tasmania can choose to be a leader in drinking water policy for all of Australia.

So what will happen next for real-time data?

Ms Rattray MLC spoke passionately to achieve success in the Upper House of the Tasmanian

Parliament for real-time data. And in the Lower House, Ms. Rattray has the support of the Labor

Party and the Tasmanian Greens.

it is now up to Ms Rattray to negotiate with the Liberal government's Minister for Local

Government, Mr Gutwein, TasWater' s Chainnan, Mr Hampton, the President of the Local



Govemnnent Association (LGAT), Mr Chipman, and the chainnan for TasWater at LGAT, Mr

Down16

Following this successful motion in Tasmania's Legislative Council, one would like to believe that

the government can no longer ignore this popular reform for drinking water policy in Tasmania.

But a letter to me on September 6 this year from Mr Michael Ferguson, Tasmania's Minister for

Health, did not make any reference at all to the successful August 9 motion in the Legislative

Council.

Funhennore, Minister Ferguson's letter of September 6, on behalf of Mr Gutwein - in reply to one

of my letters to him five-months earlier - stated a continued opposition to the reporting of real-time

data for drinking water in Tasmania, primarily on the basis of cost. This is despite the fact that, as I

have discussed, the Tasmanian government has not asked TasWater to provide a cost-analysis

Thus, TasWater has chosen not to provide a cost-analysis.

Where is the Premier when you need him?

Minister Ferguson further suggests, as he did also in a previous letter to me, that the real-time

reporting of data will not make our drinking water any safer. On this point, Minister Forguson' s

letter of September 6,2016, written on behalf of Minister Gutwein, is clearly deficient in three

ways:

it improperIy (insincerely) omits any reference to the August 9 Legislative

Council decision to strongly support TasWater being required to report all

drinking water data in real-time. Nor does the Minister's letter reference

in any way the successful 2015 LGAT motion.

Reasons provided by the Ministerin relation to cost lack any reference to

an actual cost-analysis - TasWater have not been required to complete a

cost-analysis.

The relevance of real-time reporting in relation to the experiences at

Pioneer, and specifically the contradictory comments of TasWater's own



Water Quality Officer, are not acknowledged in any sense. Not in relation

to lead-contamination and the failure of TasWater to reasonably notify

residents, 2009 - 2012; nor in relation to the failure of TasWater to initiate

pre-emptive planning for a solution at Pioneer during this time; nor to

acknowledge the failure of TasWater to install rainwater tanks within a

reasonable and safe timeframe, and to openly and respectfully

communicate with residents.

Where is the Premier when you need him?

Although we see a lack of desire by govennnent to look to the heart of the problem - and to check

that their heart is indeed in the right place - we live in hope

And ifhope proves false, at least we can be sure now, after all of our work so far, that a future

Labor goverirrnent, or else, a Labor I Greens government, will indeed deliver to Tasmanians the

real-time reporting of all drinking water data

Tasmania thanks Ms Rattray, and we wish her the very best of luck

Download Hansard ...

Hansard, August 9, 2016, Legislative Council, Real-

time data for drinking water, LegCo. .docx
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Chairman Downie Says, 'We Can

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 Deceniber 15,2016

ake TasWater More Accountable'

in the General Business Enterprise (GBE) committee meeting in parliament last Tuesday,

December 6, TasWater side-stepped a question from MLC His cutt, who asked (on behalf of

MLC Tania Rattray) if the policy for real-time data has been costed by TasWater.

Chairman Hampton and CEO Brewster diverted Ms. His cutt's question. .. Ms His cutt did not

follow-up on this non-answer by the Chainnan and the CEO. Nor did any other MLC present as part

of this GBE Committee ~ Mr Farrell, Ms Forrest, Mr Gaffney, Mr Armstrong, Mr Hall and Mr

Mulder.

TasWater continue to obfiscate on questions of importance ~ including questions which cannot be

explained away by the preservation of the bottom line.

TasWater, and the State Liberal governnient, oppose real-time data, notwithstanding the fact that

TasWater have so far not provided a cost-analysis to support their claim.

TasWater have not countered the independent analysis by Mr Daniel Taylor, which was used by the

Legislative Council in their decision to support a policy of real-time data. Mr Taylor's cost-analysis

cites a tiny armual expense of $12,000

In Tuesday's GBE meeting, in relation to the proposed policy for real-time data, Chairman

Hampton said only:



'We could create alarm in the community. '

CEO Brewster added

'There is no such thing as real-time data anyway. ' ICEO Brewster makes

no reference to the Tasmanian Legislative Council's definition of 'real-

time'. I

In the preceding GBE meeting on the same day, held with the Chainnan of the Owner's

Representatives Group, Mr DownIe ~ representing the owners, the sole overseer of TasWater, the

2910cal councils ~ Chairman DownIe did not make mention of real-time data.

Failing to follow-up on their own motion of August 9, not one of Tasmania' s MLCs thoug}It to ask

a question of Chainnan Downie in relation to the reporting of real-time data during this GBE

coriumittee meeting

The 29 councils, the sole overseer of TasWater, were allowed to escape without one question being

asked about their oversight on this pivotal Tight-to-know policy.

Nevertheless, Chairman DownIe, in reply to a question by MLC Forrest, about the possibility of

TasWater transitioning away from Local CoverTunent owemership, towards State government

ownership, said

'We can make TasWater more accountable Ithan State government canl. '

When MLC Forrest asked Chainnan DownIe how he thought this could be done, Mr Downe could

not provide an answer. Stammering, Chainnan Down16 simply said:

'Our view is that TasWater is best owned by Local Government. '

And when Chaimnan DownIe was asked by Ms Forrest if the owners of TasWater supported the

latest decision of the Board of TasWater, to resolve drinking water problems by reducing dividends

o councils, Mr. DownIe answered with one word:



'Reluctantly. '

Indeed, on August 24, in an interview with Mr Leon Coinpton on ABC local radio, only a few

weeks after the Legislative Council's decision in favour of real-time data, Chainnan Hampton

spoke of TasWater's announcement ~ released the day before ~ to reduce dividends to councils.

Chairman Hampton spoke ofTasWater's ambition to resolve, within two years, each of Tasmania's

'Do Not Consume' alerts for lead-contamination, and all permanent 'Boil Water' alerts

And Chairman Hampton also spoke of a possible conflict of interest with the sole overseeers and

owners of TasWater, the 2910cal councils:

Chairman Hampton said:

'The Board is charged with determining what the dividends will be, and in

making that decision they need to balance their competing objectives. And

in some cases there's a conflict of interest with our councils. The Board of

BHP, who recently reduced their dividend, didn't go to shareholders to ask

their permission. .. They made the decision in the context of their

knowledge of the operations of the businesss and its other obligations. And

we've done exactly the same. '

Local councils have defended their dividends at close range for the past several years' The Local

Goverimient Association of Tasmania (LGAT) states on its website that LGAT' s primary function

is to 'worktSI to protecttheinterests and rights of councils. ,.'

There is no specific mention of drinking water governance within LGAT's website-published

objectives for their organisation. And LGAT's website states that, '[I]tis funded by councils and

other income earned through projects sponsored on behalf of Local Government, and a range of

services and sponsorships. LGAT is an incorporated body under the Local Government Act 1993. '

Following the announcement of the Board of TasWater to reduce dividends to councils, the

President, Mr Doug Chipman, said that he was '. .. shocked to learn of the decision of the Board of

TasWater' .



InterestingIy, in the December issue of LGAT's newsletter, The Pulse, there is no mention

whatsoever of any issue related to Tasmania's drinking water

The mayors of Tasmania's two largest cities hold opposing views about the recent decision by the

Board of TasWater. Lauriceston's mayor, Mr A1bert Van Zetten, voiced his concern about the

reduction in dividends to councils. On the other hand, Hobart's mayor, Ms Sue Hickey, said it was

good decision, in the interests of improved water quality.

Mayors' views vary too in relation to the possibility of increasing council rates to cover a reduction

in dividends from TasWater. The mayor of the Derwent Valley, Mr Martyn Evans, talked-up

privatisation as a solution, while DOTSet's mayor, Mr Greg Howard, said that rates will not increase,

and that savings will easily cover any reduction in dividends

The question may be asked: Is the philosophy of the Owners' Representatives Group, in defence of

their dividends from TasWater, a disincentive to acting at all times with a view to the best long-tenn

interests of water quality and infrastructore-building for Tasmanians?

If this conflict of interest exists in relation to dividends, as cited by TasWater's Chainnan, Mr

Hampton, could it also be true that councils have a conflict of interest with regard to their role as the

sole overseer and governer of TasWater?

Is it possible that this financial conflict of interest, cited by Chainnan Hampton here, adversely

influences the decisions made by the Owners' Representatives Group in relation to drinking water

quality and oversight?

Several residents at Pioneer are waiting for safe drinking water, four long years after the alert for

lead (Pb) in 2012.

No response has been forthcoming from any member of the GMC Board at LGAT in relation to

questions posed about the non-alert at Pioneer in the three years prior to the alert in 2012, in the

face of several readings for lead (Pb) exceeding the health value according to the Australian

Drinking Water Guidelines during this time.

The GMC Board at LGAT have also been made aware of the publicly noted continents by

TasWater's present water quality officer, that, in relation to the non-alert at Pioneer, 2009 - 2012:



'That wouldn't happen now. I'm here now. '

A gold standard was not followed, according to TasWater's own water quality officer, and yet

neither TasWater nor the GMC Board at LGAT deem it necessary to respond to these questions.

Mr David Down16, Chairman of the Owners' Representatives Group, has also been made aware of

these issues, but following suit, Mr Downie has never provided a written a reply.

Nevermind the enactment of a open policy of reporting all drinking water data in real-time. . .

Pioneer's residents may also reasonably assume that twenty-five rainwater tanks ~ installed in

period of four years ~ does not reflect a functional senior management at TasWater, nor a functional

overseer in the 29 local councils

Residents at Pioneer challenge the Owners' Representatives Group to producejust one piece of

documentation to prove their representation, at any level, on behalf of Pioneer during the past four

years

Given that it was never a question of money at Pioneer, why have the Owners' Representatives

Group been silent? Does a financial conflict of interest explain their silence? If not, what is their

excuse?

TasWater have encouraged Tasmanians to believe that an injection of funds will solve all issues

Politicians have tended to hide behind this idea, too, reticent as they are to dig deeper and to

respond to evidence by residents, accross the state, that the problems are ingrained within

TasWater's senior management, and within the Local Government's structure of governance in

relation to TasWater.

in last Tuesday's GBE coriumittee meeting, TasWater's Chairman, and the CEO, refused to answer

a simple and long-standing question on an issue of transparency and budget.

Keep in mind that this is a publicly owned water authority . . .

In the New Year, we trust that Ms Tania Rattray, independent, representing the Legislative Council

Mr Scott Bacon, Labor member in the House of Assembly, and Ms Andrea Dawkins, Greens



member in the House of Assembly, will continue to pursue the real-time reporting of all drinking

water data on TasWater' s website, on behalf of all Tasmanians.

. Anson Bleaney in Comments: Tas\dier Iran$pareni!y accot{ntab/e? Locd/ Cot{nci/s andStote

Governmenim, ore of Iheir yesponsibiliiies ondpreparedio shoulder Ihem hones141wiih minimal

cosi shifting agendqs and looking/61 Ihe quickpo/inco//ix? Chance would be dime Ihing! Local

Councils couldnI Ihrow wafer and seweragejbst enough to Ihe now Tospydter enteiprise, so Ihey

no longer had to be accouniuble/br the sqfety of drinking water, ' they had relied upon Ihe 'no look,

nonnd' mypro0Ch/brj'us/ long enough 10 make Ihem 1801ise Ihey werej^SI oboni 10 gel info Ierrib/e

strife. Bullhey still 'own ' TQs17aier andihey gelpQid dividends now by 70sll'dier so it would seem

tho/ Ihis has worked 10 their advon/age. Bur doesn 'I Ihai mean Ihey are witimaie!y accountable/by

the sty'ety and quality of the drinking water/by rosinunia, however inconvenient Ihatfict may be?

And ifnoi who is?

Perhaps the Premier's Dayt cowld ""swer that vexed q"ustio". And while we're at it, where or

where is the DHHSA""""IDri"ki"g Water Reportfor 20/4/15 and why has" 't it been PMblic!y

rele"sed? 17haipari do they ploy in Ihe responsibility/or sqfe, clean, non-10xic drinking water for

rosinanions?

. ABC: TasWater's $2.4 billion in needed upgrades could see corporation sidelined, Eslake

says
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. Tim SIade in Comments: AIMr/her aspeci of Ihe broken council model of oversighi is Ihoi

mayors and General Monogers/meI ITUithhold i^formalion Ihoi show/d go to councillors. This

means Ihoi Ihe democroiic sys/em of publicol!y elec/ed Gowncil/ors is being bypassed in many

iris/Qnces. This occurred a/ numerous councils when I dttempted 10 send comint!nicaiions 10 Ihe one

central council address of the 29 councils, for referral to Q// councillors and Ihe inclyors, in April,

2016. My coinmunicaiion were 10 i^/orm councillors Ihaiihis lopic of real-/tme daiai-POS on Ihe

table. Bar/ the inq/'only, of inoyors und General Managers, even upon repealed e-mail reqt!est,

1</1{sed 10 confirm 10 me IhQt Ihey had/bywayded tryformq/ion 10 councillors. For example, Ihis

haypened Glarence (Presideni ofLGr17:), o1 Break O Day, WeSI Tomor (GMC Board Member o1

LG, 40, WeSI Coosi, Ward/ah-\ynyarc!; Norihern Mid/ands (Chairman ofLGr17;), Dorse/ byho took

Ihe original monon 10 LG, 47 under the previous mayor, Bany loryi$), Break O Day, Southern

Mid/ands, Sorell, Kinglsland; HMOn, Kenjish, Glenorchy, George Town, Central Highlands,



CenirQI Godsi (GMC Board Member ai LGA 7:1 and Byighion. The direction 10 do this, I believe,

may have comef. om Ihe lop ofLGAl: since Iwqs senian e-mailcopy of correspondence sen/ by a

senior LGrlT worker abot, I me 10 o11 ond sundry wiihin 70smqnian government. Obviously, Ihis is q

ridiculously high number of inQyors I GMs who ore acting outside of. . correciprotocol. So when

TasWafer ore also 41st'uric/ional and secre/ive, you have wha/you 've got now



The Gift That Keeps On Giving ...

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 Febi'11ai'\ 23,2017

a
"

.:!^NESS-

If Peter Gutwein's meeting today with David Downie and the 29 councils goes as it is planned,

Tasmanians will need to hold onto their cups through the media storm and hope for the best.

With no plans to fund TasWater themselves, Peter Gutwein's goverinnent is imitating a force of

nature this week. This may in part be because Mr Gutsvein's Federal counterparts have said no to

TasWater's plea for more funding.

Meanwhile, the Federal Labor Party has coriumitted $75 million to improve water and sewerage

infrastructure in Lauriceston if they win the next election.

The Tasmanian Greens have also made it a priority to fix Lauriceston's water and infrastructure

woes.

TasWater's Chainnan, Miles Hampton, earlier this week defended the 29 councils from Minister

Gutwein's wrath. ChainnaiT Hampton said that a further slash to dividends to councils would make

little sense, given that this action would bring forward the date of completion of infrastructure

works by a mere one-and-a-half years over a I O-year plan.

This week the State Government's Sam MCQuestin created a public petition against the 29 councils

with regard to TasWater. But the public may smell a rat. The public may wonder if council

amalgamations are at the heart of Mr Gutwein' s work this week, for example



Yet public praise may blow the State gove^lent' s way, in time for the possible calling of an early

election by the Premier. The Tasmanian Liberal government could certainly do with a boost to their

popularity in the polls

Is Minister Gutwein serious, as he would have us believe, about a State takeover of TasWater,

which would cause an overhaul of the entire governance structure of TasWater, and of course, the

elimination of all dividends to councils?

Tasmanians will note that a 20 16 motion by the Tasmanian Greens for a parliamentary inquiry into

TasWater was voted down by the State Liberal Government and the State Labor Opposition.

If Minister Gutwein is teary about the poor state of Tasmania's drinking water, and hand-on-heart,

when he says that he and his government have done all that they can, Tasmanians are entitled to ask

of the Minister:

Why did the State Liberal government put a freeze on a parliamentary inquiry, into

TasWater and their government overseers, in 2016?

Tasmanians living in towns with lead-contaminated drinking water today ~ Pioneer, Winnaleah,

Rossarden and Avoca ~ know that there has been no-one to turn to for help when TasWater has

failed to support them, From my earlier articles for Tasmanian Times ( HERE ), readers will know

that I say this from personal experience as a resident at Pioneer. Calls for help over many years

have fallen on deaf ears

At today's meeting the 29 councils may be funive in their search for a gift for the goverrunent ~ Iest

Minister Gutwein reduce their dividends further, or else, take-over TasWater and withdraw council

dividends for all time. Is it possible that Chairman David Down16, and the owner-councils, rather

than hand over the silverware, may consider gifting a policy?

A policy such as the reporting of real-time data on TasWater' s website, for example. In the spirit of

good governance and transparency. A Win-Win

A policy for real-time data reporting on TasWater's website will not worry the bean-counters, so it

is possible that it will come up for consideration by Chainnan Downie and the mayors within the

Owners' Representatives Group, as they try to talk their way out of a corner today.



As I have presented to readers in my most recent articles for Tasmanian Times, this option may

become especially tempting for the owner-councils today, given the support for real-time data

reporting by Tasmania's Legislative Council, and by the Tasmanian Labor Party and the Tasmani

Greens.

Indeed, LGAT passed a motion of their own, for improved transparency for data reporting, in their

motion of 2015just months after the death of past president of LGAT and Mayor of Dorset, Barry

Jarvis.

The gifting of this policy to the Minister and to Tasmanians would also be to correct an agreed sub-

standard process in the development of a policy for data transparency, following the afonnentioned

2015 LGAT motion.

This admission of fault was forthcoming on February 2, earlier this month, by TasWater's CEO

Mike Brewster, during my extended conversation with him after the completion of our public

meeting at Pioneer Hall.

CEO Brewster also clarified a corresponding lack of process by the Owners' Representatives Group

in this matter.

Please read below for my letter to CEO Brewster on February 20, discussing his coriuments and

their relationship to the belated need for TasWater to complete a cost-analysis for this policy.

With the emphasis of today's meeting in Hobart focussing on dollars and cents, one would hope

that the State goverirrnent will at long last put their hands in their pockets and commit to funding

Tasmania's alling water and sewerage infrastructure. But this morning, there is no sign of this on

the horizon. . .

All of the players ~ the Premier, Minister Gutwein, Mr Down16 and the councils, CEO Brewster

and the residents of Tasmania ~ may do well to remember a necessarily concurrent principle to

funding

Tran$parency andproperprocess is some/hing money con 'I buy. 11 is Ihe gilt Ihai keeps on giving

Letter to TasWater's EO Brewster, from Tim SIade, February 20,2017 .



Mike Brewster

CEO of TasWater

February 20,2017.

Dear Mike,

I realise that today may be a busy day for you with the Minister for Local

overriment due to deliver a new document, but I wanted to touch base

with you again after our extended conversation at the Pioneer meeting on

February 2.

it was a useful conversation that we had. In the light of our discussion of

the facts, you agreed to consider going back to the Board to ask that a cost-

analysis be done for the policy of real-time reporting of data.

May I please ask you to share your thoughts with me?

You said that you were unsure if data for lead orb) had been collected at

Pioneer before 2012, so I have attached again for you here the graph of

Pioneer's data for lead (Pb) for the years 2009 - 2012. These were the three

years before the alert. There were several test results exceeding the health

guidelines for lead (Pb).

As I mentioned to you again in our conversation, in relation to this period

at Pioneer, 2009 -2012, your Water uality fficer, Mr. Stapleton, said to

me, on March 11,2016:

'That wouldn't happen now. I'm here now. '

I hope you can understand that the residents of Pioneer would have liked

to have known about this data at the time.



A policy of real-time data reporting would satisfy.

You also said to me that you probably should have selected a more suitable

group of members for the Water Quality Group, rather than asking for

volunteers. This group of volunteers, three General Managers, approved

the one-page pictorial (no data) quarterly model, designed by Mr

Stapleton. You also acknowledged that the results of this Group were not

taken back to the 29 councils for input and acreement before it was

activated on TasWater's website last year. (Nor did the 29 councils

approach TasWater).

In light of all of these circumstances, in concert with the support of the

Legislative Council, the Tasmanian Labor Party, the Tasmanian Greens,

LGAT, via their 2015 motion, and the Tasmanian Liberal Government, on

condition that the 29 councils agree (see Peter Cuntein's letter to Tania

Rattray MLC), I remain hopeful that we can progress this issue without

fanfare, to a standard consistent with the definition of real-time as used in

the deliberations of the Legislative Council, and with minimal expense, as

per the independent cost-analysis of Mr Daniel Taylor, senior computer

engineer ~ at $12k per annum, after a one-off start-up of $20K ~ also cited

by the Legislative Council.
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Thank you Mike for our extended conversation after the Pioneer meeting.

It was a good one for us to have. I hope that our constructive

communications may continue.

Good luck to you.

Tim,

Tim SIade

Pioneer, Tasmania



Punctuality is the Politeness of Princes

By Tim SIade

Posted on March 9,2017

First published March 8.

Punctuality is the politeness of princes, but it appears that Premier Hodgman arrived on the scene

yesterday anyway, armouncing that the State Government will take over TasWater, usurping

Tasmania's local councils, in July, 2018.

The Premier also promised yesterday, in his State-Of-The-State address to Parliament ( TT here,

and here: specific MR ), that his government will legislate for the guaranteed public ownership o

TasWater, filtering-out the chance that TasWater will be privatised in the future.

The Premier coriumitted to retaining dividends to local councils until2024I 2025, with dividends to

local councils to be halved at that time

With the promise that these two major sticking points will be taken care of by the Premier, it may

indeed be the case that a State Government takeover of TasWater is much closer to being the

correct plan.



But the Liberal Federal Goverrmient has refused to gift, to Tasmania' s Liberal Premier, funding for

the improvement of the state's water and sewerage infrastructure.

By contrast, the Federal Labor Party has committed $65 million, should it win the next election, for

Lauriceston's leaking sewerage infrastructure.

With the waft of an early election, and the increased likelihood of council amalgamations, the

Premier' s armouncement yesterday is a win-win for the Liberal State Government' s private

interests.

No small detail.

Nevertheless, it is true that Tasmania's local councils have proven themselves to be too dispersed,

disorganised, and disinterested, to oversee TasWater properly, when TasWater has been publically

shown to act negligently and 10r without transparency, since its fonnation in 20 12

it is also the case that the local councils have a financial conflict of interest in their role as

TasWater' s sole overseer. This point was belatedIy made by the Chainnan of TasWater, in an

interview with ABC Radio, late last year, on the day following TasWater's public armouncement to

reduce dividends to the local councils.

In the year gone by, the Tasmanian State Goverirrnent and owner councils have perfonmed what can

only be described as a high dive in reverse, before the popular policy pool of real-time reporting of

drinking water data on TasWater's website.
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Who can say if the State Government will change policy, to happily adopt real-time data reporting

in the near future . . .The State Labor Party has spoken in Parliament to voice their coriumitment to

doing so if they are elected

TasWater, in a statement to ABC radio yesterday, said it had learned of the Premier's

announcement for a take over of TasWater only minutes earlier, and that TasWater would wait to be

provided the details of the Premier's takeover, before making a public comment

With an election pending, the Premier is likely guilty of deep political opportunism, for it follows a

deeply cynical view by the State Government since the last election, particularly towards towns



such as Pioneer in the north-east, a town left to fend for itself for the past four years and three

months, since the alert for lead-contaminated drinking water in 2012.

Yesterday's statement by the Premier falls more than two years after an ABC 7.30 Report, in 2015,

showing the depth of failure of TasWater and its government overseers, to deliver safe drinking

water, via 30 individual rainwater tanks, to the tiny town of Pioneer

On the day following the 7.30 Report broadcastin 2015, the Premier made his first public statement

in two years about Pioneer. Premier Hodgman said: We cdn '/ Turne a b/onk cheque

In a Budget Estimates hearing a little later in the year, when asked about Pioneer, the responsible

Minister, Mr Gutwein, said: TasJ1'o181 ore gelling on wi/h Ihejob at Pioneer!

And in April2016, the Premier and his Ministers voted agains/ a parliamentary inquiry into

TasWater and its overseers, the local councils. The motion was put forward by the Tasmanian

Greens.

Yesterday in Parliament, the Premier privately prayed that the mind of the Tasmanian public

had not noticed anything going wrong in the years gone by, or that he and his colleagues

hadn't done anything to fix it, when he said: T"sin""ians expect their government to "ct.

The Premier, wearing a checkered tie, which was almost more distracting than the historical facts,

went on to say: With our plan we will/ix nibsier, andir will be cheaper/by consumers ... and we '

do so wiihoz, I councils needing 10 increase Iheir rates ... And worer bills, which councils have

forecasito increase by 5% ayeor. under our plan will be cullo no more Ihan 3.5%
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On ABC local radio yesterday, Mr David Downie, the Chairman of the TasWater Owner's

Representatives Group, representing the 2910cal council owners, said: I've only he old qboui this

less IhQn on hour ago ... 11's all a bit sudden ... Bui or Ihe end of the day we 've goi to do Ihe beSI

Ihing. And offhot owlcome is achieved under a new modal, or under the old model, I believe Ihai

Ihai's the in 4101point we have to consider ... lye 've been willing to work with the 8101e Governmen/

^they can deliver a belier outcome than we have delivered, Ihen Iho/ 's Ihe wQy it will go ... But

I'd like to odd ... I believe it has been a success story ILOco/ Governmen/ ownership of TaslP0!8/1

The intorinoiion we havenom TospyQier is Iho/ it con 'I be done Iin/ive years/ ... Buiifhe 11he

Premier/ can do the/'ob then he should be held accoun/able to rho/ ... And at Ihe end of the day, if



Ihej'ob con be done innve years, Ihen Ihe people of Tasmanio dye going 10 benefit ... Bul illhe

dividends are removed tryvil/PI!/ on upwqrdpressz!re on roles ... Hillndamen/o1por/ offhis

argumeni is cosi of living issues

Later in the day, the President of the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT), Mr

Doug Chipman said on ABC local radio yesterday: We ore disappoinied that the State Governmeni

coniint{es 10 heal up TasWafer qndihe councils over Tclsll'dier 'spedormance. We don '/ believe

Ihu/Iha/'SIMs/;/ied. AndbyIhe time they can lake over TusWarer, by IhelsiqfJu!y nexiyear, most

ifno/ all of Ihe warerprob/ems in Tasmania will have been/ixed

Punctuality is the politeness of princes

And since 20 12, never has a member of the Liberal State Goverirrnent visited the lead-affected town

of Pioneer, even when invited.

Nearly all of Pioneer' s neighbouring towns have been blessed with a visit from one or more

Ministers from the Tasmanian Liberal State Government ~ at Bridport, Scottsdale, Moonna, Derby

and St He lens ~ but these visits were to promote good news stories only, which is to say that the

content of these stories was specifically noi drinking water in the north-east of Tasmania.

Perhaps readers, who pays their bill each quarter to TasWater, will like this one the best

Punctuality is the price of princess 'pqi!pers



A Death In Interview Room I

By Tim SIade

Posted OITApri123.2017

March 13,2017

TASMANIA ~ The trout have been quiet, and there is ino tale to tell, so Leon Coinpton casts

out for his first radio interview of the day on Tasmania's local political hour ...

Miles Hampion is Ihe Chdir of TaslPa/er. He/'oins us in Ihe silldio Ihis morning. Miles Hornpron,

good morning to you

Coinpton's voice reaches over Tasmania's autumn airwaves, falling to towns like Pioneer in the

north-east, where, hitherto, lead-contaminated drinking water drips from Ye Olde taps for those

who are yet to receive from TasWater a rainwater tank, more than four years since the alert in 20 12.

Good morning, Leon. Chairman Hampton speaks with a smooth voice

And rhonkyoz, /or coming in this morning, says Coinpton

Coinpton begins

^Ihisproposul by Ihe Sidle governmenicon deliver a doubling in Ihe speed of infrastruct"re

improvements, and keep costs lower than you promised us in Ihe studio in Ihe jailer part of Iasi

year, why wouldn 't Ihdt be a good Ihing/by Tasmanio?

Chairman Hampton, streaming live on webcam, blue eyes, clear as pools, peering through rimless

spectacles:



Firsi, I'd/'usI like 10 sei the record siloighi

Reading from a written statement, Chatnnan Hampton stainrriers ,

In pallidmen/ Iasi week, the Treasurer said Ihoi he had repealed!y 101d Tas11'o181 Ihai he wariied

laster progress. The Treasurer said

'Since coming 10 governmenilhave repealed!y made my concerns known 10 Tospyaier and its

owners

Chainnan Hampton tweeks the volume

Well lain not sure who he 101d o1 TasWarer. Because he did noi boiher 10 leil even myse!for oarr

CEO Mike Brewster, Ihai he had any concerns aboui Ihe rare of progress in tackling Ihe ageing

iru?OSIrz!CIMre problems

Noi. Ever. No/. Once

Hanipton's eyes glint. .. He has wounded Gutwein. . . Chainnan Hanipton goes on:

And we hqve met with Ihe ryeQst!rel o1 leds/ nine limes since Ihe Libs came 10 governmen/ In 2014

I repeal ~ noi once did he say Iho/ we were moving 100 slowly

The Chainnan strains:

His sidlemeni in pornameni, Ihoi he 101d us of his concerns, is simply not true

FIJIiher, we have received norhing in wrt!ing/}. om Ihe Treasurer 10 8101e his of issqii. $1aciion Minh owl

progress

Coinpton is more silent than he has ever been in the interview room

Chainnan Hampton ends it

In my view, Ihis is apo/inca/ SIunt ~11/11 slop



The Treasurer, a regular listener to this radio broadcast hour, gasps helplessly from his Lauriceston

Liberal Party office chair . . .

And Chairman Hampton's verbalised full stop has set a precedent for Tasmanian listeners today, so

they get the idea that this might be the end . . .

As in: THE END.

The credability of the Tasmania's Treasurer, Mr. Peter Gutwein, has at last suffered a mortal

wound.

At the very least, this is the end of any chance that the Tasmanian Liberal Goverirrnent will call an

early election. Of course, this act may also be the end of Premier Hodgman' s government. If it were

not tenninal already

At Pioneer, rocking chairs rock; and the folk wonder . . . But is this the end to lead-contaminated

drinking water for us?

There was a death in Interview Room I today.

-Tim SIade

Post Script

POISON PEN ~

In the days following, on March 15, Chairman Hampton and CEO

Brewster signed a statutory declaration which stated that:

In a meeting with Mr Peter Gutsvein ("the reasurer"), when asked by me

to provide support to address drinking water challenges in a number of

small Tasmanian towns, the Treasurer advised that the government was

not prepared to provide funding support and that the Treasurer

considered the provision of water tanks an acceptable solution for some

smaller towns.

In a subsequent meeting I advised the Treasurer that based on our



learnings in regard to Pioneer and Mountain River, tanks were not

considered to be an equitable and viable solution and that TasWater would

look to find ways to provide the remaining towns with compliant

reticulated drinking water. The Treasurer noted this advice but no support

was offered to address the issue.

At no time in my meetings with the Treasurer, has he raised the issue of a

water crisis or advised that Taswater's ten year plan needs to be

accelerated Our discussions were based on a proposal developed by

asWater which set out how we might address the key water and sewerage

challenges facing us in a ten year timeframe.

make this solemn declaration under the Oaths Act 2001 (Tas).

References:

I. 'A Deathln Emergency Room One', a column about JFK's assasination, by Jimmy Breslin.

2. SOUNDCLOUD, March 13,2017: https://soundcloud. cony936-abc-hobart/taswater-chair-miles-

hampton-questions-treasurers-statement-to-parliament

3. 'TasWater executives sign legal papers disputing Treasurer's claims on meetings', ABC News,

March 16,2017. http://WWW. abc. net. atVnews/2017-03-ISAaswater-executives-sign-documents-to-

back-claims-in-gutwein-row/8356916



TasWater: CEO Brewster To Conduct A

Reporting f All Drinking Water Data

April20,2017

Under the watchful gaze of the Legislative Council's newly formed Select Committee for the

proposed takeover of TasWater, Mr Brewster, the CEO of TasWater, has promised that he will now

execute a full cost-analysis of the policy for the real-time reporting of all drinking water data on

TasWater's website

At long last, this decision, made by CEO Brewster on April20, will allow for a fair and informed

decision about whether or not TasWater should report in real-time.

The definition of 'real-time', as used by the Tasmanian Legislative Councilin their 2016 decisionin

favour of the policy, is as follows

OSt-Analysis or The

'As drinking water sample results return to TasWater, following periodic

testing at the laboratory, the reporting of all items of data without

unnecessary delay, and with the view that all data be reported on a

consistent and timely basis. The intent of the definition of real time, to

report all drinking water data without unnecessary delay, shall be applied

at all times, and to the best of reasonable ability. '

eal-
.

line

In the lead-up to this decision by CEO Brewster, for a full cost-analysis of real-

time data reporting, on April 13 he tentatively put a new offer on the table

full quarterly reporting of all drinking water data on TasWater's website

CEO Brewster's renewed engagement on the issue of data reporting will be welcomed by

Tasmanians

Presently, TasWater's quarterly report is a one-page, traffic-light pictorial, with no data. The

present model is generally viewed by Tasmanians as an opaque response by TasWater, in reply to

the 20 15 motion of the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT), for a more timely and

open model for data reporting.



So the welcome news today for Tasmanians is that there are now two new options on the table:

a) Real-time reporting of all data

b) Quarterly reporting of all data

it is my hope that TasWater's cost-analysis for each new option will be completed in quick time,

and then, released to Tasmanians as public documents.

A cost~analysis will make it easier for Tasmanians to directly compare the merits of the new

options, and it will encourage the 29 owner-councils to re-engage, with TasWater and with

Tasmanians, to prove that they are capable of making fair and infonned decisions.

Tasmanians look forward to free and positive communications with CEO Brewster, and the 29

owner-councils, from this day forth.

For your infomnation, please read below, the four key e-mails written in recent negotiations with

TasWater, the most recent, April20, going back in time to February 20.

The following key stakeholders received a CC copy of these e-mails as we proceeded

Ms, 41miiage MLC, Choir offhe Legis/alive Council's Select Commit/eelbr the proposed Sidle

jokeover ofTaslf'areI,

Mr. Downie, Chairman of Ihe Owners ' Represen/tves Group (ORG) Irepreseniing Ihe 29 owner-

councils/,

Mr. Guru, Gin, Minister/by Local Governmeni,

TasmQnio 's 29 inQyors,

Mr. Bacon MP (Labor),

Ms Dawkins MP (Greens),



Ms Ranroy MLC,

Chairman ofTaslf'areI, Mr. Hampio/I

April20,2017.

Dear Tim,

I personally remain of the view that real-time data reporting as defined in your email places an

unnecessary cost on TasWater and effectiveIy its customers, and that quarterly publishing of all data

would seem a sensible low-cost compromise.

Notwithstanding this position, in order to put the matter to bed I have asked for a formal analysis of

the full cost of providing a system as per your email. Once I have that information I am happy to

have a further discussion with TasWater's owners about each of the alternatives.

Kind regards,

Michael Brewster

Chief Executive Officer

April 19,2017.

Dear Mike,

Thank you for your letter of April 13 with your preliminary thoughts about your new idea for

quarterly reporting, following the LGAT motion of 20 15 (July) for the timely publication of all

drinking water data

I thank you for your renewed consideration with regard to data reporting, in the light of the issues

we discussed in our meeting at Pioneer.



However, there are several previously discussed problems that need to restated in reply to your

letter.

First, your stated reason for quarterly reporting (is this 3-6 month old data?), as opposed to the

policy for real-time reporting, namely, cost, is incongruent with the now long-standing fact that

TasWater have not employed a cost-analysis for real-time data.

This cost-analysis has been requested of TasWater by the LegCo in their 2016 (August) decision in

favour of real-time reporting (Ms Rattray MLC).

The definition of 'real-time' as used by the LegCo, is as follows:

'As drinking water sample results return to TasWater, following periodic testing at the laboratory,

the reporting of all items of data without unnecessary delay and with the view that all data be

reported on a consistent and timely basis. And for the intent of the definition of real time, to report

all drinking water data without unnecessary delay, this shall be applied at all times, and to the best

of reasonable ability. '

The LegCo further stated in parliament that, if TasWater wish to dispute Mr Taylor' s cost-analysis,

then the LegCo would like to hear about this from TasWater. To the best of my knowledge,

TasWater have not responded.

This cost analysis for real-time reporting was also requested of TasWaterin a GBE in 2016 (Ms

Hiscutt MLC)

Furthermore, it has been requested of TasWater by me on behalf of the Tasmanian Labor party (see

speeches in parliament by Mr Bacon and Mr Green) and the Tasmanian Greens (see speech in

parliament by Ms Dawkins).

TasWater has so far not refuted the independent cost-analysis for real-time data reporting by Mr

Darnel Taylor, which quoted a one-off start-up cost of $20K, and an armual cost of $12K

As such, it is reasonable to say, if I may say so politely, that your comments below, Mike, from

your last letter, are lacking in foundation.

You wrote:



' ... a sensible alternative [to real-time] that provides the level of transparency. ... without imposing

an unnecessary cost and administration burden on the organisation and ultimately the customer

base. '

If this is your primary justification against real-time data reporting, then in the interests of proper

process, you will be beholden to provide a cost analysis for real-time data, just as you are doing at

present for your new idea for full quarterly reporting

would remind TasWater that the LGAT motion for data reporting was passed a long time ago now,

nearly two years ago, in 20 15 (July), and that a satisfactory model has not been forthcoming from

TasWater. ORG's members have not been consulted. This does not sound to me like a reasonable

application to the task.

You have acknowledged to me that you did not take the present no-data, pictorial model, back to

the 29 councils for input or approval, so it is also evident that you have not sought the opinion of

the 29 owner-members about real-time reporting, or the need, and requests for, a cost-analysis ~ and

when I if you do, it important that this consultation should include all councillors from within each

council, and notjust with the mayors.

Mike, I would like to say, as politely as I can, and with respect to you, that this is a rather

conspicuous weight of evidence that you have not completed a cost-analysis for this policy, as you

should.

And all of this within the context of an environment, as you and Chairman Hampton stated

publically last month, in signed statutory declarations, wherein the responsible Minister, Mr

Gutwein, made major false representations to the Tasmanian people about his representations to

TasWater,

Mike, what is the actual difference in cost between the application of these two policies for data

reporting? Real-time versus Quarterly?

I request that the Chairman of ORG, Mr Down16, see to it that, on behalf of members, he formally

request of TasWater a cost-analysis for real-time reporting of all data be completed by TasWater,

prior to any further actions.



Mike, I thank you for your renewed engagement on this issue

I implore you to openly follow the correct process, and I am sure we will then find a cost-efficient

and representative outcome for the Tasmanian people in the interests of data transparency.

Thanks again.

Best wishes to you

Sincerely,

Tim.

Tim SIade

Pioneer, Tasmania

April 13,2017.

Dear Tim,

I have been thinking some more about a sensible alternative that provides the level of transparency

you and others are looking for without imposing an unnecessary cost and administration burden on

the organisation and ultimately the customer base

I have therefore asked the team to investigate the feasibility of publishing all sample data results on

our website on a quarterly basis along with the traffic light summary. I acknowledge it doesn't

entirely give you what you are looking for but it does provide for full transparency,

I am yet to receive feedback from the team on what is actually involved in doing this but on the face

of it, I believe it to be a sensible halfivay house
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Regards,

Mike

MIChael Brewster

Chief Executive Officer



February 20,2017.

Dear Mike,

I realise that today may be a busy day for you with the Minister for Local Gove^Grit due to

deliver a new document, but I wanted to touch base with you again after our extended conversation

at the Pioneer meeting on February 2

it was a useful conversation that we had. In the light of our discussion of the facts, you agreed to

consider going back to the Board to ask that a cost-analysis be done for the policy of real-time

reporting of data

May I please ask you to share your thoughts with me?

You said that you were unsure if data for lead (Pb) had been collected at Pioneer before 20 12, so I

have attached again for you here the graph of Pioneer's data for lead (Pb) for the years 2009 - 2012

These were the three years before the alert. There were several test results exceeding the health

guidelines for lead (Pb).

As I mentioned to you again in our conversation, in relation to this period at Pioneer, 2009 -2012,

your Water Quality Officer, Mr. Stapleton, said to me, on March 11,2016:

'That wouldn't happen now. I'm here now. '
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I hope you can understand that the residents of Pioneer would have liked to have known about this

data at the time. A policy of real-time data reporting would satisfy.

You also said to me that you probably should have selected a more suitable group of members for

the Water Quality Group, rather than asking for volunteers. This group of volunteers, three General

Managers, approved the one-page pictorial (no data) quarterly model, designed by Mr Stapleton

You also acknowledged that the results of this Group were not taken back to the 29 councils for

input and agreement before it was activated on TasWater's website last year. (Nor did the 29

councils approach TasWater).

In light of all of these circumstances, in concert with the support of the Legislative Council, the

Tasmanian Labor Party, the Tasmanian Greens, LGAT, via their 20 15 motion, and the Tasmanian



Liberal Government, on condition that the 29 councils agree (see Peter Gutwein's letter to Tania

Rattray MLC), I remain hopeful that we can progress this issue without fanfare, to a standard

consistent with the definition of real-time as used in the deliberations of the Legislative Council

and with minimal expense, as per the independent cost-analysis of Mr. Daniel Taylor, senior

computer engineer ~ at $12k per armum, after a one-off start-up of $20K ~ also cited by the

Legislative Council

Thank you Mike for our extended conversation after the Pioneer meeting. it was a good one for us

to have

I hope that our constructive communications may continue

Good luck to you.

Sincerely,

Tim

Tim SIade

Pioneer, Tasmania
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By Editor
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May 11,2017.

Chainnan of the Owners' Representatives Group (ORG)

ear Dayid (Downie),

On this day of your Special General Meeting with guest Miles Hampton, where Members will be

asked to vote, for, or against, the proposed State takeover of TasWater, I politely ask you to answer

the question relating to Pioneer, 2009 -2012, which once again you do not answer in your most

recent e-mail reply

I ask you to refer my question to your Members in this public forum. This is a long-standing

question, the direct PUTview of Members, which remains arianswered in any written fomn to this

day

I will restate the question for you and for your Members

Please explain the failure to call an alert at any time during the three years

at Pioneer, 2009 - 2012, where several high readinos were recorded for

lead (Pb) exceeding the Australian Drinking Water Health Guidelines.

Please read the now public, graphed data, attached once again to today's

letter. This data was released to Pioneer residents in 2013, after the alert of

November, 2012. This alert for lead (Pb) continues to this day. Prior to

2009 there is not a data history for lead (Pb), therefore it is possible that

this theme of lead (Pb) existed for a very long time earlier.
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The comments of your water quality officer, Mr Stapleton, to me, in 2015,

to say, in reference to Pioneer, 2009-2012, 'That wouldn't happen now. ..

'in here now. ..' are, it should be clear, directly relevant, and of concern.

A gold standard was apparently not followed. As Mr Stapleton advised,



there is indeed no existing protocol for the calling of alerts for lead (Pb)

but rather, Mr Stapleton says, 'a flexible approach' is necessary.

In all of my communications to you as Chairman of the ORC, to Mr

utwein as the responsible Minister, and to the CEO of TasWater, no

person has answered in writing my question on behalf of Pioneer, nor

referred to the comments by Mr Stapleton.

Should the alert for lead(Pb) have been called earlier at Pioneer? if not,

why not, please?

Supplementary to this main inquiry, I furthermore request a written

explanation as to why Pioneer's question, posed to the aformentioned

people, on more than one occasion in each case, has been avoided by al

repeatedly, with no written reply.

in conclusion I ask, what protocols do your Members plan to implement to

prevent this long-term, repeated deflection of evidenced communications

on a question of health about drinking water in Tasmania?

1.05

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tim.

Tim SIade

Pioneer, Tasmania.



TasWater's winer-Co" ci s Vote To Reject tate akeover

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 Ma\' 11.2017
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TasWater's owner-councils yesterday voted to reject the Tasmanian government's proposed

plan to takeover TasWater, an enterprise of Mr Peter Gutwein as the Minister for Local

Government.

, 'f^',;.',^:^
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In yesterday's special meeting in Lauriceston, TasWater's owner-councils voted as follows:

Councils rejecting a State takeover of TasWater:

23 ~ Break O'Day, Brighton, Bumie, Central Coast, Circular Head, Clarence, Devonport, F1inders

Island, Glamorgan Spring Bay, Glenorchy, Hobart, Kentish, Kingborough, King Island, Latrobe,

Meander Valley, Northern Midlands, Southern Midlands, Tasman, Waratali-Wynyard, West Coast,

West Tamar
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Councils supporting a State takeover of TasWater:

4 ~ DOTSet, Central Highlands, Sorell and Derwent Valley.

IAbstaining from the vote: Lauriceston and George Town. l

In the run-in to yesterday's local council meeting, Tasmania's Treasurer and Minister for' Local

Goverrmient, Mr Gutwein, said that his government remained 'committed to the takeover plan even

if the councils did not agree with it'. (1)



The decision of councils yesterday follows the handing-down of the Liberal's Federal Budget on

Tuesday. The Tasmanian Liberal Premier, Mr. Hodgman, did not secure one dollar of federal

funding for water and sewerage infrastructure in Tasmania.

TasWater Chairman, Miles Hampton was the only invited speaker for yesterday's meeting; Minister

Gutwein addressed local government during meetings in the preceding weeks.

On the website for the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT), representing the

financial interests of Tasmania's councils, within the Meeting Agenda, May 11, LGAT writes:

'LG, 4Tconcz{Is wi/hihe Chair ofTusWorer when, in his 18/1er of 21,4pri/ 2017, he urges Members

to decide, one way or the orher, at Ihe 11 May Me Gring. Waiting/61 more I^formalion, including a

Bill, will place the sector at a of isadvaniage ifMembers decide err iha/poin/ Ihey wish to challenge

the ownership proposal. Given Ihe miensity of the Governmen/ 's campaigning on Ihis issue, Ihe

public and Ihe Members of Parliamen/ toQriicu/ally Ihe Legislaiive Council) are likely to have

already come to a decision, Itinning Ihe effectiveness ofdny lore advocacy by LGrtT (2)

LGAT's overall perspective, for owners and for communities, is documented in the Meeting

Agenda, May I I :

'/inpitcaiions/by owners

a) Redt!c/ion dike!y loss, I off1112!re revenue/no reinrn on investmeni in assets

b) Likely increased pressure/by forced council amalgamations

c) Reduced 1/4/7118nce and scruiiny, transparency and accountability at the mercy of/he Governmeni

of the doy

Implicationsfor coinmuni/ies

a) Reduced access 10 owners

by Reduced advocacy by ownersfor local service provision

c) Likely increased long-term costs

41 Risks to rural/service provision in Ihe longer-/elm + prices cupped in Ihe shor/ term + capiia/

progrom lime. /'lame reduced by Ihree years. ' (3)
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it is important to note for the purposes of this discussion, the distinction between the Owners'

Representatives Group (ORG) and the Local Government Assocation (LGAT)



The ORG represents owner-councils with regard to TasWater, and has legislated responsibilities for

TasWater. All29 councils are a part of the ORG. The Chainnan is Mayor David Downe.

LGAT are a voluntary association, whose decisions are not binding on TasWater. LGAT has no

responsibilities for TasWater whatsoever, with no legislated interest in TasWater. Rather, LGAT's

role as an Association, as per the stated objectives on their website, is advocacy in the interests of

the financial wellbeing of the local councils who are its members. LGAT does not have stated

objectives on their website with regard to drinking water. The president of LGAT is Mayor Doug

Chipman.

LGAT makes the reasonable and obvious point, in the Meeting Agenda for yesterday's meeting and

vote, that the equivalent State funding from consolidated revenue, as proposed by Minister

Gutwein, could be injected into TasWater at any time without a change in ownership

And LGAT disputes the claim that the Govenmnent will fix the boil water alerts faster:

'Under council ownership. .. it is prey'eciedIhaiihe remaining CUSIomers will receive drinking water

by, 11gusi 2018, well b<fore the 71eost!rel'splon COM1d joke <. ff'eci. ' (4)

LGAT further challenges the Goverirrnent's statement that they will cap price increases at 2.5%.

'Pricing is curlen!!y sei by Ihe in dependen/ regularor. .. Ihe latesi nanona/ repori states tha/ when

compared 10 like 11nliiies TaslPoier charges per CUSIomer ore Ihe lowesi de. spite having Ihe highes/

level of capiia/ myes/meni. ' (5)

1.08

Challenging the assertion by the Minister that the State government can borrow money at a lower

rate than the councils can, LGAT states:

'Tas\dier already borrow money Ihrough TasCoi:p or Ihe same rate OS the governmeni. There is

nothing to stop the governmen//}. om sourcing more money/61 woier and sewerage under a Local

Governmeni ownership model ifii chooses 10 do so. ' (61)

Although the Goverrmient says it will prevent privatisation through the legislation, LGAT reminds

Tasmanians that the current ownership model effectiveIy prevents privatisation. (7)



Of course, a possible limitation of the council-owned model for TasWater is that councils, due to

their financial conflict of interest in pursuit of dividends for their communities ~ reasonable or

unreasonable ~ base their decision about the future of TasWater, not necessarily on the reasons of

best oversight and maintenence values, for drinking water quality into the future, but on the best

solution for their dividend income.

The pre-emptive submission to LGAT by the Brighton Council, bidding for councils to reject the

State takeover, can safely be seen to illustrate the decision-making process of other councils, and

thus is a a prime example:

'For Brigh/on, Ihe loss ofTasWater dividends is equal 10 dimosilO% of rote revenue ondihe

position could be similar/br in OSI Councils (7,481 Table of Figures below). LGAT members would

be aware thai Byighion Council mode Ihe unanimous decision 10 oppose Ihe jokeover largely based

on Ihis loss of revenue and lis ofeci on Brighton 70/8poyers and lis community. ' (8)

One must consider that councils, as as an extension of this natural tendency or need for dividends

for their coriumunities, may also base oversight decisions about TasWater in reference to their own

financial interests, rather than the interests of progressive drinking water policy and practice for

Tasmanians

Brighton council went on to write
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'/n Ihe medium toym, Ihe Treasurer has said tho/ councils will receive 50% of the to IQ/ value of

Fell{ms der 2024/25, bui he weni on to soy Ihoi we have "eighiyeors 10 gel readyfor life with our

dividends"... As Ihese of isinbunons will not be legislated it is probob/e rhot they willno/ be

honoured due to "budgeipressure ". Alter 20/4/15 iris proboble Iho/ Ihere will be no distributions

to councils. ' (9)

Looking upon this new Tasmanian war, waged under Premier Hodgman, a newly formed

Legislative Council Select Coriumittee will investigate the proposed State takeover of TasWater.

The members are: Rosemary Armitage MLC, Robert Armstrong MLC, CTaig Farrell MLC, KGrry

Finch MLC, Mike Gaffuey MLC, Tania Rattray MLC and Rob Valentine MLC



Also relevant to the future success or otherwise of legislation for a takeover, last Saturday's election

for the Legislative Council in Ruinney, delivered a third Labor member to the House of review. The

Labor party's policy opposes a State takeover of TasWater.

In an interesting associated issue, the State goverirrnent and the 29 owner-councils are yet to explain

the anomoly within the published records of the Department of Health and Human Services

(DHHS). The drinking water data for 2014 I2015 has not been published on the DHHS website. A

Right-To-Infonnation (RTl) request has been lodged for infonnation in this regard,

The DHHS are obliged by legislation to publish drinking water data on a runfonn, annual basis,

separate from TasWater's own annual publication

Returning to the proposed State takeover of TasWater, on ABC radio yesterday morning. prior to

the LGAT meeting, Minister Gutwein, when questioned by Sarah Gillman about his view of

TasWater's Chainnan, Mr. Hampton, said:

Miles Hampton has coinp/8184) changed his IIJne. .. LastyeQr Mr Hampion wroie 10 me 10 say, and

I quoie. ' "The clean-green jinoge on which Tasmonia relies is at risk if'\, ue do not era$p Ihe ne//18

andpz!shibr\-yard with this plan 170s\dier 's 10-yearp/on/. ' (10)

Minsiter Gutwein went on to say :
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'IPIesenied or a general me elmg only Ihree o1/6ur weeks ago to local governmeni andprovided

Ihem TVi/h Q dejai/edpresen/ajion wiih regards 10 how we would bring/binard Ihe infrasirz!CIMre

progrQm, whai it would meanjbr Ihe company o1 Ihe end of/en years. A1 Ihe end of ton years, I

demonsirqied rhoi the high level 7180sury advice rhot we 've received indica/ed Iha/... 11 would be in

o ne/PIq/iiposiiion. All of Ihis idolma/ion has beenprovided to local govenmeni. ' (11)

Chairman Hampton also spoke on ABC radio yesterday. Chainnan Hampton answered neatly:

111's wheiher councils believe Ihere 's a crisis 10 SIor/ qff'with. With 99.2% of our CUSIomers

receiving water they can drink and Ihe reinoining 0.8% having jibyrlt!gusinexiyear, Ihere 's no/ a

crisis in water quality. .. So my/irsipoin/ 10 our owners will be. Ihere is noi a crisis. .. y'/here I'S no

crisis here, why wowld we make Ihis change? ' (12)



Chaimnan Hampton went on to say

'The accusations of the Treasurer, in tenns of a crisis, are completely unfounded. The accusations

that we are damaging the Tasmanian brand are completely unfounded. Yes ~ we asked for

assistance and he [Mr. Gutwein] told us to go away. Repeatedly. He told us to go away. And that

was less than a year ago. He also said he had no money. Now all of a sudden ~ no, Iwant to take it

over; and by the way, I've got some additional money to help you. I'm sorry ~ I'm challenged by

the sudden change of view. ' (13)

reens Minister hadrea Dawkins spoke in defence of Tasmania' s councils

'He should denniie!y be lisiening 10 councils. Local governmeni is Ihe layer of Government Ihat is

closest 10 Ihe people. ' (14)

The shadow Minister for Finance, Scott Bacon, also spoke on ABC radio yesterday ino

'This comes down to whether you con irusi Peler Gullyein. He said Iho/prices will be lower and

rhoi he '11 be able to do Ihe work quicker. Unimaie!y ii's nor believedb/e. you cqn 18/11ha/ its noi

believedb/e when Peler Gullyein won 'IPIovide any offhe i^formalion Ihat SMPpor/s Ihe c/dims Ihot

he in okes. He hosn 'I goi a business case. He hasn 'I released any/moncia/ modelling. And he 's

proofz!ced norhing to say thu/ the 10-yeqrp/an Ihai Tospyaier has trip/ace ~Iha! he says can be

done in 5yeors ~ he 's got nothing 10 backihoiz!p. .. JPhaiMr Gumein says is/IIS/ noibe/ieveob/e. '

(15)
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Mr Bacon went on to say:

'They 110ca/ governmeni and Tas17'died hQve been asking Peler Gumein to show some interesi,

and 10 par/ some Sidle governmen/ money ~ to lobby/br Federal government money ~ ionx Ihe

worer and sewerage issues we 've goi in Tasmania ~ and Perer Gunneln 's been/bbbing Ihem qff'/or

three years, And now he turns around 10 ify 10 use Iheir words back at Ihem when whoi TasWafer

was doing wos pleaing/by he!PIOm the Sidle government. They 've sol on their hands ofeciive!y

for Ihree years, and now Ihey 've concocted an argument/61 political reasons. ' (161)



When considering the merits of a council-owned model, versus a State-owned model, it will be

interesting for the Legislative Council, when the proposed legislation arrives to them, to consider

some further issues:

I) TasWater's CEO, Mr Brewster, has agreed, after two years of lobbying, to conduct a cost-analyis

for the policy of real-time data disclosure (see the Legislative Council's definition of 'real-time')

Will this policy be implemented? In 2016 the Legislative Councilvotedin favour of this policy for

real-time data disclosure. Is this policy more or less likely to go ahead under State ownership?

Indeed, is there a genuine interest in real-time data reporting in either model of ownership for

TasWater?

2) The failure to call an alert for lead (Pb) at Pioneer earlier than November, 2012. Specifically,

during the three years, 2009-2012. Would this alert have been called sooner under a State-owned

model? Data showing a theme of lead (Pb) during this time, 2009-2012, shows several results

exceeding the Australian Health Guidelines, This data was released to Pioneer's residents after the

alert was called in November 2012. (17)

Minister Gutwein has failed to reply to letters on this question in his time as the responsible

Minister. The ORG's Chainnan Downe has failed to do the same on this question after receiving

letters. Mr. Downe's seven-word reply yesterday was the first direct reply to me on this question.

Mr. Downe, Chainnan of the 29 councils, the owners of TasWater and sole overseers of TasWater,

wrote to me: 'Please refer your question to Mike Brewster. ' And TasWater's CEO Brewster and

Chainnan Hampton, have long failed to directly respond to several letters on this question, as

Chainnan DownIe is well aware

1.12

3) Will Pioneer ultimately receive piped, treated water, from the Ringarooma Valley treatment

plant? IAnd several residents have not yet received a rainwater tank, four years and six months after

the existing alert for lead (Pb), called in 2012.1

4) Will Iudbury be offered the available chemical-free treatment option ~ point-of-use ultra-violet

(a small unit installed into each home) ~ an option which is approved by the Tasmanian Director of

Public Health? When suitable and government-approved alternatives are available, and when the

town is small, in support, and it possesses natural water of a very high quality, will TasWater use a

less chemical-Tenant treatment method where possible? TasWater has a legislated obligation to



balance the risks of short-term, bacterial risk (eg. e-coli), with long-term risks to health, those

associated with chemical treatment, noteably, chlorine. (Please refer to TasWater's Disinfection

Practices Paper. )

Tasmanians wish good luck to the Legislative Council's Select Committee for the proposed Sate

takeover of TasWater.

it may be of interest to readers that Chainnan Hampton made one further new statement yesterday

to the ABC's Sarah Gillman. Chairman Hampton said that his time at TasWater would soon come

to a close:

11hod olive-year refm as ChairmQn ofTasWarer, bullhaicomes10 on end ajihe end of Janz40ry

nexiyeor. I made if clear to the owners a year ugo rhoi I would no/ be wishing to SIoy on. I think

Ihere is always a time/by change in leadership in organisations. ' (18)

References:

I. The Examiner, May 10,2017. Tasmanian councils vote on TasWater takeover on Thursday.

Link: http://un^v. examiner. comau/story/4652903/vote-wont-stop-takeover/?CS=5312

2.3,4,5.6,7.8,9. LGAT Special General Meeting Agenda, May 11,2017. Link:

http://\v\my. Igat. tas. gov. atirwebdata/resources/files/11%20May%2020/7%20specia1%20Genera1%2

OMeeting%20Agenda. pdf

10,11,12.13. ABC 936 Radio, Tasmania, May 11,2017. Interviewer: Sarah Gillman.

14. ABC News online. TasWater fight: Councils urge upper house to block takeover plan. May

2017.

15 & 16. ABC 936 Radio, Tasmania, May 11,2017. Interviewer: Sarah Gillman

17. Lead (Pb) data results (graph) for Pioneer, Tasmania, 2009 -2012. Ben Loinond Water.

18. ABC 936 Radio, Tasmania, May 11,2017. Interviewer: Sarah Gillman

19. LGAT Special General Meeting Agenda, May 11,2017. Link:

http://unvw. Igat. tas. gov. atVwebdata/resources/files/11%20May%2020/7%20specia1%20Genera1%2

OMeeting%20Agenda. pdf
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Data Provided:

Annual payments from State Budget for 20/8/19 - 2024/25 if TasWater becomes a GBE (3)

Council I % Distribution I Estimated loss

Lauriceston City 13.62% $ 2,724,000

Clarence 11.06% $ 2,212,000

Glenorchy 10.86% $ 2,172,000

Hobart 10.86% $ 2,171,000

Kingborough 6.16% $ 1,232,000

Devonport 5.46% $ 1,092,000

Central Coast 4.77% $ 954,000

Bumie 4.14% $ 828,000

West Tarnar 3.28% $ 656,000

Brighton 3.08% $ 616,000

Waratah Wynyard 2.81% $ 562,000

Meander Valley 2.78% $ 556,000

Northern Midlands 2.34% $ 468,000

Huon Valley 2.12% $ 424,000

Glamorgan S. B. 2.07% $ 414,000

Break O'Day 1.94% $ 388,000

Latrobe 1.91% $ 382,000

West Coast 1.81% $ 362,000

Sore11 1.62% $ 324,000

Circular Head 1.58% $ 316,000

Derwent Valley I. 36% $ 272,000

George Town 1.13% $ 226,000
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DOTSet 0.97% $ 194,000

Southern Midlands 0.76% $ 152,000

Central Highlands 0.51% $ 102,000

Kentish 0.44% $ 88,000

King Island 0.33% $ 66,000

F1inders 0.18% $ 36,000

Tasman 0.05% $ 1,000

Total $ 20,000,000

Tim SIade ~ Reference (19)
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Perubroke by-election is a referendum. . .

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 No\'enibei' 3,2017
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The by-election for Feinbroke today is considered by many as a referendum on the proposed

State takeover of TasWater, with the Tasmanian State election due in March.

The pending vote in Tasmania's Legislative Council, to decide upon this proposed State takeover of

TasWater, has been placed on hold, by the Liberal State govenmnent, until after this by-election in

Feinbroke

With the numbers in the Legislative Council reported by insiders to be finely balanced in

consideration, the State Liberal government hopes that the number of Liberal members in the Upper

House will be restored today, to the number enjoyed prior to the resignation, earlier this year, of

their Liberal member, Vanessa Goodwin (due to cancer)

For the Tasmanian Liberal goverrunent, in hot water controversy in each ministerial portfolio, and

be set with resignations, they believe that their chances for re-election in March next year may be

boosted if the State takeover of TasWater is approved by the Legislative Council

In opposition to the takeover is the Tasmanian Labor Party, the Tasmanian Greens, and an

overwhelming majority of the 29 owner-councils, legislated members of the Owners'

Representatives Group (ORG) and the Local Government Association of Tasmania (LGAT),

13.7

As a resident at Pioneer, a town living with an alert for lead-contamination since 2012, I have seen

the Tasmanian State Liberal government ignore our town since taking government. Not one

member of the Liberal State parliament has ever attended a public meeting at Pioneer. Requests by

me for a meeting with Minister Peter Gutwein to discuss the detail of problems have been declined.

Questions in parlianient about Pioneer have been deflected by Minister Gutwein, so that they have

gone arianswered. In Budget Estimates in 20 16, Minister Gutwein defended TasWater, rather than

stand up for Pioneer. Questions and evidence relating to failed process at TasWater, and with the 29

owner-councils, were ignored by Minister Gutwein, who the responsible Minister for drinking

water, and the Minster for Local Government

Doug Chipman, the front-runner in today' s Pembroke election, has been the president of LGAT

since 2015. He is also the Mayor of Clarence. Today he runs as an Independent candidate for



Pembroke. Doug Chipman's candidacy is notable because of the senior role he has held at LGAT,

representing the councils in issues relating to TasWater

Today Doug Chipmam states in this questionnaire his new view on TasWater, which is to

formally support the real-time reporting of all drinking water data on TasWater's website, so

long as the cost for the policy is reasonable.

The State Liberal government candidate for Pembroke, James Walker, who supports the proposed

State takover of TasWater, would not answer Q2 of the questionnaire. it can only be assumed that

he does not support the policy for real-time data reporting at TasWater. In all discussions so far in

the public arena, the State Liberal goveiTnnent has expressed its opposition to the real-time

reporting of all drinking water data on TasWater' s website. (Also, in the House of Assembly this

week, the State Liberal government voted against a motion which sought to adopt the real-time

disclosure of money donations to political parties in Tasmania. )

So Mr Chipman's new position today, for real-time data transparency at TasWater, would be a

significant new point to consider for people voting in Pembroke. Alas, it is unlikely that most folk

of Pembroke will learn about his view in time for the election today. To-date, not one of the

candidates has mentioned this policy in any media or public forums for discussion, leading up to

today's by-election. But for readers here, Doug Chipman's new view will highlight an additional

contrast to the view of the State Liberal government, with regard to their plans for TasWater

1.18

Richard James (Independent) proves that it is possible to simultaneously support the State takeover

of TasWater and support the real-time reporting of all drinking water.

On the monting of this Pembroke by-election, Tasmanians sipping their morning cup of tea may

wonder (a new Boil Water Alert at Risdon Vale was lifted on Thursday) what this new view means

for Tasmania's chances to adopt this policy?

Since the LGAT motion of July, 2015, which was successfully upheld, in favour of more timely and

comprehensive data reporting on TasWater's website, there has been more than two years of

frustrated lobbying for this policy at TasWater: state-wide, beginning at Pioneer, where an alert for

lead-contaminated drinking water has been active since 2012. indeed, until now, Doug Chipman has

held a position of silent opposition to the policy for real-time data transparency



Since 2015, this LGAT motion has travelled along a dark and endless detour, but perhaps there is

now an unexpected glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel?

Tasmanians trust that this new statement of action for transparency by Mr Chipman holds

water.

it will be a great disappointment for many Tasmanians that the State Liberal goveriunent continues

to oppose this policy for real-time data transparency at TasWater.

The explicitly defined policy presently enjoys the support of Tasmania's Legislative Council (since

August, 2016), the Tasmanian Labor Party, and the Tasmanian Greens.

TasWater has opposed the policy for the real-time reporting of all drinking water data; but a brief

for an independent cost-analysis of this policy was recently lodged by the CEO of TasWater, Mike

Brewster, following sustained lobbying. TasWater have since received the report and a quote. it is

presently under consideration by TasWater and the Economic Regulator.

The report for the independent cost-analysis has not been released by TasWater for public viewing

at this time.

Feinbroke Questionnaire ~ Chipman's New View On TasWater
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The Hobart electorate of Perubroke includes the eastern-shore suburbs of Bellerive, Clarence,

Ceilston Bay, Howrah, Lindisfarne, Montagu Bay, Morning ton, Otago, Risdon, Risdon Vale,

Rose Bay, Rosny, Rosny Park, Tranmere, and Warrane.

The candidates for the Pembroke by-election today were asked two questions relating to TasWater:

I. If you become the member for Feinbroke, will you support the proposed legislation for the

State takeover of TasWater?

Yes ~ James Walker (Liberal Party), Richard James (Independent)



No ~ Doug Chipman (Independent), Bill Harvey (Greens), 10 SIGjka (Labor), Hans Willink

(Independent)

2.1f you become the member for Feinbroke, will you support the policy of real-time reporting

of all drinking water data on TasWater's website, so long as the ongoing cost for this policy is

reasonable? [The definition of real-/jine was provided to candidates. ]

Yes ~ Doug Chipman (independent), to Siejka (Labor), Bill Harvey (Greens), Hans Willink

(Independent), Richard James (Independent)

No ~ tJames Walker (Liberal Party) did not reply to this question, but State Liberal Party policy

opposes real-time data reporting at TasWater. l

Additional comments ~ These can be found at the end of this article (see below)

Failed to reply to the questionnaire ~ Carlo Di Falco (Shooters, Fishers, Farmers Party)

NOTE:

Each candidate received this questionnaire from two sources. First, via Facebook, on November I ;

and for a second time, via e-mail, on November 2. James Walker (Liberal Party) answered only one

question of the questionnaire; and despite a follow-up e-mail from me, asking Mr Walker to answer

both questions, he failed to reply, and so did not answer Q2.

1.20

Additional Comments by the Candidates for Perubroke

TasWater Questionnaire.

James Walker (Liberal)

'Thank you for your email survey about TasWater.

Yes I support the Hodgman Liberal Government's plan to take control of TasWater. '

IMr. Walker did not answer Q2,1

to Sirjka (Labor)



Ql : No. TasWater takeover as presented currently is not supported by Tas. Labor.

Q2: Real-time reporting - yes, supported in principle, subject to costing and accuracy (a robust

system in place to ensure that the validity of data sets is able to be relied upon)

Richard James (Independent)

Q I : Yes. I believe water and sewerage services are essential services and have to come under the

umbrella of State Government control. it must stay in public ownership and I would not support

legislation to sell water and sewerage services to the private sector.

Q2: I would support the policy on the understanding a State takeover of TasWater would continue

to provide real-time reporting until the State Government's capital works programme of providing

fresh water to all Tasmanians is concluded. Subsequent to that an assessment should be undertaken

to determine whether real-time reporting of all drinking water should occur in accordance with

decisions reached between Legislative Council decision 20 15, Tasmanian Labor Party and the

Tasmanian Greens. Reasonable costs made available to support the reporting process.

. Questionnaire on Facebook HERE

Today's Prize-Fight for Real-Time Reporting at TasWater ... VICTORY ...
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By Tim SIade

Posted on API. i19,2018
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First published March 29

Wednesday, March 28,2018

In today's early morning prize-fight, the Board of TasWater shaped-up to the proposed policy

for real-time reporting of all drinking water data in Tasmania.

TasWater's sting-like-a-bee punch cost for the proposed policy is $2K per year, per council, and a

one-off start-up cost of $3K per council



Floating like a butterfly ~ TasWater's Board of Directors, with a combined annual salary of $519,

694 ~ the Boardis no less colourful for the fact that they are also the judges of today's bout. They

are: Miles Hampton (Chainnan), Nick Burrows, Sally Darke, SIbylle Krieger, He16n LOGher,

Vincent Keny, and Peter Lewinsky.

Touching gloves for a fair fight, after thirty months of one-sided letter writing for the proposed

policy, and with a piece of Pioneer lead (Pb) in each boxing glove, the Underdog waits to land a

one-chance knock-out blow to TasWater on behalf of Tasmanians.

In the corner for the Underdog, Tania Rattray MLC has penned a letter to the Board as a sharp

reminder (upper-cut) of the Legislative Council's 2016 in-principle motion in support of the policy

of real-time data reporting at TasWater

Scott Bacon MP, the most popular member in Tasmania's capital city, Hobart, has penned a letter to

the Board (a Lower House pump to the solar plexus) in support of the policy, on behalf of the

Tasmanian Labor Party.

Cassy O'Connor, leader of the Tasmanian Greens, considered by regular watchers of the parliament

as a contender for the best prize-fighter in her own right, cheers for the Underdog, her Party the

longest standing supporter of the proposed policy.

In an e-mail to Tim SIade from Doug Chipman, President of the Local Governnient Association of

Tasmania (LGAT), representing the 29 owner councils ~ 2017, in reply to a public questionnaire

during the Pembroke by-election ~ Mr. Chipman nods his new support for the policy. For

TasWater, Doug Chipman' s new support for the proposed policy is a quiet, yet eerie, presence,

standing today in the corner for the Underdog.

123

Meanwhile Pioneer is punch drunk after five years waiting for safe drinking water via individual

rainwater tanks, in response to an alert for lead-contaminated drinking water in 20 12. At Pioneer the

alert for lead (Pb) was belatedIy called after a three-year theme of lead (Pb), data held within the

private database of Ben Loinond Water (now, TasWater), with several results exceeding the 10 ug/L

Australian Drinking Water Guidelines (ADWG) health limit. A precautionary approach could have

been applied by Ben Loinond Water, especially as there were decades of unknown lead data history

at Pioneer, a factor which was given light weight in the Pioneer lead-contamination equation.



Today, the propect of a fair prize-fight was at last granted a venue and a time .

During today's prize-fight, short of TasWater calling the Underdogs The Gorillain Manila, it has

been reported that at one point in proceedings there was a rough whisper of The Tom Ear of

Pioneer.

The following are the main knuckle taps by Tim SIade, on behalf of the Underdog, in favour of the

policy:

(I ) This is an opportunity to dispel any and all public perception that TasWater is not timely,

transparent or competent, $2k per year, per council, and $3k as a one-off start-up, can be considered

to be a reasonable cost to justify the introduction of the proposed policy.

(2) A right-to-know issue for Tasmanians. When costs are reasonable, and data has been double-

checked, it is no longer reasonable to defend barriers to population-owned data and infonnation

TasWater as a modem organisation, responsive to changing community expectations in the digital

age

(3) TasWater can play a broader role to support each Tasmanian's awareness of personal health and

environmental health. A tool for public education, fostering a day-to-day relationship with the water

we drink. it will inform our broader life. The proposed policy would foster coriumunity feedback,

and hence, dynamic and conscientious future planning on behalf of all Tasmanians. The benefits

will be far-reaching and long-lasting for the Tasmanian community and for TasWater.

1.24

(4) Adoption of the proposed policy will be an act of good faith for Tasmanians who have lived

with Do Not Consume alerts, long-tenn.

(5) The proposed policy becomes a genuine point of difference between the council-owned model

of TasWater and the GBE model of ownership. The Board may adopt the proposed policy as a

component of a fresh defence against a renewed bid for a hostile State takeover. The State

goverrrrnent has allowed politics to enter the arena of drinking water policy in Tasmania. The

Hodgman goverinnent's opposition to the proposed policy ~ in addition to all other forms of real-

time reporting, such as for political donations leg. Federal Hotelsl, Right To Infonnation requests,

Treasury budget documents, and pre-election policies ~ the Hodgman govenrrnent's opposition to

transparency can be framed by the Board of TasWater. With the re-election of the State Hodgman



goverirrnent and their renewed push for a takeover of TasWater, endorsed by Briari Wightman of

the Tasmanian Property Council as 'a new mandate' (ABC, March 7,2018), the proposed policy

should be considered.

(6) An opportunity to offer new employment for one Tasmanian, for the minimal cost of

approximately $2K per year, per council. A bonus which is active as part of the proposed policy,

this employee may be available for other tasks unrelated to the maintenance of the proposed policy.

(7) Tasmania can be a national leader in policy for drinking water, with Australia's remaining states

and territories free to follow.

In consideration of the punches today, did the Board have an uninterrupted view of the bout, as

judge and boxer? And were they shadow-boxing, as they have done in the past?

Ifjustice prevails today, TasWater will have taken these taps squarely on the chin. . .

Now for one final punch by the Underdog for TasWater's consideration:

it is logical to conclude that if improvements to policy as it relates to timely transparency, public

education and right-to-know, are not progressed, then reference to the Integrity Commission, as

suggested to me by the Ombudsman, becomes the unfortunate option to be considered in relation to

the Pioneer question(s) ~

1.25

Should the alert for Pioneer have been called earlier? Why has every responsible person for the

governance of TasWater so far' ignored each and all formal written invitations to respond to this

question, over many years, and on many occasions?

The Board of TasWater has the choice to throw in the towel today. .

The Board of TasWater can shake hands on the proposed policy for the real-time reporting of all

drinking water data. This will be viewed as a new and welcome act of good faith, for all

Tasmanians . . .

The final bell rings loud

Tasmanians ~ THE WINNER Is , . .



tThe footage (or a transcript) of today' s exhange will not be made public, deemed confidential by

the Executive Assistant to the CEO ofTasWater. .. I

. Download Report for the Board of TasWater ... Tim SIade ~ Board of TasWater ~ Real-

Time Reporting of All Drinking Water Data ~ March 15, 2018. .docx
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'Agreement reached on TasWater'

By Tim SIade

Posted on April30.2018

Today an historic agreement has been reached between the State Government, the Local

Government Owners Chief representative and TasWater to improve water and sewerage

services in Tasmania .. .

More ... HERE and HERE

MEDIA RELEASE

Will Hodgman, Premier. Miles Hampton, Chair TasWater

0105/89:35 am
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Today an historic agreement has

Local Government Owners Chief

sewerage services in Tasmania

An Mou (attached) will pave the way for a package of reforms that will be presented

to council owners and, if supported by councils, tabled in Parliament.

Tasmanians will benefit froin a partnership that will

increases, accelerated infrastructure upgrades and a joint

such as Macquarie Point, the Lauriceston combined system and MONA.

The Government and TasWater
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Under the agreement, the Government will inject $20 million per year for the next

years into TasWater and in return will become a shareholder of TasWater.

Under the agreement, local government will retain int\ionty

and governance arrangements will that State and

work together with TasWater's board to deliver the capital program.

new

The Treasurer, Peter Gutsvein, said it was pleasing to

with a clear focus on what is in the best interests of Tasmania.

"This package of refomns, if

by Parliament, will allow the

prices and infrastructure investment. "

Chief Owners Representative and Mayor of the Northern

Down 16 said the agreement would allow TasWater to build

done to date and Councils will be able to maintain a focus on

while continuing to have the direction ofa in aJ Or say

the impactparticularly important of andgiven

communities. Importantly, dividends Local Government

guaranteed and the State Government will not receive a dividend.

ensure

endorsed by Local Government

State Government to fulfil its

Doug Chipman, President LGAT, and

extremely pleasing to all levels

such an important matter for Tasmanians.

ownership of TasWater

Local Government will
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see

The Chairman of TasWater, Miles Hampton,

State Government and Owner Councils had

a cooperative and collaborative manner.

all parties coming together

"The reform of the water and sewerage sector is arguably the single most important

reform that has been undertaken Tasmania for decades andmany

can now focus entire effort on ensuring the benefits expected from the reform
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2018of madeMemorandum

industryTasmania's andfurtherProgressing

objectivesandprinciplesKeyI.

I . I . The State Government, TasWater and the Chief Representative of the Owners '

Representatives Group have reached in principle agreement to work together to further reform

sector to achieve the following key outcomes:the important water and

of TasWater, involving reviseda. The State Government to

and the State Government to

outcomes for the betterment ofsewerage

Understanding

reforms

governance arrangements, to

work together to improve

Tasmania;

infrastructure investmentb. TasWater will accelerate its water and 'rogram;sewerage

c. future regulated water and sewerage prices in Tasmania will be capped until 30 June

and2025;

d. TasWater continues to be a sustainable and financially viable corporation that delivers

efficiently.effectiveIy andTasmaniaand sewerage

ofownership TasWaterJoint2.

2.1. The parties will work together to develop a joint ownership model with the objectives of

that:ensuring

a. the councils of Tasmania collectively will retain Inajority ownership of TasWater;

b. the State becomes an owner, through a new class of shares, which will reflect the State's

from TasWater;distributionsdecision any

c. the councils will continue to receive payments as agreed between them and the corporation

jointly explored;this commitment will beand the option of legislating

d. TasWater's corporate plan is jointly agreed between the Owners' Representatives and

of deadlock;the State, with agreed arrangements in place in the

e. the State to be included in the process for the appointment of the Board and botli the

Chief Owners Representative and the State to be consulted regarding the appointment of

CEO;the

f. the Chief Owners Representative, Chair and the CEO of TasWater are to appear at the GBE

rotation;alternateCommittee of the lower and houseScrutiny upper

g. TasWater provides financial and other information to the Department of Treasury and Finance

which will allow the Department to provide advice to the owners as it does for State

businesses;Government

h. there are regular post Board meetings between Ministers (the Treasurer and the Minister

for Primary Industries and Water) and the Chair and Chief Executive Officer of TasWater;

I. TasWater's corporate governance documents, including its Constitution and the

In
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amended to reflect the changed governance

andarrangements;

j. the State will provide contributions to TasWater, to a total of $200 million over the ten year

period commencing on I January 2019, with the first contribution provided in the 2018-

19 financial year. The parties will work cooperativeIy to develop a schedule for the State's

period.thecontributions year

2.2. The State will introduce legislation into the Parliament to allow TasWater to be jointly owned

by the councils of Tasmania and the State. The Bill will reflect the revised governance

parties.theagreed byarrangements

Infrastructure Investment ProgramTasWater' s3.

3 .I . The parties acknowledge that TasWater continues to refine its long term infrastructure

investment program in consultation with the Tasmanian Economic Regulator, the Environment

Protection Agency, the Director of Public Health and the Dam Safety Regulator.

3.2. The parties will jointly develop an accelerated infrastructure investment program, ensuring that

TasWater will use best endeavours to deliver over the remainder of its most recent 10 year

infrastructure plan, sufficient investment to achieve a target of $18 billion of total infrastructure

Shareholders' Letter of Expectation, are

over

Investment.

3.3. The parties will investigate the introduction of a community seivice obligation mechanism so

that investment projects that are not commercial in their entirety can be considered in the

context of broader benefits to the State and how these projects might be funded.

3.4. The parties will work cooperativeIy to progress major investment projects of special economic

or environmental importance to Tasmania, which includes all reasonable endeavours to secure

include:These projectsfunding.Australian Government

andproject;the sewerage/stonnwaterLauriceston

for tlTeb. the works at the Macquarie Point waste water treatment necessary

site.Macquarie Pointtheofdevelopment

3.5. The parties will investigate amendments to simplify TasWater's obligation to account for income

tax equivalent payments and government guarantee fees, noting that Councils cannot be

disadvantaged.

PricingSewerageandWater4.

4.1. Regardless of the outcome of the Tasmanian Economic Regulator's 2018 Price Detenmination

or any subsequent Detennination, TasWater provides in principle

a. freezing prices for regulated sewerage customers

June2019July

b. develop a future price profile for regulated water

for target tariffsprice

ten
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4.3. Subject to any requirements arising from paragraph 4.2, the current economic regulatory

arrangements as set out in Water and Sewerage Industry Act 2008, the Economic Regulator Act

2009 and associated Regulations will continue to apply, noting that this will require the

TasWater's financial performance, includingTasmanian Economic Regulator to regularly

the prices, operational efficiency and investment program necessary to Inaintain sustainability.
WasteTrade5.

5.1. The parties commit to monitor the effectiveness of recent announcements by TasWater on

required.enhancementsif furtherwork togetherandtrade

Implementation6.

6.1. The parties will act in good faith and use their reasonable endeavours to implement the
this Mou.deliver the keyand

6.2. Subject to paragraph 6.1, the parties will work together to develop by September 2018 the

necessary Agreement(s) and documentation that will support endorsement of the proposed

councils and drafting of theprinciples and objectives of this Mou by TasWater's

Legislation.supportingnecessary

6.3. The Agreement(s) and documentation will specify, amongst other terms:

a. the contributions to TasWater from the State specified in paragraph 2.1 ;

specified in paragraphb. the commitment by TasWater to implement the pricing

waste

measures

review

c. changes to TasWater's governance documents to reflect the changed ownership and

paragraph 2;specifiedTasWaterforarrangementsgovernance

d. provisions to be included in a draft bill to amend the Water and Sewerage Corporation Act

20 12 to reflect agreed changes to the ownership and governance of TasWater; and

e. commitments for the accelerated infrastructure program specified in paragraph 3 .

General7.

7.1. This Mou can only be changed by the agreement of each of the parties in writing.

7.2. This Mou is not legally binding and does not give rise to legally enforceable obligations or legal

liability.

7.3. Nothing contained in or implied by this Mou creates or is taken to create a partnership, joint
trust.venture, agency

Signing

Signed

Hon

Hon

Signed for and
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Miles

Signed for and behalf of the Owners'

LtdSewerage Corporation Pty

Mayor David Down 16

Mr

on

TasWater: Looking Through A Lens Of Lead (Pb)...

By Tim SIade

Posted o11 Jul\' 24,2018

ChairHampton,

Representatives of the Tasmanian Water &

by220 653162ACN

,
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On Wednesday night Dorset's Mayor, Mr Howard, spoke to address Pioneer's continuing

concerns about drinking water, with at least three homes now known to have lead-painted

roofs for the collection of drinking water, as per TasWater's Service Replacement Scheme at

Pioneer.

The resolution of the meeting, called by DOTSet Council, was for the Mayor to write to all residents

to fomialise their view about a mini-treatment plant at Pioneer, identical to the one recently

installed at nearby HerTick and Gladstone.

Mayor Howard said that it is his ultimate intention to write to Minister Peter Gutwein, the

responsible Minister, and our member for Bass, to seek approval for a mini-treatment plant at

Pioneer

While the DOTSet Mayor's new participation on this issue is welcome, it is of concern that, at the

time of writing this article, he has not yet contacted the three home-owners who have lead-painted

roofs, despite having received each of their telephone numbers early last week.

fold surprisingIy, Mayor Howard stated that lead-painted roofs are not necessarily of concern to

him. Mayor Howard said at the meeting on Wednesday that a greater problem is the 'low rainfall' at

Pioneer, in conjunction with the 'small roof catchments on many of the cottages'

138

TasWater wrote to me, on June 8,2018, to say that the testing of roofs for lead paint prior to the

installation of rainwater tanks at Pioneer was not their responsibility, but rather, it was the

customer' s responsibility to ask for a test,

TasWater and the DOTSet Council have so far rejected public requests for further lead (Pb) testing at

Pioneer.

The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has not made any intervention, nor have

they made a coriument



Mr. David Down16, president of the Owners' Representatives Group, who is employed to represent

TasWater' s owner-councils and to fulfill their legislated obligations, has not responded to e-mails at

all in recent months

Local Government Association President, Mr. Doug Chipman, rejected the request in a two-

sentence text message to me on May 29, his reply to my detailed, formal letter to him. And another

equally curt response from Mr. Chipman, another two-sentence text message, on May 29,2018, to

my second formal letter to him

Neither has Mr. Gutwein nor Mr Ferguson replied, the responsible Ministers, as the Minister for

Local Government and Minister for Health, respectively.

Mayor Howard confirmed to Pioneer's residents that the 29 councils have already agreed to proceed

with the revised model for the ownership and governance of TasWater, due to be presented for

approval to the Tasmanian parliament in the Spring session, 2018.

At the meeting on Wednesday night the Mayor noted that under the new model the State wi

contribute $20M new money to TasWater every year

The Mayor said that this new money could be accessed for a mini-treatment plant at Pioneer

Below is my July 171etter of reply to the Board of TasWater and CEO Brewster, in response

to their letter to me on June 8,2018 ...
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Tim SIade

Pioneer TAS 7264

Tel: 63542200

July 17,2018

Dear CEO Brewster and the Board of TasWater (and Mrs Mercer)

First, the level of discussions we have had, and necessarily must continue to have until all matters

are addressed and resolved, are beyond the scope of a General Manager of Coriumunity Relations,

Mrs Mercer, despite your recent delegation of responsibility to her. So I will respond to you directly

here and refer to TasWater's letter to me on June 8,2018, as yours, CEO Brewster.



On behalf of the people here at Pioneer, I once again refute the many misrepresentations by you in

your most recent letter of June 8,2018.

Over a number of years, and in numerous private and public written communications, all of which

have been brought to your personal attention, and to the attention of your Chainnan and the

Minister for Local Government and the ORG president and the LGAT president, I have articulated

the failed processes and outcomes, and your obfiscatory actions, at Pioneer, and in relation to

state wide policy

Your letter of June 8 is sadly a rewriting of history on many of the issues you feign to address, all of

which remain current, despite five years and eight months having passed since the constant alert of

2012 for lead-contaminated drinking water. And Pioneer continues to experience lead-contaminated

drinking water, this time from lead-painted roof catchments.

I. In your letter of June 8,2018, you write: '.,. Pioneer property owners have the responsibility for

the ongoing maintenance of tanks, filters, pumps, gutters and roofs. '

Fact (a)

At least three homes that I am aware, new infomnation to me in the past weeks from interviews, are

confimned lead-painted roofs:
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## Main Road - Ms. t1.1amel. Test by MacQuarie University's Dr Harvey, 2018, confinning lead

paint. Telephone : #### ####

## Main Road - Test by TasWater, delivered to Mr INamel in 2016, with no remedy to set-up. The

TasWater talk was installed in late 2015. Telephone: #### ### ###

'## Main Road - Test by TasWater, delivered to Mr INamel with no remedy to set-up, and the tank

itself not installed until late 2017

Given this infonnation, there is a possibility that there are more homes with lead-painted roofs at

Pioneer, homes which source their drinking water from the roof catchment.

Fact (b)



The photos are examples of but a few of the roofs at Pioneer where TasWater obviously did not

repair to a reasonable state in the first instance. So it is a deception to suggest formally here in your

letter that all responsibility now rests with the property owner.

As such, I assert that TasWater has breached clause 4.1 (b) of the Service Replacement Contract:

Clause 4.1 states: 'Subject to the Customer completing the Customer Works in accordance with

clause 6.1, TasWater must ensure that the Works are undertaken and completed. ..' Clause 4.1 (b)

'with due care and skill, and to a standard reasonably to be expected of a person both competent and

experienced in undertaking works similar to the Works . . . '

There has been a blatant disregard by you as CEO to the dangers of lead-painted roofs at Pioneer,

even though you have personally attended several Pioneer meetings in years gone by. As CEO you

cannot say you were not personally aware of the unsafe condition of these homes. You have seen

these homes with your own eyes, Your letter of June 8,2018, only underlines this disregard.

2.1n your letter of June 8,2018, you write: 'the Pioneer Service Replacement Program. .. is now

complete, and has been delivered in accordance with the expectations detennined by the Pioneer

community in 2012 and in consultation with our regulators'.

Fact (a)

1.41

The Pioneer Service Replacement Program is NOT complete, despite your June 8 written assertio

that it is complete. I include here the shocking photographs of several roofs at Pioneer which are

obviously not fit for purpose, and in several cases, TasWater has not connected the roofs to the

rainwater tank because you are aware that these roofs are not fit for purpose and most likely lead-

paint contaminated. At least three of these roofs have been shown by lab tests to be lead-painted.

The fact that residents in Pioneer, five years and eight months after the alert, continue to live in such

third-world conditions, knowingIy by TasWater and its overseers, and that you, the CEO, write to

me on June 8,2018 to insist that all is complete, says everything about how little care or

competency either yourself or your overseers have for the citizens of Pioneer. This selection of

photos is not a complete folio, as there are other very poor roofs in addition to these presented here.

This is obviously NOT what we agreed to at Pioneer back in 2013

Fact (b)



In the first town meeting of 2013 where options were discussed, residents were promised that each

roof would be repaired or replaced so that is was suitable for the collection of drinking water.

Initnediately following this particular meeting, the town organised a petition, signed by

approximately 80% of homes, and submitted to the Tasmanian parliament by Bryan Wightman MP,

Bass, which stated: Clause 2 (a): 'Ben Loinond Water (now, TasWater) must repair roof, gutters

and downpipes, etc. to a standard suitable for collecting rainwater for drinking' . And furthemnore

Clause 2 (c): 'Ben Loinond Water (now, TasWater) must provide a limited service, at a nominal

rate, to the boundary of each property to meet general purpose needs. '

Soln your letter of June 8,2018, your misrepresent this fundamental promise and the expectations

of residents, which of course lies at the heart of this entire issue.

Fact (c)

The alert occured in November, 20 12, so there was absolutely no discussion of options with Pioneer

until 2013 .

So the date you citein your letter of June 8,2018, is incorrect from the start

Fact (d)

All of this when a newly built mini-treatment plant has been built at HerTick, less than Skin from

Pioneer, You as CEO were asked on the public record by the editor of the North-Eastern Advertiser

to say if this HerTick plant has capacity to service Pioneer. You as CEO ignored the question, while

answering other questions for the newspaper. The following week, I repeated this question to you

about the capacity of the Herrick scheme (and other questions), but you as CEO once again did not

provide a response. But in later weeks you provided coriument to the North-Eastern Advertiser on

the good news of the opening of the Gladstone mini scheme. Clearly, as CEO you have avoided this

central question as it relates to the people of Pioneer and their drinking water quality.
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In your letter of June 8. , 2018, you write: '[d]unng the community consultation processit was

agreed that existing roofs would be tested upon request. This testing occurred as part of the

program' s delivery' .



Fact (a)

The testing of roofs for lead-paint is a duty of care which TasWater obviouisly must be responsible

The decision for roof testing in relation to probable dangers to human health calmot under any

circumstance be deferred to a customer. This is TasWater' s duty of care. All roofs should have been

tested for lead (Pb) paint by TasWater

I know that in my personal case, I was never asked directly if I wanted my roof tested for lead.

From my discussions around town, I realise that this is the case for most of the town too.

4.

in your letter of June 8,2018, you write: 'We note this [rainwater tank] testing was presented by

TasWater as part of the overall replacement program and not at the direction of the Ombudsman as

you have suggested. Testing was conducted for those properties owners who accepted this offer'

Fact (a)

Five years and eight months after the alert, TasWater offered residents a free one-off test for

rainwater tanks. This is an unreasonable span of years to wait for such a test, especially given the

haphazard or non-existent testing of roofs by TasWater in preceeding years' To apologise for a

delay, as you do in your letter, is nothing more than an excuse for negligence.
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Fact (b)

IProvide here two letters from the Ombudsman, dated June 22,2016 and August 29,2016, where

the Ombudsman wrote to TasWater requesting that such tests for lead and other contaminants be

tested for in rainwater tanks at Pioneer. Reading the Ombudsman's letters, one can see that a further

delay of more than one year and six months occured before TasWater ultimately offered an

invitation to residents for tests

Fact (c)

TasWater bungled the invitation process in 2018. There was no mention of lead (Pb) testing in the

invitation to residents. The only mention was of microbiology (bacteria). I wrote to you as CEO to

request a rewriting and reissuing of your invitation. You seemed unaware of what was to be tested



for, or if lead was to be tested for at all. So the idea that this testing initiative had its origins with

TasWater rather than the Ombudsman, as you would have us believe from your letter to me of June

8, holds no water at all, Letters to me from the Ombudsman are attached to this letter. As CEO, you

wrote to me that you required 'time to refresh myself on the matter. After further delay, this

occured, and new invitations were sent

So there was confusion about what was being offered to residents, a situation of comparing apples

with oranges, or rather, comparing bacteria tests with lead (Pb) tests, and this confusion was caused

directly by TasWater's mismanagement. Residents were not responding to a clear or accurate

question.

Coriumon sense and a duty of care would have dictated that TasWater simply telephone directly or

visit properties, if they were to achieve a high acceptance rate, as you would think TasWater would

like to see. But rather, we saw an 'invitation process', via letter, bungled, and this after a five year

and eight month wait. I do not accept that you have been sincere Mr Brewster as CEO. The facts tell

the story, despite your protestations, and I would ask overseers to take careful note of these facts

and nothing else

51n your letter of June 8,2018, you write: '. ., we would have preferred to complete .., subsequent

water quality testsing in a more timely manner, and acknowledge our learning from this'

Fact (a)
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The Ombudsman's letter (see attachment) shows that you were provided with ample time. In fact, at

the time of the Ombudsman' s letters to you, you had already failed to enact this testing for several

years' Apologies are fine, but when they are merely excuses, and without any provision of a reason

for it, then they Garniot be accepted as sincere. What is the nuts-and-bolts reason, please, CEO, why

it took you five years and five months to conduct tests for lead and other contaminants in rainwater

tank drinking water, and by invitation only? At what point do your overseers engage to sanction

you?

In your letter of June 8,2018, you write: '42 of the 43 eligible properties participated in the

program' .



Fact (a)

As you are well aware as the CEO, once the option for Pioneer had been decided, the only avenue

to receive drinking water that was not lead-contaminated was to sign contracts giving consent. This

signature represents a consent to receive the human right of safe drinking water, rather than an

acceptance of each and every clause within two long and complicated contracts prepared by

TasWater for more than six months, a further unreasonable process and circumstance for delay for

residents.

Fact (by

At least two eligible properties did not participate: I. Mr. INamej; 2. Mr and Mrs [Name].

7.

in your letter of June 8,2018, you misrepresent my written communications to you over several

years when you write: 'You note that prior to the Do Not Consume (DNC) notification in

November 2012 there was an instance of consecutive quarterly results which exceeded those levels,

and it was those consecutive results that activated the notification process established by the

DHHS'

Fact (a)
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This is a direct misrepresentation. As you as CEO are very aware, from my many formal written

communications, I was told by your Water Quality Officer, Mr Stapleton, that in fact, there is no

requirement for two consecutive high readings for lead (Pb) as a prerequisite for an alert. Up until

this conversation with Mr Stapleton on March I I, 20 16, Pioneer had been led to believe that this

was indeed a prerequisite ~ two consecutive, high results. But Mr Stapleton, as you have repeatedly

been informed in writing, yet with no written reply on this question over years, the fact of the

situation is that in relation to lead (Pb) a 'flexible approach' is used in the calling of alerts, with no

prerequisite. In other words, TasWater can call an alert at any time they wish. TasWater do not have

to wait for two consecutive, high results. Mr Stapleton went to considerable lengths in this

conversation to make sure I understood this point. Mr Stapleton went on to say, in relation to

Pioneer, pre-alert: 'That wouldn't happen now; I'm here now'. This was an admission that a failed

process occured at Pioneer, pre-alert. During this time there was a theme of lead, above and below



the I Oug/L ADW guideline, and flirthemnore, there were decades of an unknown data history for

lead at Pioneer. These decades of unknown data history should have formed a major part of

TasWater's consideration for calling an alert. A precautionary approach should and could have been

taken at Pioneer. Instead, almost three years of a known theme of lead, as per the beginning of data

for lead at Pioneer (2009), before an alert was belatedIy called in November, 2012.

This is a fundamental point, and a fact which I have deferred from the Integrity Commission, until

now, but given your letter of June 8,2018, where you once again deliberately misrepresent the

paramaters of this issue of health dangers at Pioneer, I feel I have no choice but to proceed now to

the Integrity Commission. Indeed, I have suggested to you in previous correspondences that I would

regrettably have to proceed since all responsible players including yourself have refused to answer

in writing, over many years, and upon many formal requests, the Pioneer question

SHOULD THE ALERT FOR LEAD (Pb) AT PIONEER HAVE BEEN CALLED EARLIER?

If this question proves to be one for the DHHS, as well as for yourself as CEO of TasWater, then

this must be tested by the Integrity Coriumission, in the long-standing absence of a satisfactory

response, or any response at all until your letter of June 8,2018.

8

In your letter of June 8,2018, you write: 'luriderstand that you attended community meetings at

which Ben Loinond Water's water industry professionals were accompanied by representatives

from DHHS, and test results were provided in both data and graph fonn'
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Fact (a)

This is true, but at this time residents were told that the prerequisite for an alert for lead was

consecutive, high results. This is why we at the time accepted this explanation. However, at least

two years further on from this meeting, in 2016 Mr Stapleton underlined that no such prerequisite

exists. Thus the context for the town discussion in in 2013 over graphs and data was based upon a

misleading premise. We would not have accepted this explanation if we had known that there is in

fact no formal prerequisite for calling an alert for lead (Pb), that 'a flexible approach' can be

applied, especially in instances where there are decades of unknown lead data history. Given the

fonnal silence of all major player on this Pioneer question since my conversation with Mr Stapleton



was communicated to you and others, and in the media, in 20 16, I stand by my claim that there

continues to be a lack of transparency at TasWater and at the DHHS

9.

In your letter of June 8,2018, you write: 'Thereis no obligation to provide Board minutes to

external parties'.

Tmaintain my request for a transcript of TasWater's Board meeting of March 28,2018, in

discussion of the state wide monthly data reporting policy

wish to understand if Pioneer was discussed in relation to this subsequent adoption by the Board

of this state wide policy for monthly, full data transparency. This three years after I first brought it to

TasWater, then via Alderman Dale lessup and DOTSet Council, then passed via LGAT. A one-page

pictorial model, quarterly, with no baseline data, designed by TasWater alone, was the grossly

unsatisfactory result. And it was proven that TasWater had not shared this model with the 29

councils for either input or approval. A further two years and six months of lobbying by me was

required, gaining support such as the in-principle decision in favour by the Upper House of the

Tasmanian parliament, brought by Tania Rattray MLC, Apsley. And the proposed policy was also

formally adopted as Party policy by Tas. Labor in 20 16, and Tas. Greens in 20 15

Specifically, I wish to knowifthe Pioneer question was discussed by the Board on May 28,2018

Should the alert for lead at Pioneer have been called earlier?
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In short, TasWater fought against this state wide policy, Furthermore, to detail merely one example

for you, as CEO you named me personally in the North-Eastern Advertiser to publically state that

the policy would be too expensive, that it was unnecessary, with specific assertion, quote: 'Tim

SIade's demands. .. ' As a private citizen, I had to bear this attack, but you were never sanctioned by

the Board

The facts as we know them now is that the cost for this policy, as per TasWater's belated cost-

analysis, are a tiny $2k (two-thousand dollars) per council, per year. For full data transparency on a

monthly basis



Once again, with the passage of time, the facts became known, and these disingenuous

representations by you as CEO, in public, and in private written coriumunications to key

stakeholders, also sent to me by you, to the effect that the policy would be extravagantly expensive

and urineccesary, were seen for what they were, obfiscatory tactics at a personal level to terniinate

the proposed policy

During those three years, you as CEO used every tactic possible to destroy the policy for all

Tasmanians, to misrepresent the facts to stakeholders, and to undeimine my personal credibility

In summary, your persistent misrepresentations as CEO are, at the micro level at Pioneer, and at the

macro level, statewide, unacceptable. And there has been a complete absence of oversight from

Owners' Representatives Group president, Mr. Downie, LGAT president, Mr. Chipman, and the

responsible Minister, the Minister for Local Government, Mr. Gutwein, notwithstanding numerous

factual and polite letters to each of these members over several years'

it is unreasonable for it to be for a private citizen, a volunteer, to correct the record, not only once,

but repeatedly, over many years, and across a spectiTnn of issues and events, as has been necessary

again in my letter today in response to your letter of June 8,2018

The photos I provide to your Board today tell more than can be said with a thousand words. . . The

evidence is plain to see in these photos.
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I no longer have trust in you to be sincere, nor effective, in your role as the CEO of TasWater, and I

submit that you be sanctioned by the Board, or relieved from your position.

Sincerely,

Tim SIade (B. Ed, )

Pioneer, Tasmania.

Download ...

Letter to Tim SIade from Brewster Mercer - Pioneer Service Replacement Program -

8 June 2018. pdf



What s Miles ampton's

By Tim SIade. ..

Posted on October I0,20 18

egacy o asmania. ..?
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Looking through a lens of lead (Pb), Mr. Hanks of Pioneer, who is a customer of TasWater, recently

received a letter from TasWater, dated September 17,2018, which states that the results of a test

TasWater conducted in 2014, shows Mr Hanks' roofpaint to contain a high component of lead (Pb)

This is the first time Mr Haul<s has ever received this information in writing. TasWater' s letter of

September 17,2018, reads:

'Please find attached the report for test results taken in 2014 for leadin the paint of your roof. .

These tests were taken prior to TasWater installing the tank at your property in 2016. The report

shows that there is 6650 ing/kg of leadin the paint. .. so the sample is almost seven times the 11mi

set outin 1997. '



All representations to TasWater in recent times for this infonnation, and for a remedy to Mr Hanks

unsatisfactory roof, were ignored by TasWater' s CEO, Mr Brewster. This letter from TasWater

was provided to Mr Hanks only at the direction of the Ombudsman, who has been investigating Mr

Hanks' case.

Without any water tests at Mr Hanks' property until August this year, TasWater confirm in th

letter that since 2014 they have had funknowledge of Mr Hanks' unsafe roof set-up for the

collection of drinking water, as per the Pioneer Service Replacement Scheme (PSRS),

The original 2013 agreement between the residents at Pioneer and TasWater was that unsatisfactory

roofs would be replaced or repaired. To the contrary, TasWater have fitted rainwater tanks to

obviously unsatisfactory roofs.

In TasWater'SIGtter of September 17,2018, Mr Hanks was not offered any remedy to replace his

lead-painted roof. Only this

' . . .we would like to revisit your property in six months to take further samples from your water

tanks for lead testing as a precautionary measure. '

In the most recent written statement about the Pioneer Service Replacement Scheme (PSRS), dated

June 8,2018, TasWater's Junet Mercer writes that the PSRS is complete. Ms Mercer states

'The Pioneer Service Replacement Scheme. .. is now complete, and has been delivered in

accordance with the expectations detemnined by the Pioneer coriumunity in 2012 and in consultation

with the regulators. '
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At the time of Ms Mercer's letter, TasWater were aware of Mr Halt<s' adverse paint test result for

lead (Pb), and they had known for four years, according to their letter of September 17 to Mr

Hats.

But TasWater had not conducted any water test whatsoever at Mr Hanks' property, not in all of

these years since they installed a rainwater tank as part of the PSRS. TasWater were aware that Mr

Hanks' roof paint contained lead at almost seven times the legal limit, but they provided no testing,

no remedy, and in their letter of June 8 this year, they stated unequivocally and defiantly that the

PSRS was complete.

Mr Hanks disputes that the paint test was conducted in 2014, as TasWater state. Mr Hanks says that

TasWater carried out this paint test in 2016, after his rainwater tank was installed by TasWater.



This may be an important legal point, because this would mean that Mr Hanks signed the PSRS

contracts before a paint test for lead (Pb) was carried out by TasWater.

Mr Hanks says that when the paint test was taken, a lady from TasWater visited him at his home to

advise him of the high lead (Pb) paint result. Mr Hanks says her visit lasted no more than five

minutes, and that she did not offer any remedy to the unsafe roof catchment, notwithstanding the

agreement between TasWater and Pioneer, that all unsatisfactory roofs would be replaced. Mr

Hanks says he was made to feel like it was his problem, and that it was his fault for being a

pensioner who lives from pay-check to pay-check. Mr Hanks was advised verbally only, with no

written document of results offered to him whatsoever. Mr Hanks was left with no support at all.

In my letter of July 17,2018, to CEO Brewster and others, including Chairman Hampton, I advised:

'At least tlrree homes that I (Tim SIade) am aware, new information to me in the past weeks from

interviews, are confinned lead-painted roofs. 11 Main Road. .. 58 Main Road. . . 19 Main Road. ..

CEO Brewster failed to reply to this letter at all. No reply was received from any person at

TasWater.

Furthermore, Mayor Howard, Chainnan Down16, and the State government all ignored requests by

me to contact the owners of these homes at Pioneer

In aletter from Junet Mercer ofTasWater, September 12,2018 - a response extracted only after an

official complaint was lodged internally at TasWater by me, for failure to reply - Ms Mercer writes:
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'TasWater is working with individual residents in Pioneer as we review available infonnation

relating to the Program. . . As you are aware we have revisited a number of roof samples taken at

that time and we are committed to addressing any issues with individual residents. . . TasWater

believes the issues you have raised have been addressed many times in writing and we will not be

providing any further commentary. '

Pioneer is one of Tasmania's tiniest towns, and with potentially the lowest education and average

income in the state. Sadly, the denial of rights to customers, and the rewriting of history by

TasWater, fronted by CEO Brewster, has become a trademark of their practice at Pioneer.

The truth is that, from the three confirmed lead-painted roofs at Pioneer, only one resident is

receiving any practical assistance from TasWater, this in the form of new roofing material, but with



no assistance to pay for labour to have the material installed. This roofing material has not yet been

delivered, nearly 6 years after the first alert for lead (Pb) in 2012

The other two residents are not being helped by TasWater.

Two cases are before the Ombudsman. A third case was dismissed on a technicality, despite a

positive lead-paint test, and a high result for lead (Pb) from the private tank. The Ombudsman

could not proceed because the resident, who had only recently bought the house, was not a party to

the original contract(s) with TasWater - a case of Buyer Beware. There has been no good will from

TasWater. A fourth resident' s case did not proceed to application, because the resident was

understandably too fearful to complain

And TasWater refuse to conduct tests for the remainder of Pioneer, so there are likely to be other

cases of lead-painted roofs collecting rainwater for the purposes of drinking

Readers may wish to consider if there exists in Tasmania any other suburb or town wherein a

customer of TasWater is required to pay for his owl reinedIation of an unsafe drinking water

supply, contrary to an agreement between TasWater and the customers, and while the customer

continues to pay charges for water and service associated with the leaded reticulated supply?

At the front of mind we should understand that this grossly unsatisfactory response is the best case

so far at Pioneer, with other similarly affected residents receiving nothing at all

And of course, because TasWater will not initiate tests for roof paint or water at Pioneer, there wil

be other residents who are not aware that their rainwater set-ups may be contaminated from lead

(Pb) paint

1.52

Further to this, TasWater has stated in writing, in their letter of June 8,2018, that it was not the

responsibility of TasWater to conduct roof paint tests for lead (Pb), but rather, that it was the

customer's responsibility to ask for this test.

But according to a provisional legal opinion provided to Pioneer in recent weeks, under general law

this position by TasWater - to the effect that they have no duty of care - does not hold water.

This provisional legal advice, from an eminent Tasmanian lawyer, states clearly that TasWater had

a duty of care to test for roof paint, given that the roof structure is obviously an integral component

for the collection of drinking water, as per the PSRS for TasWater customers.



This legal advice states that general law will trump the unbalanced contract provided to residents to

sign, if tested in the courts.

But when TasWater quotes a 99% service compliance state-wide, Tasmania's public servant

overseers put down their pens.

In the Premier' s first written reply to me since 2012, notwithstanding numerous letters from me to

him over years, Premier Hodgman, September 10,2018, writes

'. .. TasWater is the authority responsible for dealing with the matters you have raised. .. the

Govermnent calmot involve itself in TasWater' s operations and is not able to compel it to provide

you with a response. .. if you have a public health concern, you are welcome to report this to the

Public Health hotline on 1800 671738. .. I am happy to hear from you regarding and new matters

you wish to raise, but neither myself nor any other Goverrunent Minister will be responding to

further correspondence from you on this issue. . . Sincerely, Hon. Will Hodgman MP'

In his letter to me, Premier Hodgman made no offer whatsoever to write to TasWater on behalf of

Pioneer, nor did he offer to write to the DHHS

With no other choice available to me, I rang the hotline number. . .

it was confirmed to me in this conversation, September 21,2018, with the DHHS' State Water

Quality Officer, Cameron Dalgleish, that these issues at Pioneer have not at any time been

forwarded by TasWater to the DHHS for consideration.
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Mr Dalgleish confirmed that he is completely unaware of any issue related to lead-painted roofs at

Pioneer. During our extended conversation, Mr Dalgleish promised to contact TasWater to

investigate. A subsequent letter to me from the DHHS confirms that this investigation is now
active

Returning to the individual case of Mr Hanks, in a letter from Mr Haulcs to CEO Brewster, August

31,20 I8, the day after the Ombudsman-initiated visit from TasWater to conduct water testing, Mr

Haulcs wrote:

' . . .this (TasWater) tank will be mostly fresh, safe water at the moment, since I paid to have it

refilled from the local tanker man only very recently, in June. '



However in TasWater's letter to Mr Hanks, September 17,2018, where he is provided with paint

and water test results, TasWater make no mention whatsoever of this important qualification by Mr

Hanks, that any sample taken from this tank will not be accurate, nor valid, because the water was

not sourced from the roof, but was delivered by the local tanker man after Mr Hanks ran short of

water.

In TasWater's letter of September 17, Ms Sophie Rowlands states only this

' . . . attached are the test results of water samples taken from the two rainwater tanks at your property

on 30 August, 2018. .. The results allmeasured below the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines'

health limit of I O ug/L, and therefore do not represent any risk to health and do not warrant further

immediate action by TasWater. '

The test results of Mr Halll<s's second 'private' tank, according to TasWater, are within safe limits

in relation to the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines (ADWG). However Mr Hanks, in a letter to

the Ombudsman, October 9,2018, questions the sampling method used to test for lead (Pb) on this

tank, whereby water was scooped from the top of the tank, rather than from the outlet at the base of

the tank.

Mr Hint<s awaits the Ombudsman's response. ..

There has been no further movement from TasWater in relation to the provision of a mini-treatment

plant (UV/ chlorine) at Pioneer, like those built recently at nearby HerTick and Gladstone
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TasWater have stated that they will not build a mini-treatment plant at Pioneer because the PSRS is

complete, and because, as per TasWater's letter of June 8,2018:

' . . .the township of Pioneer has been removed from our Serviced Land. '

However, this is opposite to the written promise by TasWater to residents in 2016, in a colour

brochure sent to all residents. TasWater's brochure, titled 'Pioneer Service Replacement Program -

Community Update, 2016', promises the following:

'When the service replacement scheme concludes, Pioneer properties will be removed from

TasWater's serviced land area. .. This move will not prevent Pioneer residents from benefitting from

future infrastructure upgrades. TasWater is committed to engaging with Pioneer residents if there

are any potential benefits arising out of the Small Towns Water Supply Project. '



The TasWater brochure goes on to say:

'As discussed at the October 2015 coriumunity meeting, we are looking at long-tenn water supply

options for a number of small towns across the state, including HerTick and Gladstone. We will be

looking to discuss these options with our customers in those coriumunities next year. . . We are

mindful of any options that have a regional application - in this case, treated water options that may

potentially benefit Pioneer - and we will keep residents up-to-date as we work towards finalis ation

of these options. '

These facts of history at Pioneer in relation to TasWater are of course particularly important in light

of the poor and unethical practices of delivery for the PSRS by TasWater, led by CEO Brewster.

Further to this, the Jacobs' Report, a report unknown to the resident at Pioneer until this year, was

coriumissioned by TasWater in 2015 to test the various options for water delivery to Pioneer. The

report confimns, on page 33, that Pioneer could be included with HerTick and Gladstone within the

plan at that time, to connect these towns to the Ringarooma Valley Scheme, via Winnaleah.

The Iacobs' Report states that the cost to include Pioneer would have been coinparable to the

money spent by TasWater to service other small towns, such as Avoca, in terms of costs per house.

The Jacob's Report also confirmed that this option for Pioneer was viable from an engineering

point-of-view

There has been no meeting so far between TasWater and the Dorset Council, even though the

Council held a public meeting with residents ten weeks ago, on July 18.
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My e-mails on a key question of complaint to DOTSet's General Manager, Mr Watson, have gone

urianswered in fifty days, nothwithstanding two replies from Mr Watson and several e-mail

reminders from me.

My central question to Mr Watson of August 20,2018, was as follows:

' I wish to bring to your attention that many of your alderman, and indeed the Mayor, are

persistently failing to acknowledge important, polite, factual, detailed and considered e-mails on a

serious long-standing issue here at Pioneer. What will you do to correct this? Does your Code Of

Conduct govern this?'

Mr Watson has failed to make any mention of these questions, nor his planned actions. In Mr

Watson's e-mails to me he has made no reference to the Code Of Conduct, as ICited; nor did he



refer me to the appropriate independent complaints forum. To this day I have not received advice

from the General Manager on this matter

Further to this, the tone of Mr Watson's e-mailto me on August 22 was of concern to me,

especially as my letter to him was polite, factual, and, indeed, it was the first e-mail I had ever

written to him. Mr Watson wrote to me:

'I have answered your questions and I do not intend to engage in any further discourse with yourself

on this matter. . . '

it is noted by me, however, that following my e-mail to Mr Watston on August 20,2018, the e-mail

responsiveness of Mayor Howard and a few of the councillors improved.

Repeated e-mail representations to Chairman DownIe, Owners' Representatives Group, were

variously ignored or deflected, in line with previous historical representations to Mr Downie for

Pioneer.

My e-mailto Mr DownIe on September 21,2018, made a final desperate plea. Iwrote:

'... please. .. represent Pioneer without further delay. If this is not forthcoming from you, regrettably

a Code Of Conduct complaint will be lodged against you. '

No reply from Mr Downie, but then, after a final e-mail from me on October 3, to ask of his

representations for Pioneer in the previous twelve days, Mr DownIe replied :
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'Hi Tim. Thank you for your email. I shall take your issues up with Tas Water. Cheer David. '

Pioneer awaits documentation from Chainnan Downe to verify that he indeed does make a sincere

representation to TasWater on our behalf.

The Mayor of DOTSet has advised me that a meeting will be held between TasWater and DOTSet

Council, after the upcoming DOTSet Council election. The meeting will be to discuss the possibility

of a mini-treatment plant at Pioneer. My discussions with the Mayor to date do not indicate that he

wishes to raise the issue of lead-painted roofs with TasWater. As such, even if a mini-treatment

plant is built at Pioneer, which is certainly not a certainty at this time, or even on the table, then this

will likely take at least one year to be completed.

The Mayor states that he has communicated with TasWater by e-mail, and that in the past month he

has spoken with a member of the State goverrmient.



So what of the lead-painted roofs collecting rainwater in the meantime?

With the Chairman of TasWater, Miles Hampton, due to retire in November, only one month from

now, the people of Pioneer can only wonder if he will ultimately show the leadership qualities he

has received awards for in the past.

Will Chairman Hampton return to his statutory declaration of March 15,20 17, where he stated his

professional view about Pioneer? Chairman Hampton wrote:

'I advised the Treasurer that based on our learnings in regard to Pioneer and Mountain River, tanks

were not considered to be an equitable and viable solution and that TasWater would look to find

ways to provide the remaining towns with compliant reticulated drinking water. The Treasurer

noted this advice but no support was offered to address the issue. '

And Will Chairman Hampton act to sanction the CEO of TasWater, Mr Brewster, or else relieve

him of his role as CEO for good, for the documented failures and disguises, historic and current, in

relation to Pioneer?

If Chairman Hampton does not act before his last day, what will be his legacy to Tasmania?

Tim SIade lives at Pioneer.
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run",, 1.1", Gun

17 September 2018

Ti Hanks
58 Main Road
Pioneer TAS 7264

Dear Mr Hank,

Paint & Water test results

Please find attached the repon for lost resultsiakenln 201410rl. adjn the paint of your root ai 58
Main Road. Pioneer as requested myour correspondence daled giftug"31 2018. These 1,313 were
taken prior to Taswaterinstalling the iank at your properly in 2016

Thereport shows that therels 6650 me/kg o11eadin the paini. This, as. percentage by weiBhi, is
0.67%. The curveni, econimended amount o11ead in domeslit paint ls 0.1%. so the sample is aim
se, en limes tile limitset out in 1997

The AUSiralbn Government, erammendaiion for leadin paintis aslo"ows

Therec"rimended"mon"I offendi" doin"ticpoin, has declined I, @in copy, t, "I beforei96S, I
per tenth196S. in 1992.11w. s, educed to 0.25 percent, andi" 19,711 0051wihe, ,ed, ted to 0.1
percent. '

Also attached are the Iesire"its of unier samples taken Irom the two rainwalerlanks aryour
properly on 30 August 2018. Allsampl, points where purged to eliminate the potential for the
plumbing 101mpad Ihe results The results all measured belowihe current Austnlian Drinking
Water Guidelines' health pideline lintlollOug/I, ", kithe, dole do not rep, ESEni any riskio real
and do not warrant lu, the rimmedlate adjon by hasWaier

Williyour p, mission we would like torevlstR your property in six months Iotake further samples
from reLr water tanks, @rlead testing as a pretaulionary measure

1100u have any questions or, equire further information in relation 10this mailer. please contact
on 0363339342 or via email Hay!ev inanerd@larvalErrom au. rulemaiively you may also wishi
refer, o1he Offite @1the Ombudsman by phoning 1800001 170, or vigiling
\vw on bud"nan. ,aseov. a"

Yourssincerelv

'*^*O
Sophle Rowl, rids
Customer Relations Manager
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TasWater announces new

By TasWater

hairm in

Posted o11 October 31.20 18

,

The Chief Owners Representative of TasWater Mayor David Down16 has announced that Dr

Stephen Gumley AO has been appointed as the new Chair of TasWater's Board of Directors

Mr Downie said that Dr Gumley is an experienced professional engineer and business manager who

has held numerous Chief Executive roles since 1993 in both private and public sectors, including in

the ports, irrigation, defence, aviation, and engineering industries

Dr Gumley has also held a diverse portfolio of board positions since the 1980s including at the

University of Tasmania, Tasmanian Development Authority, AMOG Holdings, the Victoria

Defence Council and as a Board advisor on Goulburn Murray Water's $2 billion irrigation asset

renewal program and Murray Irrigation's $200 million infrastructure program.
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Dr Gumley was appointed to TasWater's Board of Directors in March 2018 after a rigorous

nationwide merit-based selection process. The process to appoint a new Chair commenced in May

20 18 and was advertised nationally.

Mr Down16 said the Board Selection Committee was pleased to welcome Dr Gumley to the role

which takes effect after current Chainnan Miles Hampton steps down at the conclusion of the

TasWater Annual General Meeting on 29 November 2018.



MEDIA RELEAS

egislation enabling State over riment to be co e shareholder passes

By Miles Hampton

Posted o11 No\ cmbei' I. 20 18

Legislation to allow the Tasmanian Goverrunent to become a shareholder in TasWater has passed

the final stages of State Parliament
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This follows Council owners voting overwhelmingIy in September to allow our Memorandum of

Understanding with the Government to take effect

TasWater welcomes this final stage of the parliamentary process and looks forward to seeing the

benefits of the model starting to flow for our customers and the state's economy

"The $200 million equity injection from the government will ensure we can keep price increases to

a minimum for our customers, " TasWater Chairman Miles Hampton said. "It will also allow some

acceleration of our capital program to improve water and sewerage services across the state

"I am pleased that both houses of parliament have supported this new ownership model and I thank

all parliamentary members for their diligence in ensuring the best possible outcome for Tasmanians



"We also look forward to continuing our recent collaboration with the government to progress a

number of major projects that were not part of our capital program, such as the relocation of the

Macquarie Point sewage treatment plant and upgrades to the Lauriceston Combined Stormwater and

sewerage system. "

The new TasWater ownership structure is expected to be in place by the start of 2019.

Miles Hampton is Tasll'dier Chairingn
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ayorH war says
defunct

February 23,2019

By Tim SIade

as to r's . wners' Repr s
.

Yes

1.62

Lead roof of a resident o Pioneer

On tour to Pioneer for DOTSet Council's general meeting, on Monday, February 18, Mayor Howard
was asked why he had not written to the Owners' Representatives Group (ORG) on behalf of
Pioneer. . .

I addressed the Mayor as follows:

'From your refusal to write to the Owners' Representatives Group on behalf of Pioneer, it would
seem that you would have us believe that the ORG is a defunct group . . . '

Mayor Howard replied:

'It is! '

Perhaps this revelation can be seen in the light of Mayor Howard's support of the failed hostile
takeover of TasWater by his personal friend (he has assured Pioneer), Minister Gutwein, whose
intention was to remove TasWater from the ownership of Tasmania' s 29 councils . . .



The overwhelming majority of councils rejected this hostile takeover, with Mayor Howard's DOTSet
Council siding with a tiny minority

The second, revised proposed model for a new-look ownership of TasWater - whereby council
would retain ownership, the State gain a share-holder seat at the table for discussion, and inject
$20M new money annually for ten years - this model was agreed to by the 29 councils, and later
legislated in the Upper House in October 2018.

At the DOTSet Council meeting last Monday night, when Mayor Howard was repeatedly asked if he
had written to the Owners' Representatives Group (ORG) on behalf of Pioneer, in relation to lead-
painted roofs, and the ghostly prospect of a mini-treatment plant, Mayor Howard would not answer
directly in the first instance, stating that it was '... a waste of time writing to the ORG', and that
representations by him on unrelated matters had failed.

Under persistent questioning on Monday night, Mayor Howard eventually admitted that he has
never written to the ORG on behalf of Pioneer.

For the residents of Pioneer, this is a truly disturbing failure by Mayor Howard to never have
written to ORG, to the other 28 mayors, who are all members of this legislated group for the
discussion of TasWater issues, as well as being the owners and overseers of TasWater

Mayor Howard has been asked countless times over the past years, in writing and in person, to write
to the ORG on behalf of Pioneer.

Given TasWater's 6-year history of poor leadership at Pioneer, and with active health concerns at
Pioneer, the ORG are the primary group who could have made representations for Pioneer, if only
the Dorset council conscientiously un'itten to them.

In a pre-meeting meet-and-greet, which I did not attend - I and many others who arrived later for
the Council meeting proper at 6pm were unaware that this time would be used by Council to hold
an informal, off-the-record meeting to discuss water issues - the Mayor is reported to have said:

'Council are of the opinion that TasWater agreed to do a survey of Pioneer's residents with regard
to the introduction of a reticulated water system. TasWater representatives have a different view of
what was said and have told Council they will engage with Pioneer's residents once negotiations
with DHHS are complete. ' (North-Eastern Advertiser, 20/2/2019. )

True to form, TasWater appear to be rewriting history. But perhaps it is the first time in six years
that DOTSet Council has been close enough to witness it for themselves, and to be the direct casualty
of it
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Also reported in the North-Eastern Advertiser is that during this pre-meeting session, the Mayor
took a question on notice about a concern that fire-fighting tanks have not been properly installed,
and in many cases are unable to be properly accessed, nor filled.

it should be noted that the Council workshop with TasWater in December, 2018, took place
approximately five months following the Pioneer meeting with Council on July 17,2018. This is



despite repeated e-mail correspondence to the Mayor. There was no reason for this delay by
council to request a meeting or workshop with TasWater, other than a lack of conscience for the
community of Pioneer

Also, Council were unaware that TasWater had not surveyed residents since their workshop, until I
brought it to the attention of Deputy Mayor lessup two weeks ago. Council had not followed-up to
check the progress of TasWater.

Further to this, untilfive months ago, on September 21,2018, the DHHS were unaware of the issue
relating to lead-painted roofs at Pioneer. DOTSet Council had not brought it to their attention, nor
had TasWater or any other responsible group or person, including the ORG and Minister Gutwein.

Dr Veitch, the Tasmanian Director of Public Health, has not replied in 66 days to my e-mail of
December 18,2018, following the revelation presented to me in a telephone conversation with
DHHS's Mr Hunt - TasWater failed to apply the National Guideline Document for the Use and
Installation of Rainwater Tanks.

Numerous e-mail reminders to Dr Veitch, and telephone calls to the DHHS ' s Hotline number, have
proved fruitless.

Returning to the council meeting at Pioneer on Monday night, there was further disappointing
behaviour from the Mayor, and the General Manager, Mr Watson.

I politely asked the Mayor if he would read aloud to residents the council's answers to my questions
on notice, which were submitted by me seven days prior to the meeting. The Mayor refused to read
aloud Council's answers for Pioneer. Then Mayor Howard refused for a second time, citing
'protocol', and saying that it was 'unnecessary', and that '... the answers are published in the
Agenda for the meeting'.

Following this refusal, the General Manager, Mr Tim Watson, was asked if he would read aloud
Council's (his) answers to my questions on notice - but Mr Watson refused.

Concerned about this apparent abuse of discretionary power by DOTSet' s Mayor and General
Manager, I fonnally and politely asked councillors if any or all of their number would speak-up to
show their support for the answers to be read aloud to the meeting.
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Each councillor of DOTSet sat stone-cold silent . . .

Once again Pioneer had been abandoned during an open public meeting of the DOTSet Council

Included in this number were two new councillors, Weridy MCLennan and Edwina POWell, who,
pre-election, had written privately to me to express their strong intention to act to help Pioneer if
they were elected as councillors.

Perhaps there is a competing agenda for these members, such as the train along North-East Rail
Trail, which is vehemently opposed by Mayor Howard and the majority of DOTSet Council, in
favour of a bicycle trail



Councillor MCLennan has not replied to any written correspondence from me since before the local
government elections in 2018.

Councillor POWell expressed an interest to me in the days before the Council meeting, to speak with
residents who have documented lead-painted roofs for the collection of drinking water from
TasWater tanks.

AstonishingIy, Mayor Howard has failed to contact any of the affected residents in more than nine
months, despite numerous requests, written and verbal, the telephone numbers and addresses
provided to him by me to him nearly one-year ago

it should be noted that there is no rule against the reading aloud of answers to questions on notice
during a council meeting. This was confirmed to me by the Office for the Director Of Local
Government, on the morning following this DOTSet Council meeting.

According to Regulation 31 of the Local Government Meeting Regulations, it is at a council's
discretion as to whether they read the General Manager's answers to questions on notice.

With this information at hand, it is probable that this was an abuse of discretionary power to refuse
to read aloud Council's answers, when it was politely requested by a citizen of DOTSet who was in
attendance at the meeting

At the end of the council meeting, Mayor Howard happily exclaimed: ' . . . this is one of the shortest
meeting we've ever had! '

The conclusion from this fact is that there was no constraint for time to justify the Mayor and GM's
refusal to read the answers to questions on notice

Transparency, work ethic, and a genuine interest in human health - these are not the strong suit of
Dorset Council under Mayor Howard

However, the suggestion by General Manager Watson during an elaborate graph presentation on the
big screen during the council meeting proper - directly following his refusal to read aloud his own
words in answer to Pioneer's drinking water problems - is that Dorset Council has a strong
financial position - including an armual dividend to Council from TasWater last year approaching
$200k . .
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All council members ignored a suggestion to the Mayor, GM, and councillors, during the post-
meeting discussion, that DOTSet Council should enact their own survey for Pioneer's residents in
relation to a mini-treatment plant

Once again - silence. .

My questions on notice, and Dorset Council's answers, are published for TT readers below:



DOTSet Council I Ordinary Meeting of Council I Agenda I 18 February 2019 Ref: Doc/19/1274

Item 22/19

The following questions were received on notice from Tim SIade on 12 February, 2019:

The DHHS has recently advised me verbally that TasWater failed to apply the National Guideline
Document for the Use and Installation of Rainwater Tanks. Subsequently, late last year, DHHS
wrote to TasWater to instruct that they must apply this document to provide potable water for
Pioneer

a. ) As a member of the Owners' Representatives Group, would the DOTSet Council like to make a
comment about TasWater's obvious and serious failure to apply this National Guideline Document
at Pioneer after six years?

Response from General Manager, Tim Watson: Ally non-compliance issues are a matter for DHHS
and TasWater. As Council is no longer responsible for water and sewerage Council does not
involve itself in compliance issues. However, Council has been infonned by TasWater that the
Director of Public Health did not issue a directive to TasWater in respect to this matter and we
understand further discussions are scheduled between TasWater and the Department of Health
representatives

b. ) Does DOTSet Council have responsibilities to inspect and approve tank set-ups at Pioneer, with
reference to this National Guideline Document?

Response from General Manager, Tim Watson: The water tanks were approved by Council as the
Plumbing Permit Authority which is standard practice for plumbing works. Once a Certificate of
Completion is issued Council has no further responsibilities

c. ) What can DOTSet Council do to make sure that this National Guideline Document is now applied
at Pioneer, especially as it relates to lead contaminations from roof paint and roofing materials?

Response from General Manager, Tim Watson: Refer to previous responses.

DOTSet Council's main promise in the last meeting with residents at Pioneer, exactly seven months
ago, on July 18,2018, was to write to the Minister for Local Gove^Grit, Mr Gutwein, to seek a

commitment to help Pioneer

What representations or written commitments has Mr Gutwein made to DOTSet Council for the

residents of Pioneer? (The new State-wide ownership model for TasWater has been approved, and
Mr Gutwein has a new seat at the table for TasWater negotiations. )

Response from General Manager, Tim Watson: Council is not aware of the Treasurer making a
formal representation to TasWater on the Pioneer township water supply. The Treasurer and the
Mayor have however discussed this matter and considering the Tasmania Government is now a
TasWater shareholder, it provides the opportunity for water issues relating to Pioneer to be
addressed in TasWater' s corporate PIarming process.
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Deputy Mayor lessup advised me last week that it is his understanding that, in the last council
workshop with TasWater, TasWater promised to write to residents to fomially survey our views
about the potential for a mini-treatment plant.

TasWater has failed to write to the residents of Pioneer to survey them. Has Dorset Council
followed-up with TasWater?

Response from General Manager, Tim Watson: The Mayor has corresponded with TasWater on this
matter and is infonned that TasWater is of the understanding that it did not make a commitment to
conduct such a survey. However, TasWater has indicated that they intend to engage with the
Pioneer community following discussions with the Director of Public Health and are unsure
whether Department of Health will conduct a survey or not

DOTSet Council was asked in writing to make representations to the Owners' Representatives Group
(ORG), TasWater's owner and overseer, about Pioneer's drinking water, in relation to lead-painted
roofs and a mini-treatment plant

What was the outcome of Dorset Council's representations to the Owners' Representatives Group
(ORG)?

Response from General Manager, Tim Watson: The Owners' Representatives Group is not in a
position to influence a corporate work plan of TasWater. Those decisions are made by management
and therefore representations to the Owners' Representatives Group on an issue like this is a waste
of time.
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TasWater's new public portal for monthly data. .. Pione r's data
under IOC and key. ..

March 12,2019
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Welcome news this week that TasWater have activated a portal on their website for the
monthly reporting of drinking water data, state-wide.

But the portal has serious flaws . . .

And dismaying news from Pioneer this week that a second resident has received a high, historical
test result for lead (Pb) - until now kept in TasWater's locked vault, against the wishes of the
customer - a new letter from CEO Brewster - results revealing TasWater's historical knowledge of
a high component of lead (Pb) in roof paint, and at more than five times the allowable limit. . .

TasWater's new state-wide public portal for monthly data, provided for treated water systems only,
can be read at the following link:

https://WWW. taswater. coin. au/Community-Environment/your-drinking-water

I will first provide for readers here a brief and preliminary snap-shot of TasWater's new portal, as it
appears at this time. I will then contrast this new public portal with last week's private happenings
at Pioneer, the town where the campaign for real-time data reporting at TasWater began, in a public
meeting in 2015.

The Public Data Portal - Pros and Cons:

Pros:
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A more timely, and publically available, reporting of drinking water data for Tasmanians

Cons

The first such monthly portal in Australia, which would be of benefit Australia-wide.

All pesticide data is missing - the portal was to display all drinking water data, but this has
not occurred, contrary to the decision of the Board of TasWater in 20 18

Health Guideline Values are not shown anywhere within the portal. The customer can have
no idea if a particular data result was a breach, or close to a breach, or well within safe
standards.

Tasmanians do not know that this portal exists. TasWater have not advertised to Tasmanians
in the tlrree months since activation of the portal, nor have TasWater advised Tasmanians in
any way that this new portal service is open and available for use. A letter of reply to me
last week from TasWater's Water Quality Officer, Mr Stapleton, confirms that the most



recent media release by TasWater for the portal was approximately nine months ago, inid-
2018. Mr Stapleton also confinned that this is the most recent coriumunication from
TasWater to the 29 councils-owners about the portal. Mr Stapleton did not indicate any
plans whatsoever to notify Tasmanians of the portal.

Monthly reporting - the original decision by the Board of TasWater was that all detections
will be published at least monthly, but my search on March 9 found a note to say that the
last update of data was on January 31 - so 37 days since the last update and still no new data
from TasWater, as per their stated promise on the website for monthly reporting.

There are no flags or notices on the main page of TasWater's website to alert customers of
the new, publically available data portal; nor are there any directions to find the portal. The
portal cannot be found through the SEARCH bar on TasWater's main page. I tried the
following key words, but with no success: 'DATA'; 'YOUR DRINKING WATER';
'WATER QUALITY REPORTING'; 'CURRENT STATUS'.

If the customer finds the portal, there is confusing language at the portal's page. This will
deter customers. For example, the main entry to the portal is via this direction: 'Click here
to launch the Your Drinking Water application'.

TasWater will not confinn that this portal is permanent. Given TasWater's failure to advise
customers of the portal, and in light of TasWater's initial three-year opposition to the
proposed policy to create such a portal, and a subsequent nine-month delay to activation - it
is likely that visitor numbers to the portal will be low, and it is probable that TasWater will
in the future formulate an argument to the Economic Regulator to close the portal on the
basis of low use I low traffic to the website, notwithstanding the portal's modest annual
operating cost of two-thousand dollars per council, as per TasWater's own cost-analysis
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Meanwhile at Pioneer. ..

In the town where it all began for a monthly public data portal at TasWater, a second resident at
Pioneer, Mr Fein (*not his real name), has received a letter from TasWater's CEO Brewster, March
4,2019, confirming for the first time that a test in 2014 for lead (Pb) in roof paint, positively
identifies a component of lead (Pb), and at five times the allowable limit - 5030 ing per kilogram
(0,503%), where the guideline limit is 1000 ing per kilogram (0.1 %). Please find this letter
below



TasWater were to install a rainwater tank to Mr Fein's roof, but several years ago Mr Fein refused,
on the basis that he suspected his ageing roof was lead-painted. Mr Fein was not provided his test
result, and he was not offered a roof replacement, as per TasWater's town-meeting promise to
Pioneer in 2013, that all unsatisfactory roofs would be replaced as part of the program.

This result for Mr Fein was withheld by TasWater for years, and further withheld in 20 18 when Mr
Fein proceeded through the Ombudsman' s office.

Several more letters were written to the CEO of TasWater, the last of which dated January 13,
2019. This letter was not replied to by the CEO for more than fifty days, even with the
Ombudsman's oversight.

When this letter was finally forthcoming from CEO Brewster, Mr Fein was advised that he no
longer had any rights as a customer, and that TasWater has no responsibility to Mr Fein.

In this letter from CEO Brewster to Mr Fein, the CEO did not provide the missing historical test
result for lead (Pb) in roof paint, nor did the CEO make any mention whatsoever of Mr Fein' s
repeated written and verbal request for the result

Only after subsequent repeated letters from Mr Fein in 2018 and 2019, with the continuing
oversight of the Ombudsman - CEO Brewster, just last week, provided the 2014 result from the
TasWater vault, confirming that Mr Fern's roof is high in lead (Pb) component, at greater than five
times the allowable limit.

CEO Brewster seeks to explain-away in his letter of March 4,2019, writing

We acknowledge we misinterpreted this data when the results were first advised to you. '

But CEO Brewster's explanation does not account for the documented and long-standing denials
by him to requests from Mr Fein, written and verbal, for his test results - no matter what the results
are, or might be interpreted to be.



This is now the second resident at Pioneer who, with the assistance of the Ombudsman, now

possesses such written confinnation from the CEO of TasWater, for high lead (Pb) content in roof
paint.

The first resident, Mr Hanks, last week began discussions with lawyers from the Environmental
Defenders Office in Hobart.

Denied by TasWater for years, Mr Fein and Mr Hanks' historical test results for lead in roof paint
have seen no remedy from TasWater for safe drinking water.

There are others at Pioneer, but at the time of writing this article, none have received written
confinnation of their test results of high lead (Pb) in roof paint. One other verbally confimned
(TasWater) lead-painted roof, was contracted by TasWater to receive new roofing materials -
though with no assistance for labour to install - however in nine months this resident continues to
wait for TasWater to deliver these materials.

Readers should keep in mind that there are likely many more homes, with only a minority of roofs
at Pioneer tested at all for lead in roof paint, not since the roll-out period, 2013 - 2018.

The Tasmanian Director of Public Health, Dr Veitch, has not responded to repeated reminders from
me, wherel seek a reply to my letter to him of December 18,2018 - eighty-five days without a
clarification of the DHHS' approach to TasWater in relation to lead-painted roofs for the collection
of drinking water at Pioneer, and their failure to apply the National Guideline Document for the
Installation of Rainwater Tanks.

DOTSet Council's Mayor and councilors continue to fail to represent, nor to contact any resident
with a confimned lead-painted roof, notwithstanding my new representations to them at the most
recent council meeting, which was held at Pioneer on February 18 - twenty-three days ago.
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The residents of Pioneer have not received any communication from the Premier Will Hodgman,
since his letter of September 10,2018, wherein the Premier wrote:

'... the Tasmanian government camiot involve itselfin TasWater operations. .. If you have a public
health concern, you are welcome to report it to the Public Health Hotline on 1800 671738. .. I am
happy to hear from you regarding any new matters you wish to raise but neither myself nor any
other Government Minister will be responding to further correspondence from you on this issue. '

A new letter of reply to Federal MP for Bass, Mr Ross Han, from CEO Brewster, March I, 20 19
written an astounding seventy-one days after Mr Han's letter to the CEO, December 19,2018
gives the following new advice:

'. . .We are in the process of forming an approach to address these concerns with the Director of
Public Health and other Department of Health officials. Once these discussions are complete we
will be in a position to outline our approach with stakeholders and the community. .. IWle



anticipate these discussions are likely to continue until inid-March, 2010, we will endeavor to keep
you infonned as to the progress of these discussions. ..'

TasWater's CEO, Mr Brewster, continues to enjoy the unwavering support of the DHHS, State
government, local government and all major stakeholders. ..

As this will be my last article about drinking water for Tasmanian Times, my twenty-third since
20 13, I would like to sincerely thank the editor, Lindsay Tuffin, who has from the very beginning
given his full support to me and the people of Pioneer. Thank you, Lindsay.

TasWater: Looking Through A Lens Of Lead (Pb) - I hope that my articles (and those I will write
in the future, to be shared on my Facebook page) may one day be published as a book, to document
this pivotal and disturbing time at TasWater, 2013 - 2019. I welcome enquiries from publishers!

Thank you, TT readers'.. Farewell. .. Cheers. ..

References:

I. Mr Fom's test results for lead (Pb) in roofpaint, sent by CEO Brewster on March 4,2019
2. CEO Brewster's letter to Mr Fein, December 17,2018, where he denies all responsibility on

behalf of TasWater, and refuses to help Mr Fern.
3. Mr Fein's reply to CEO Brewster, January 13,2019. (Mr Fein previously wrote to CEO

Brewster on November 11,2018, and to the Ombudsman on September 8 and October 6,
2018. )

4. CEO Brewster to Mr Fein, January 25,2019, with news that he may re-open Mr Fein's
complaint, with a potential site inspection - but with no timeline is offered.
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TW HPE re* BranU

4 March 2019

Pioneer TAS 7264

Dear

Drinking water quality concerns Pioneer

Thank you for your correspondence dated re February 201.9 in relation to concerns about the quality
of drinking water collected via the roof of your property at Pioneer.

As You may be aware we have also received recent correspondence in relation this matter from the
Diredor of Public Health and Hon. Ross Han MP IMember for Bassj

In 20, .4 an independent entity, the Environmental dMslon of ALS group undertook tests of the paint
on your roof to establish the content of lead in the paint. The test result is enclosed; please refor to
page 3 for the details Iresults related to another property has been blacked out for privacy reasonsj.

Further information on understanding the test result is available at
h : WWW. environment. ovau rotec. ion chemicals-mana emen lead lead-in-house- amt

The content of lead in the paint was 5030 milligram per kilogram 10,503%I. The content of lead in
the paint is above current limit of 0.1 percent lead in domestic paint as per the Australian
Government - Department of the Environment and Energy. This information is available at
htt : WWW. environment. ov. au rotection chemicals-mana Einen ead lead-in-house aint.

We acknowledge we misintemreted this data when the results were first advised to you

We are in discussions with the Diredor of Public Health and other Department of Health cmdals
regarding the National Guideline for the Use and installation of Rainwater Tanks. We antidpate
these discussions are likely to continue over the next few months and we will keep you informed as
to the progress of these discussions.

If You have any questions or require further information in relation to this matter, please contact our
customer services team on 136992 or via email comblaints@tagwater. comau. ruternatively you
may also wish to refer to the Office of the Ombudsman by phoning 1800 001 1.70 or visiting
WWW. ombudsman. tas. ovau
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Yours sincerel

MIChael BrewsLer
Chief Executive Officer
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Sur, ay, bringIy 13,2019

To CEO of TasWater, M, :reel Betstsr.

Om^51ran'soft^e^

DearCEO Brewster andl^

FirsL I must tell you that I work in the bush erery day, co I am not conbctable by telep}tone at any
time during business hours' Monthy to Friday. The on Cto bu I

re ian n rs dun letter. And I do not hare a

computer or an e-mail address

Z

The CEO of TasWater's letter to me was on December 17, in the last business da before

Christrnas, and 35 days after my letter to TanWater, November 12, as directed by your office. even
thereh I am told that TasWarer must reply within 10 days, .r^ that they SLrould reply to all
reqLie^

Now that t}re QinbLidsman's office has re^perled for the new year, I unite to tallyou that
id r Iri

Honever CEO Brewster Mites, We do honever shorefy. encourage you to undertake water
samples testing of your drinking water supply should this be received via the roof catchment'

in

Ir o e

I do not understand this. when TasWater have still net provided ne with my test result for int
lead. which they condomed years ago, despite my repeated requests for iL and through the
OmbLidsman's office too

eu

co 'ed
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in TarWatefs most recent letter to nre. tiny deny that I have any rights to a new roof. as per
TanWater's original agreement with Pioneer. And die CEO makes no mention of tie promtse made

to residents at the early rrreetings in 2013. Why does the CEO not refer to his promtse to Pioneer?

And new we find nut that TasWaterdid not amn apply Ifre Natiorel Guiddine damment

So how can TasWator say that because I refused to sign a contrart ur, der these conditions, arxi

with no test result either. I freely gave away my OPPorttinity for a minuster tank arxi roof?

Surely TasWater can not validty, say this to re or to the Ombudsman's office

I have acted honestly at all tirrg, bur I believe that the Ombudsman's office shalld be able to see

from wiret I say here that TasWater have not been harest and they have not followed procedure.
arxi that they continue to art this way with me and others in the town

I repeat my request for my roof pai"t test results Ard I politely repeat my reqLiest for my roof to
be replaced

Finally, ^in your letter to rne you ratse the issue of TasWater not having to respond to the
emuils of vim 51ade, who has been photocopying my hat'ers and then sending them for rne, in

addition to me sending them by AUSPosL The reason I have asked rim SIade to do this is because

TarWater continue to not reply to Ine. as has been the case orer years. And they have failed to

forument my verbal complaints. kid tray have failed to provide either a Mitten or verbal copy of
results. In fact. as you know. TasWater said that I had not amn complained, which I certainly

had verbally rnersy times So I have asked rim SIade to e-mail my letters to you arb to TasWater.
because I cannot afford forTasWater to say that they have not received my letters or that they
have lost them. Von say that rim 51ade will have receired an automatic reply to acknowiedge my
letter to TasWater, but rim Skide tells ,re that thts certsi"ly did colorcur. We received to

acknowiedgment of my letters, neither by e-mail or AUSPost, until I further complained and asked
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for a response. I ask that the Ombudsman follow this up to see that such an automatic reply

namr received. Ar^ as I my, all of my e-mails were also duplicated with a letter from me via

AUSPost, and no jinrrrediate acknowiedgment was received chatsoever

I ask that all communications with nre. by TasWater and by the Ombudsman, be by letter only.

Please respond as soon as you are able

Thank you

Sincerely,

P̂ioneer TAS 7264
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IW RE reF. Uusl

25 January 2019

Phileer TAS 7264

Dear

Senke e

Thank you for purletter recei, ed on 141an!", y 2019 with regard tone Pioneerservke
Replacement Pingnm.

Please be arumd we are continuing to review Your coneerns. rid are airieritIy preparing a
coinpr. hatsive response to emure we are dell, .ring a r'scoriabb a, " med^italappyoadi
To astsL with curing118fons an or^e jus^10n my be required. to SwamrwiR cammunkate
with you direcdy" to wiren this my mm, r. maddib"^ allthrrelines arxi u^a^ will be
Communicated in writing as per your, equesL

11vou have any q^tic, 15 or require hattainfor, rotsnin reb^ to this matter, p^ oninct
orv umai ^^a_IL YO

^D!^U

-F

Yours 9ncerely

""ed Br~. tar

altof Exea, LiveOffker
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Pioneer to be reassessed due to ongoing lead-contamination risk, nearly seven years after the
original alert.

July 28,2019

The catalyst for TasWater's current program to inspect roofs for lead (Pb) paint at Pioneer, this key
letter,



released publically today for the first time. written by Dr Veitch, DHHS, to CEO Brewster,
TasWater. .. Dr Veitch writes: '... I am concerned that this assistance appears not to have been
provided. ..' and '... the condition of roofs should have been identified as part of the scope of works,
with remedial works done to ensure that rainnwater collection for drinking was compliant with
contemporary standards. '

This is exactly what I and others have alerted TasWater and government to for years, only to be
denied each time by all, and again as recently as May this year, by the then Minister for Health, Mr
Ferguson. .

it has taken TasWater a further five months, following this letter from Dr Veitch, to activate a
testing program at Pioneer
In addition to the three cases of lead-painted roofs known to TasWater since 2014, and a fourth
since 2017, I am now aware that TasWater have in their possession positive test results for several
additional homes at Pioneer, for lead-painted roofs and I or heavy-metal contaminated drinking
water, including not only lead (Pb), but in at least one case, cadmium, arsenic and manganese

This is TasWater, whose CEO ~ for years ~ has been in full knowledge of risk, via TasWater's o
test results, and from detailed communications to him from me and others, including via the
Ombudsman.

The CEO of TasWater continues to enjoy the support of his overseers, to the tune of a $400k annual
salary

Mr Hodgman has been in full knowledge of all happenings for several years, as have the counci
owners, via Mr Doug Chipman (ORG & LGAT) and Mayor Howard (DOTSet)
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Over years, all refused to notify DHHS, despite my written requests to them to do so. DHHS have
been absent for too long, for we are six years and eight months along

inotified DHHS personally about the lead-painted roofissue in September, 2018, but it took them a
further three months to write to TasWater to direct them to action. Tasmanians have the right to

know that all players have swept this under the carpet for years'

This letter from the Tasmanian Director of Public Health confirms that Pioneer's residents have

been in the right at all times during the past six years and eight nTonths

Mr Veitch's letter confirms that TasWater and its overseers have denied Pioneer's rights for all of
this time.

it is the Tasmanian Director of Public Health confirming this. .. So why, in the seven months since
his letter, have Tasmanians not heard about this breach from anyone in TasWater, or the DHHS, or

Goverrrrnent, or from parliamentarians, or the media?
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ALL ROADS LEAD (PB) To ROME. .. PIONEER: TOWN To RECEIVE TREATED
DRINKING WATER AFTER SEVEN YEARS AT RISK.

TasWater have announced a new plan to pipe treated water to Pioneer. This comes after seven long

years where residents have lived with the risk of lead-contaminated drinking water, first from the

reticulated supply and then from lead-painted roofs servicing rainwater tanks,

The news came during the parliament's Goveriunent Business Enterprise committee on Wednesday

4 December. According to CEO Brewster, the plan is dependent upon the DOTSet Council showing

unanimous support at their upcoming monthly council meeting on I6 December.

During the meeting on Wednesday, Brewster and Chairman Gumley did not freely announce the

new plan in their introductory speech of achievements for the year. it was only in the final minutes

of the 2-hour GBE session, when questioned by Labor's Ms O'Byme, that they disclosed the new



plan. Both the CEO and the Chatnnan attempted to pin blame on the residents of Pioneer for

signing a petition in 2013 for rainwater tanks. At this time a treatment plant was not an option
offered to residents.

PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUE

There was no admission by TasWater on Wednesday of the facts outlined in a letter last year from

the Tasmanian Director of Public Health, Dr Veitch, to CEO Brewster, on 7 December 2018. in this

letter Dr Veitch cited the following problems :

TasWater's failure to acknowledge 'foreseeable risk'.
TasWater's failure to apply Environmental Health Guidelines
TasWater' s breach of agreement with the residents of the town

During Wednesday's parliamentary GBE, rather than admit to these facts, Chairman Gumley

exclaimed "It was a unanimous petition Iin 2013 for rainwater tanksl, wasn't it!?"

Ms O'Byme attempted to raise the details of individual cases where failed process is alleged to have

occorred, But Ms O'Byme was deflected by the CEO and the Chainnan during the brief five

minutes of questioning. This sweeping away included the now documented fact that TasWater were

aware from their own tests in 2014 that at least three roofs were lead-painted. Only a handful of

roofs were tested at this time. TasWater now assert that they 'misinterpreted' data - even though it

was their long-held policy that lead-painted roofs were not in themselves a risk anyway. it was not

until 20 19 that TasWater tested every roof at Pioneer for lead paint following intervention from the
DHHS.

1.84

CEO Brewster waited five months from the time of the letter of overrule by Dr Vietch and DHHS

before he wrote to invite residents at Pioneer to participate in the first-ever complete testing

program. Twelve months on from Dr Veitch's letter of overrule, not a single roofhas been replaced

at Pioneer. The rainwater talks of the twelve contaminated properties have in recent months been

disconnected from Tooves, then cleaned and refilled with fresh treated water.

NEW PLAN

CEO Brewster said on Wednesday that the new plan for Pioneer will cost approximately $3.5M

This is a similar cost to the mini-treatment plants recently built in the neighbouring towns of

Gladstone and HerTick. Ms O'Byme asked the CEO if it would have been cheaper to include

Pioneer in the HerTick plant at the time it was built. CEO Brewster replied "Probably, I think it

would have been cheaper. "



Prior to the GBE meeting, all members received a detailed written briefing by me, Tim SIade,

which consisted of a 23-page letter of reply to Chainnan Gumley. During the meeting Liberal

government members did not ask a single question about the active crisis of lead-contaminated

drinking water at Pioneer.

Liberal MHAS Rylah and Tucker were silent about Pioneer as was the Greens' Rosalie Woodruff

Meeting Chair Ms Petrusma shockingIy closed the meeting early, just as further questioning was

about to occur from Ms O'Byme. Despite a protest from Ms O'Byme the meeting was terminated

in less than the two hours dedicated annually to the public questioning of TasWater. No member

protested when the meeting was closed early. Peter Gutsvein, the state government minister with

responsibilities for drinking water, failed to attend the GBE meeting.

Nor did Mr Chipman protest - he is the president of the Owners' Representatives Group (ORG),

representing the 29 council-owners of TasWater. Mr Chipman did not offer one word about Pioneer

during the 2-hour meeting

The new plan announced by TasWater is in contrast to the previous offer to twelve residents for

roof works on the condition that structural repairs be paid by the customer. This seemingly

unworkable solution is contrary to the 20 13 agreement.

t would be surprising if anywhere else in Tasmania, an existing customer is required to

contribute thousands of dollars in order to continue to participate as a asWater

customer. Yet this was the plan of TasWater's CE and Board until now, after seven

years of crisis.
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BL OD TESTS

Dr Allson BIGaney, a GP from nearby St Helens, recently wrote a public letter wherein she stated

that the DHHS had displayed 'an abrogation of their duty of care' for the residents at Pioneer. She

criticised the failure of DHHS to direct blood tests for any of the twelve heavy-metal affected

residents at Pioneer. On the day they were recently advised of their elevated results, there was no

active recommendation by DHHS to see a doctor for blood tests. For some residents, the

contamination was for lead only, but for others, the cocktail included arsenic, cadmium and

manganese, There has been no reply from the DHHS in more than a month on this question of
blood tests at Pioneer



Dr BIGaney's criticism extends to CEO Brewster and the board of TasWater, In response to this

question, Chainnan Gumley wrote on 4 November 2019 that "it is not appropriate for TasWater to

be involved in blood testing. If people raise concerns about their health with us, we advise them to
see their doctor. "

Tania Rattray, MLC for MCIntyre, tabled a motion for an inquiry into TasWater. This motion is to

be debated in early 2020.

Residents have recently acquired a pro-bono barnster to represent them, on any issue of the past

seven years, and into the future. The support of this barnster has been communicated to TasWater's

Board over the past several months.

Over years the residents of Pioneer have asked the DOTSet Council to conduct a survey here in

relation to the question of a water treatment plant. Mayor Howard finally agreed to this in October

after refusing all other times. Under questioning in a council meeting nearly six months ago, and

again in the Pioneer meeting several weeks ago, the Mayor admitted, but not freely, that he has

never once made a fonnal written representation on behalf of Pioneer to the twenty-nine owner-
councils of the ORG

Mayor Howard has failed to represent Pioneer, and in this town meeting he protested, "I don't have

to write to the ORG just because you say I have to. " He went on to exclaim "Just shut up,

Tim!" Mayor Howard had in the weeks before this meeting won an appeal in the Magistrates Court

against a decision of the Director of Local Government, which had adjudicated that Mayor Howard

had used disrespectful language against the community in a newspaper article. His new and

disrespectful continents at the Pioneer meeting bring into question the Magistrate Court's

overturning of the decision of the Director of Local Goverirrnent.
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AWA

it appears that representations by TasWater to the Australian Water Association (AWA) have also

been absent, or misleading, in relation to Pioneer. On 25 November TasWater announced that they

had been granted an award from the AWA for the 24 Glasses Project, of which Pioneer is one of the

towns. For the residents of Pioneer, this news was very confusing. When I visited TasWater's

website the next day to investigate the status of Pioneer as part of the 24 Glasses Project, I was

surprised to see in bold type that the Pioneer Service Replacement Scheme was COMPLETE

Furthermore, according to TasWater's website, community consultation was COMPLETE.



Presumably, the Australian Water Association read this page in consideration of TasWater' s

application for the award. AWA will have assumed that the information was true. Sadly, this does

not account for the fact that I personally wrote to AWA about Pioneer early this year, several times

AWA were in full awareness of the problems at Pioneer when they granted this award last month to

TasWater, even if TasWater apparently mislead them. How CTedible is the AWA?

it is of concern to many residents of Pioneer that in a letter from Chairman Gumley of TasWater,

dated 4 November 2019, in reply to questions about the competency and fair mindedness of CEO

Brewster, Mr Gumley wrote that "The Board is confident that the CEO has acted honestly and with

due care and consideration. We reject any claims that the CEO has acted dishonestIy or

inappropriateIy in this matter. "

In the same letter, Chairman Gumley wrote to share with residents what he believes to be the cold

heart of the matter: "The recoilnnendation regarding lead in roof materials in the Environmental

Health Guideline are not legally binding. "

The announcement on Wednesday by TasWater to pipe treated water to Pioneer will be welcomed

by the weary coriumunity of approximately seventy. There may be a few who will have mixed

feelings such s those on the brink of having a contract fulfilled and their roof replaced.

Following TasWater's new announcement, the seven-year long question continues to be:

when will TasWater deliver safe drinking water to Pioneer?!
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UPDATE: TasWater has written to residents of Pioneer about the decision and where to from here

See reproduction below

UPDATE 2: On Monday 16 December 2019, DOTSet Council voted unanimously in favour of a

motion for TasWater to pipe treated water to Pioneer

UPDATE 3: ABC-TV covered the issue on its nightly news bulletin on 17 December 2019.
Forward to 17:05

https://Iview. abc. netau/show/abc-news-tas/series/01video/NUT903T301SOO
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6 December 201.9

MrTJ SIade

8 Moore Street
Pioneer. TAS 7264

Dear Mr TI SIade.

Update on a piped supply of drinking water to Pioneer

I am writing to update you on the potential to provide a piped supply of drinking water to Pioneer
As you are aware. we have recently undertaken inspections to make sure properties in pioneer have
a roof thaican safely catch rainwater for drinking. During theseinspections some people have
asked for a piped water supply. Dorset Councilhas also gauged the levelof support for a i ed
supply and is considering the matter at its meeting on Monday, J6 December 20J9.

it litere is unanimous support by 0013et Council at this meeting and the council provide this in
writing to TasWa, er, then we would provide a piped supply of drinking water to Pioneer and our
roof replacement program \. Jould not proceed. in the event of unanimous Council support, v, e
would:

. Consult with the Health Department and the Economic Regulator

. Consult with residents to ensure the community understands the implications of service
introdudion including the annual charges that go wiih a piped supply, and

. Begin developing a business case to design a solution for the piped supply

Construction of a piped supply of drinking water to Pioneer would be a significant project and could
take three years to complete if it proceeds. in the interin, . we vJould:

. Continue to refill rainwater tanks at affected properties with drinking we Ier from a tonker

. Continue to repair any defects arising from the original Service Replacement Program that
concluded in 20L7leg fix gutters/down pipes, leaking tanks and similarissuesj

. Provide training for all properties on how to operate and maintain the rainwater system -
including one-off '00/1gutter/tank cleaning. flite, cleaning/replacement and refill o1 tanks.

We will contact you to clarify the next steps after Do, set Council's meeting. in the interim. please
contact YourTasWater representative, Doug Fingland with any questions

. By phong 0363456364

. By mail: GPO Box L393 Hobart Tasmania 700J

. BY email: do us finsland@t'swater. coin. au

Yours sincerely.
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I, ,-/ 4~-
Juliet Mercer

General Manager Corporate and Community Relations
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Mumls, Morris Mq/'or, by Tim SIade, was awarded Second Place in the Los Harris

Short Story Competition, 20 14.

An E/ephoni Never Forgers

Sally, Pioneer's historian (very dainty) introduces Harry to her two sheep, Errol and Flynn. Sally

spins a yam, and Harry learns the greatest fact of his life so far

U ri
.

81.1
.



Sally begins, 'In the early 1950s, a travelling circus visited Pioneer - the town was called

Bradshaw's Creek back then - and the circus brought with them an elephant - he was tethered on

your block, Harry, just beside the droopy old shed. '

Home Sweei Home

As Basil swings into Moore Street, Harry is busy reading George Orwell's essay, 'Shooting All

Elephant'; Harry is hoping that the title might be wrong.

'Basil Garribaldi, surveyor - pleased to meet you. So you're at the Paris end of Pioneer, Harry!'

Harry has never heard of any elephant living in Paris, so he doesn't say a thing; but he is tickled

pink to think of his as yet unsurveyed future at the Paris end of Pioneer - alongside the mighty

Ringarooma River

Full Knowledge

Extract from: 'The 81/1veyorls. 89uini' (1989)

At Pioneer, a defunct tin mining town in the north-east of Tasmania, a man's dunny, sometimes with

the town's full knowledge, may belong to his neighbour - if one goes by the original deed.

Fencelines (no fences) are free to roam across chicken runs. Letterboxes openly display their

borderline personality disorders ...
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The Cheqpesi House in '41/3/10/ia

Garribaldi, fishing, 'So what did you pay for this tinny catch?'

Harry, Tony-five rainbow trout - less fourteen, First Home Buyer's Grant - so thirty-one altogether,

Basil' ...

Herring, Cod ""of Bite I, 'ruiners - Valuation Report for 8

This is a rather dilapidated cottage. Gutters and several barge boards are missing. External timber

decay noted. Roofing iron rusted. Internal floor movement throughout. Rooms would benefit from

o0re Street, Pioneer.



redecoration. A retaining wall to the rear of the dwelling has collapsed. Outbuilding is valueless. .

A Nice Cup of 78Q?

Garribaldi, 000h. .. nice one, Harry. Well done. Unitnm ,.. I know you've just moved in, but I was

wondering, have you had a bo-peep at the town's water catchment? The pit at the other end of

Pioneer, just past Poverty Corner, the one half-empty, with lead-contaminated water. Yeah: tin

mining - that's the legacy; and things haven't exactly been helped by those bastards cutting the town

from the Frome Darn three years ago, nor the skeleton staff in at TasWater. ..'

Lucky Bas/ard

'Harry, you're a lucky bastard! Where can a man find affordable housing these days? Perhaps,

though - my friend - hold-off on the caviar. '

Harry considers 'The elephant's trunk is down?'

Garribaldi, 'My survey has your shed plopped upon the deeds of Pioneer's original school. Urnm

Harry, do you want to know something? Joseph Lyons, who later became Prime Minister of

Australia, was first the school master at Pioneer - at this very school - before he hit the big time. '

A High Court Challenge
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Harry and Garribaldi follow the broken path to the shed. Harry wonders, 'Will I be subpoenaed to

the High Court? For urging Pioneer's school master to govern the country? Into using a Canberra

crapper?'

The Ouchui/ding frolue/ess?

Lined with hand-split hard boards, the shed is empty - except for two old bales of hay. At the far

end, two beams of light search the interior; and written in a cursive script - elephant-sized cursive

Harry reads

Mum Is Morris Mqjor



Reading his/ory; reading Ihe/Inure: Mum's ... Morris ... Major ... All elephant: flourishing (under

the tutelage of Mr. Joseph Lyons), snuffling (through the long winter), playing (in the sunshine,

with the children of Bradshaw's Creek) - mother's baby.

The planet's infinite positive energy backfires through Harry's droopy old shed

The E/ephonils Trunkls 'by'

Inside the shed, Harry is reaching one ann along the ancient flank of his people-mover. He's

jumping aboard. Flicking on the news. Checking the rear-view mirrors. Hoping for good luck.

And our Harry is wondering 'When is the circus next coming to town?'

Mum's Morris Major - facts; not fiction,

Joseph Lyons was Prime Minister of Australia during the years 1932 to 1939. Lyons, born in

Stanley, Tasmania, began his role as school master in 1906, in Moore Street, Pioneer (then

known as Bradshaw's Creek)

2. A travelling circus, replete with an elephant, visited Pioneer in the 1950's (exact date

unknown).

Inside the outbuilding at 6 Moore Street, Pioneer 'Morris Major' is written in large script

This outbuilding stands at precisely the location of Pioneer's original school; Mr. Joseph

Lyons was school master there before entering politics and his election as Australia's tenth

Prime Minister
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5. At the time of this story's publication (on this website), in September 2014, a water alert for

lead contamination continues at Pioneer. Pioneer has been without safe drinking water in the

home since November, 2012. Residents are awaiting the provision of rainwater tanks by

TasWater - the corporation legally beholden to provide safe drinking water to Pioneer - the

rainwater tank solution is supported by the overwhelming majority of townsfolk (as

documented in a petition sent to each Tasmanian parliamentarian, and to TasWater). See

Toxic Tas Water' T"sniff"i"" Times.



6. Sally Warren is Pioneer's unofficial archivist of local history. Sally's other hobbies include

card making, crosswords and midnight bicycle rides through the mountains.

7. The Morris Major was produced by the British Motor Corporation of Australia in the years

1958 to 1964.

The author moved in at Moore Street, Pioneer, in 2009. (He wouldn't dream of living anywhere

else. )
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Titn SIade was born in Tasmania's capital, Hobart, in 1976. For the past decade he has lived in Pioneer,
a hay town in Tasmania's north-east. Tini is a poet, and a freelance writer for Tarwonztr" Tz};78J
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